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ABSTRACT 
The Way of Darkness and Light: Daoist Divine Women in Pre-Modern Chinese Fiction 
Peng Liu 
A mysterious goddess magically generates a swirling wind to conceal the body of 
a hero. A licentious flower deity seduces a male to experiment with forty-three postures 
of copulation in a picturesque garden. Such graphic details of late imperial Chinese 
fiction exhibit two types of power from women: their martial prowess and seductiveness. 
This dissertation brings these two types of female power together by focusing on the 
Mysterious Woman (Xuannü 玄女) and the Immaculate Woman (Sunü 素女), two Daoist 
goddesses who figure prominently in martial arts and erotic stories, respectively. I argue 
that after being marginalized by institutionalized Daoism, these goddesses played a 
pivotal role in framing two different, though occasionally interrelated, types of novels. 
One type of novel concerns war and public affairs, including dynastic crises; the other 
type concerns domestic life, as exemplified in erotic fiction. The metaphor that equates 
sex with war relates these two types of stories. I consider these fictional texts to be 
powerful agents that reused and reinterpreted the goddesses’ stories in late imperial China. 
I also situate these texts in the cultural network within which they constructed or 
reconstructed the goddesses’ images in collaboration with Daoist discourse. 
In this research, I also examine how femininity (yin 陰) is constructed in late 
imperial Chinese fiction. As I argue, the ideas of invisibility (yin 隱) and licentiousness 
(yin 淫) constitute the notion of femininity. The Mysterious Woman demonstrates the 
power of invisibility when being portrayed as a goddess of war and associated with 
	Daoist magic, such as the magic of invisibility (yinshen shu 隱身術). The Immaculate 
Woman represents the idea of licentiousness as she appears in various forms to seduce 
male protagonists. 
The dissertation contains two sections. The first part focuses on the following 
fictional texts: Water Margin (Shuihu zhuan 水滸傳), Quelling the Demons’ Revolt (San 
Sui pingyao zhuan 三遂平妖傳), Bull’s Head Mountain (Niutou shan 牛頭山), and 
Unofficial History of Female Immortals (Nüxian waishi 女仙外史). In this part, I show 
how the Mysterious Woman is depicted as a war goddess and a moral agent in stories 
concerning war, rebellion, and dynastic crises. The second part of the dissertation 
discusses Su’e pian 素娥篇 (The Story of Su’e), Zhulin Yeshi 株林野史 (Unofficial 
History of the Forest), Yesou puyan 野叟曝言 (Humble Words of A Rustic Elder), and 
Honglou meng 紅樓夢 (Dream of the Red Chamber). These works create various literary 
reincarnations of the Immaculate Woman. These reincarnations guide male protagonists 
to their spiritual awakenings by means of sex. While drawing on fictional and Daoist 
texts to rebuild the history of the Mysterious Woman and the Immaculate Woman, this 
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 How does the Chinese novel revitalize religious symbols that would have 
otherwise fallen into oblivion? This dissertation tackles this issue and takes an 
interdisciplinary approach to Chinese literature, religion, as well as women and gender 
studies. Specifically, I investigate how late imperial Chinese fiction popularizes the 
Daoist goddess cults of the Mysterious Woman (Xuannü 玄女) and the Immaculate 
Woman (Sunü 素女).1 These two erotic deities teach the Yellow Emperor (Huangdi 黃帝) 
how to nourish the body through sexual practices in Shangqing 上清 (Highest Clarity) 
Daoism. According to Donald J. Harper, the textualization of these two goddesses’ 
teachings can be dated to as early as the third century.2 Nevertheless, due in part to their 
sexual transgression, institutionalized Daoism gradually marginalized these two deities 
and their teachings. By the end of the tenth century, the scriptures associated with these 
two goddesses were lost in the Chinese context. Today,  these scriptures can only be 
found in the oldest Japanese medical work Ishimpō (Chinese: Yi xin fang 醫心方), 																																																								1	In ancient mythology, Xuannü 玄女 represents a mysterious force dispatched by Heaven to 
rescue the Yellow Emperor (Huangdi 黃帝). In Shangqing 上清 Daoism, she symbolizes sexual 
power and is juxtaposed with the Immaculate Woman (Sunü 素女); their names are combined to 
signify the Daoist arts of the bedchamber, xuansu zhidao 玄素之道. The title of Jiutian Xuannü 
was not invented until the late Tang dynasty (618–906). Before this time, she was simply referred 
to as Xuannü. In Chinese etymology, the character xuan 玄 means mysterious. It can also mean 
the color black. For example, in Daoist cosmology, xuantian 玄天 is the black sky of the north, 
occupied by the Dark Warrior (Zhenwu 真武, also known as Xuanwu 玄武 or Xuantian Shangdi 
玄天上帝) who is responsible for death and identified by the symbol of a tortoise and a snake. 	2	Donald J. Harper, Early Chinese Medical Literature: The Mawangdui Medical Manuscripts 
(London and New York: Kegan Paul International, 1998), 136. The two goddesses’ teachings 
were preserved in Xuannü jing 玄女經 (Classic of the Mysterious Woman) and Sunü jing 素女經 
(Classic of the Immaculate Woman). 
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compiled by the Japanese physician Tanba Yasuyori 丹波康賴 (912–995) around the 
year 984.3 
Starting from the tenth century, the divine sisterhood between the Mysterious 
Woman and the Immaculate Woman bifurcated into two strands of narratives. One 
narrative line portrays the Mysterious Woman as a warrior protectress. Her association 
with this role extends to late imperial fictional discourse in which she frequently frames 
stories concerning war and rebellion, exemplified in the novels Water Margin (Shuihu 
zhuan 水滸傳), Quelling the Demons’ Revolt (Sansui pingyao zhuan 三遂平妖傳), and 
Unofficial History of Female Immortals (Nüxian waishi 女仙外史). In contrast to the 
Mysterious Woman, the Immaculate Woman represents another narrative regarding 
eroticism in late imperial Chinese fiction. She and her literary reincarnations appear 
prominently in stories such as Su’e pian 素娥篇 (The Story of Su’e), Zhulin Yeshi 株林野
史 (Unofficial History of the Forest), Yesou puyan 野叟曝言 (Humble Words of A Rustic 
Elder), and Honglou meng 紅樓夢 (Dream of the Red Chamber). These two types of 
fictional narratives framed by the Mysterious Woman and the Immaculate Woman are 
interrelated metaphorically, governed by a logic that equates sex with war. In this 
dissertation, I argue that the Mysterious Woman and the Immaculate Woman gained 
popularity in late imperial times. Despite the peripheral status of both of these figures in 
institutionalized Daoism in medieval China, late imperial Chinese fiction greatly 
contributes to the preservation and revival of their cults through various narratives. 																																																								3	More detailed discussions on Ishimpō and Chinese sexual manuals can be found in Robert Hans 
van Gulik’s Sexual Life in Ancient China: A Preliminary Survey of Chinese Sex and Society From 
CA. 1500 B.C. Till 1644 A.D. (Leiden: Brill, 2003), 122–25; Douglas Wile’s Art of the 
Bedchamber: The Chinese Sexual Yoga Classics Including Women’s Solo Meditation Texts 
(Albany: State University of New York Press, 1992), 83–84. 
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In my methodology, I first rely on textual and visual sources to investigate the 
origins and the transformations of the Mysterious Woman and the Immaculate Woman 
throughout Chinese history. In so doing, I attempt to reveal the multifaceted existences of 
these divinities. Second, I focus on late imperial fictional works and consider how those 
works act as powerful agents that reuse and reinterpret Daoist themes. As we will see, 
Chinese fiction utilizes the long-marginalized divine women as important narrative 
devices to tell stories. Instead of merely being receptacles for religious ideas, fictional 
works actively reshape and enrich religious landscapes. Without vernacular fiction, 
numerous religious figures and ritual ideas would remain unknown. It is for this reason 
that late imperial Chinese fiction, in conjunction with Daoist ritual texts and practices, 
functions as part of a cultural network that continuously generates new narratives about 
ancient deities, thereby preventing these deities from falling into oblivion. 
Although I provide unified narratives for both deities, their histories are far more 
complicated than one can imagine. This is especially the case for the Mysterious Woman. 
Based on archaeological and textual findings, current scholarship has revealed the 
multifaceted role of the Mysterious Woman in Chinese religion. Besides her identity as a 
sexual deity who specializes in the art of the bedchamber, she also assumes the roles of a 
divine messenger, warrior protectress, protector of children, goddess of astrology, and 
deity who protects the deceased in the underworld.4 																																																								4	The following scholarship has touched upon the Mysterious Woman:	Suzanne E. Cahill, 
Transcendence & Divine Passion: The Queen Mother of the West in Medieval China (Stanford: 
Stanford University Press, 1993), 44; Cahill, Divine Traces of the Daoist Sisterhood (Magdalena: 
Three Pines Press, 2006), 70-80; Cahill, “Sublimation in Medieval China: The Case of the 
Mysterious Woman of the Nine Heavens,” Journal of Chinese Religions, 20 (1992), 91–102; 
Xing Dongtian 邢東田, “Xuannü de qiyuan, zhineng ji yanbian” 玄女的起源、職能及演變, 
Shijie zongjiao yanjiu 世界宗教研究, issue 3 (1997), 92–103; Zhu Yueli 朱越利, “Handai 
xuansu zhidao de yuanliu he neirong” 漢代玄素之道的源流和內容, Shijie zongjiao yanjiu 世界
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The Mysterious Woman’s roles as a divine messenger and warrior protectress are 
derived from a “weft text” (weishu 緯書) entitled Longyu hetu 龍魚河圖 (Chart of the 
River of the Dragon-Fish), which I will discuss in Chapter 1. The text recounts how she 
manifests herself in front of the Yellow Emperor 黃帝 (Huangdi) when he supplicates for 
heavenly help during a battle against the demonic Chiyou 蚩尤. Her martial skills 
eventually enable the Yellow Emperor to subjugate the demon. 
 In addition to her identity as a warrior protectress, the Mysterious Woman is also 
a kitchen goddess. In Daofa huiyuan 道法會元 (Daoist Methods, United in Principle), a 
collection of Daoist rituals compiled in the Ming dynasty (1368–1644), she is described 
as a stove deity who protects children from diseases. Her magic is entitled “Jiutian 
Xuannü zaogao mifa” 九天玄女竈告祕法 (Secret Methods of Prayer in the Kitchen 
Transmitted by the Mysterious Woman of the Nine Heavens). According to this ritual 
text, in order to receive protection from deities, believers have to commission a document 
called “Zaolu” 竈籙 (Kitchen Register) before the ritual starts. They then entreat Siming
司命, a deity in charge of people’s life expectancy, to deliver the document to higher 
																																																																																																																																																																					
宗教研究, issue 3 (2004), 45–54; Zhang Xunliao 張勳燎, Bai Bin 白彬, “Jiangxi, Sichuan kaogu 
faxian de Jiutian Xuannü cailiao he youguan wenxian jizai de kaocha” 江西、四川考古發現的
九天玄女材料和有關文獻記載的考察, Zhongguo daojiao kaogu 中國道教考古 (Beijing: 
Xianzhuang shuju, 2006), 1003–31; Li Fengmao 李豐楙, “Cong Xuannü dao Jiutian xuannü: 
Yiwei shanggu nüxian de benxiang yu bianxiang” 從玄女到九天玄女 —— 一位上古女仙的本
相與變相, Xinshiji shenhua yanjiu zhi fansi tekan 新世紀神話研究之反思特刊 (Taizhong: 
Zhongxing daxue zhongguo wenxue xi, 2010), 17–54; Hu Wanchuan 胡萬川, Pingyao zhuan 
yanjiu 平妖傳研究 (Taipei: Huazheng shuju, 1984), 96–144. A text entitled Xuannü haijiao 
jingzuan 玄女海角經纂 associates the Mysterious Woman with astrology. See Zengbu siku 
weishou shushu lei guji daquan 增補四庫未收術數類古籍大全 (Yangzhou: Jiangsu guangling 
guji keyinshe, 1997), section 6, vol. 27: 13085–89. 
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gods.5 In this context, the Mysterious Woman transmits secret methods of prayer that 
concern ordinary people’s welfare. 
In late imperial China, the Mysterious Woman was worshipped at both national 
and local levels. At the national level, she was involved in a Ming empress’s ordination 
ceremony (the following chapter will provide a detailed discussion of this event). At the 
local level, she was invoked in local death rituals. Archaeologists have discovered 
multiple pieces of land certificates (diquan 地券) in the Sichuan region. Produced in the 
Southern Song (1127–1279) and the Ming dynasties, these documents were titled Jiutian 
Xuannü diquan 九天玄女地券 (The Land Certificate of the Mysterious Woman of the 
Nine Heavens). They were buried with the deceased in order to protect the dead from 
being invaded by nefarious spirits in the underworld. This practice originated in the Later 
Han period (25–200) and continued throughout late imperial times. The earliest extant 
land certificate named after the Mysterious Woman can be dated back to 1219, 
commissioned by a certain man named Li Jun 李濬 from Sichuan (see Figure 1). 
According to the inscription, Li and his wife were about to start constructing their 
graveyard. Afraid that the building process might disturb local mountain spirits and 
ghosts, they commissioned a land certificate to inform the local deities of their situation 
so that those deities could protect them from ghosts. During the Ming dynasty, land 
certificates associated with the Mysterious Woman continued to be produced. The three 
																																																								5	The original text reads as:	此法乃九天玄女默告大法，以竈籙為奏告之文，以司命為傳送之
將，以布米為方驗之法，以書符為卻治之方. Daofa huiyuan 道法會元, vol. 216, in 
Zhonghua daozang 中華道藏, vol. 38: 209. 	
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pieces from the Ming Wanli 萬歷 era (1573–1620) differ from previous land certificates 
by providing basic biographical information of the buried.6 
 
Figure 1. Jiutian Xuannü diquan baozi 九天玄女地券宝字 (Precious Words of the Land 
Certificate of the Mysterious Woman of the Nine Heavens). Source: Zhongguo daojiao kaogu, 4: 
1009. 







女律令。”Zhang Xunliao 張勳燎, Bai Bin 白彬, “Jiangxi, Sichuan kaogu faxian de Jiutian 
Xuannü cailiao he youguan wenxian jizai de kaocha” 江西、四川考古發現的九天玄女材料和
有關文獻記載的考察, Zhongguo daojiao kaogu 中國道教考古 (Beijing: Xianzhuang shuju, 
2006), 4:1010. 	
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 The Mysterious Woman’s connection with the dead is also documented in a 
Southern Song (1127–1279) anecdotal collection entitled Yijian zhi 夷堅志 (Record of 
the Listener) by Hong Mai 洪邁 (1123–1202). In this collection, a story called 
“Magistrate Bi’s Daughter” (Biling nü 畢令女) recounts how a female ghost interacted 
with a human male and nearly succeeded in coming back to life before people eventually 
discover her secret (see Appendix). The ghost regains her body by secrectly conducting 
sex with that male. The story designates this method as the Mysterious Woman’s 
teaching (Xuannü zhishuo 玄女之說). It is a Daoist magical skill that rescurrects the 
deceased by restoring his or her body (qisi huihai 回骸起死). The story reminds readers 
of the famous late Ming play Mudan ting 牡丹亭 (The Peony Pavilion) by Tang Xianzu 
湯顯祖 (1550–1616). In this play, the female lead, Du Liniang 杜麗娘, suffers and dies 
from melancholia. After being entombed, her ghost comes back to the stage and has a 
sexual union with her lover, Liu Mengmei 柳夢梅. When Liu exhumes her body, the 
corpse remains intact and fragrant. Given the similarity between Yijian zhi’s method of 
bringing the dead back to life and the way in which Tang’s play restores Du Liniang’s 
body, one may hope to generate a link between the Daoist method and Tang’s literary 
imagination, which merits further investigation when relevant materials emerge. 
 The Mysterious Woman’s worship is not confined within Daoism. She also 
appears in Buddhist sources and is grouped together with Buddhist figures. For example, 
a Dunhuang manuscript entitled “Dabu jinfang Longshu pusa Jiutian Xuannü zhou” 大部
禁方龍樹菩薩九天玄女咒 (Spell of Nagarjuna Bodhisattva and the Mysterious Woman 
of the Nine Heavens from the Great Book of Binding Recipes) juxtaposes the Mysterious 
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Woman with Nagarjuna (c.150–c. 250), the founder of the Madhyamaka school of 
Mahayana Buddhism (see Figure 2). The conflation of the Buddhist and Daoist divinities 
in this Dunhuang manuscript further complicates the Mysterious Woman’s story. 




Figure 2. An incantation named after the Bodhisattva Nagarjuna and the Mysterious Woman of 
the Nine Heavens, PelliotChinois_IV: 3835, Bibliothèque nationale de France. 																																																								7	On this Dunhuang manuscript, see Gao Guofan 高國藩, Dunhuang gusu yu minsu liubian 敦煌
古俗與民俗流變 (Nanjing: Hehai daxue chubanshe, 1989), 158–73. 
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 Another piece of evidence from the Qing dynasty (1644–1912) compares the 
Mysterious Woman to the Buddhist martial goddess Marici (Chinese: Molizhitian 摩利支
天; Japanese: Marishiten). Both goddesses were worshipped in the south of China at the 
time. Both excel at concealing the bodies of their human disciples.8 Due to this shared 
capacity, the Qing author Qu Dajun 屈大均 (1630–1696) identified Marici with the 
Mysterious Woman in his anecdotal work Guangdong xinyu 廣東新語 (A New Account 
of Guangdong), which states: 
A statue of the Dipper Mother is located at the Seven-Star Cliff in Zhaoqing. She 
is named Bodhisattva Marici, or the Heavenly Queen. She is barefooted and wears 
a flower crown and jade-like stones. (She has many hands). Two palms are placed 
together; two hands hold the sun and the moon, respectively; another two hands 
are carrying swords. She is flanked by two heavenly maids. One maid holds a 
plate with a goat’s head; and the other holds a plate with a rabbit’s head. The 
former governor Xiong Wencan commissioned this statue. Xiong offered amnesty 
to Zheng Zhilong and enlisted his service. The former ordered the latter to fight a 
pirate named Liu Xiang. During the battle, Bodhisattva Marici manifested herself 
in the sky and caused Liu to lose the battle. Xiong identified the bodhisattva as the 
Mysterious Woman. When Chiyou caused chaos, the Yellow Emperor looked up 
to the sky and sighed. Heaven dispatched the Mysterious Woman to grant the 
Yellow Emperor martial talismans to subjugate Chiyou. Heaven also sent 
heavenly maidens, who are named ghostly women, to terminate the wind and rain 
created by Chiyou. The ancient sage (the Yellow Emperor) always invoked the 
goddess when embarking on a war. Afterward, he (Xiong Wencan) spent several 
hundred thousand cash to build a magnificent hall to repay the goddess’s 
protection. People say that Xiong could have accomplished a great deal if he had 
spent a hundred thousand cash on recruiting soldiers when pacifying rebels for the 
imperial court. When he tried to quash [another] rebels’ revolt, the bodhisattva did 




前總制熊文燦之所造也。文燦招撫鄭芝龍時，使芝龍與海寇劉香大戰。菩薩																																																								8	On Marishiten, see David A. Hall, The Buddhist Goddess Marishiten: A Study of the Evolution 









The above story indicates complicated relationships between the Mysterious Woman, 
Marici, and the Dipper Mother. According to Foshuo molizhitian jing 佛說摩利支天經 
(Scripture of Marici, Expounded by the Buddha), Marici is a powerful warrior protectress 
in Buddhism.10 Because of the similarities between Marici and the Mysterious Woman, 
the above anecdotal tale conflates the two goddesses’ images. This conflation has led to 
the creation of the cult of the Dipper Mother (Doumu 斗姆), who is worshipped in Daoist 
temples and assumes a hybrid title—Molizhitian dasheng xiantian doumu yuanjun 摩利
支天大聖先天斗姆元君 (The Great Sage Marici, Original Princess Dipper Mother of the 
Prior Heaven) (see Figure 3). 
																																																								10	See Foshuo molizhitian jing 佛說摩利支天經, in Taishō shinshū Daizōkyō 大正新修大藏
經. Tōkyō : Taishō Issaikyō Kankōkai, 1924, vol. 21: 260–61. The magic of invisibility 
taught by Marici and that taught by the Mysterious Woman share many similarities.	
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Figure 3. A statue of the Dipper Mother in the White Cloud Temple (Baiyun guan 白雲觀) in 
Beijing. Photo by author. 
 
 
 In pre-modern China, the Mysterious Woman’s cult spread across the entire 
country and spanned different time periods. She has become an all-encompassing 
goddess who represents varied religious ideas and practices; she has also created a living 
tradition that keeps gaining followers in modern-day society. According to Li Fengmao 
李豐楙, the cult of the Mysterious Woman plays an important role in religious 
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communities in Taiwan, where believers invoke the goddess during the practice of spirit-
writing (fuji 扶乩 or fuluan 扶鸞).11 
Despite the Mysterious Woman’s popularity in the modern era, this dissertation 
primarily focuses on the dissemination of her legend in pre-modern times, during which 
Daoist hagiographies, ritual texts, and fictional works contribute to perpetuating her role 
as a warrior protectress in martial arts. Late imperial Chinese fiction incorporated her into 
storytelling, using her as an important narrative device to develop stories, in which she is 
portrayed as a goddess of righteousness who interacts with demonic rebels. 
 In contrast to the Mysterious Woman, the Immaculate Woman’s story is relatively 
simple. She is always portrayed as a sexual deity in medical and fictional sources, except 
in some literary works where she is described as a goddess of music. Therefore, I will 
give more attention to the Mysterious Woman than to her divine sister in this inquiry. 
This by no means suggests that the Immaculate Woman’s role in late imperial Chinese 
literature is less important than that of the Mysterious Woman. As I will show in 
Chapters 4 and 5, the Immaculate Woman’s stories are equally intriguing. If the 
Mysterious Woman’s story embodies women’s influence in martial arts, then the 
Immaculate Woman and her variations illustrate women’s sexual power. The following 
question arises: How did the concepts of martial arts (wu 武) and eroticism (se 色) 
become intertwined in late imperial China? To answer this question, I will expose the 
convergence of the two women’s stories while exhibiting the divergence of those stories.  
																																																								11	Li Fengmao, “Cong Xuannü dao Jiutian xuannü: Yiwei shanggu nüxian de benxiang yu 
bianxiang” 從玄女到九天玄女 —— 一位上古女仙的本相與變相, Xinshiji shenhua yanjiu zhi 
fansi tekan 新世紀神話研究之反思特刊 (Taizhong: Zhongxing daxue zhongguo wenxue xi, 
2010), 51–52. 	
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 My research draws inspiration from current scholarship on the intersection of 
Chinese religion and literature. Scholars, such as Meir Shahar and Mark Meulenbeld, 
have concentrated on this subject. For example, Meir Shahar has demonstrated the 
importance of vernacular fiction in disseminating Jigong’s 濟公 cult in late imperial 
times. He has asserted, “[M]ost deities whose cults transcend regional boundaries are the 
subject of vernacular fiction.”12 More importantly, he points out: 
We should note, further, that many cults had crossed regional boundaries long 
before their deities figured as the subject of the written vernacular. Evidently the 
veneration of these deities had spread for centuries by means other than the novel. 
However, even when a deity had enjoyed a long history of cross-regional 
veneration prior to its appearance in a novel, the latter could still influence its cult. 
The novel could amplify the cult, spread it further geographically, and contribute 
to its temporal dissemination to future generations. Whatever the novel’s date of 
publication relative to the history of the cult, it could play an important role in 
shaping future adaptations of the deity’s myth.13 
 
Shahar attributes an active role to the novel in shaping and reshaping religious landscapes. 
His argument is applicable to the Mysterious Woman who also enjoyed regional worship 
in various capacities prior to being assimilated into fictional discourse. As I shall argue, it 
is vernacular fiction that eventually perpetuates her role as a warrior protectress. The 
novel Water Margin that contains 36 Heavenly Paladins (tiangang 天罡) and 72 Earthly 
Killers (disha 地煞) can verify Shahar’s argument. Although the idea of 36 Heavenly 
Paladins can be readily found in Daoist texts, the concept of 72 Earthly Killers proves to 
be an entirely fictional invention in the novel. It is Water Margin that creates the notion 
of 72 Earthly Killers, so to speak.  																																																								12	Meir Shahar, Crazy Ji: Chinese Religion and Popular Literature (Cambridge: Harvard 
University Asia Center, 1998), 3. 	13	Meir Shahar, Crazy Ji, 5. 	
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 My dissertation is also heavily influenced by Mark Meulenbeld’s work. His 
recently published monograph, Demonic Warfare: Daoism, Territorial Networks, and the 
History of a Ming Novel, contributes to the growing interdisciplinary field by discrediting 
the distinction between religion and the Chinese novel. In his book, Meulenbeld explains 
why the Ming novel Canonization of the Gods (Fengshen yanyi 封神演義) ought to be 
understood as a religious work that clarifies and supplements the novel’s ritual context.14 
While literary scholars base textual analyses on the novel’s allegorical, rhetorical, 
(auto)biographical, and sexual connotations,15 Meulenbeld puts emphasis on the ritual 
context in which the novel was produced, offering a new framework to understand 
vernacular works. In demonstrating how Canonization embodies Daoist ritual hierarchy, 
Meulenbeld associates Canonization and its precursors with the Daoist Thunder Ritual 
(leifa 雷法). When performed by imperial Daoist ritualists, this ritual transforms unruly 
spirits from varied origins into divine warriors and allows secular rulers to include them 
in the state religion of Daoism. The Daoist ritual structure at work here contains supreme 
gods, such as the Jade Emperor (Yuhuang Dadi 玉皇大帝), the Dark Emperor (Zhenwu 
真武), and the Emperor of the Eastern Peak (Dongyue Dadi 東嶽大帝), all of whom are 
above local deities. 
 Meulenbeld’s study fundamentally alters our view of Canonization and 
vernacular narratives. In order to eliminate the distinction between religion and literature, 
he proposes to restore the novel to its original ritual context. According to him, xiaoshuo 																																																								14	Mark Meulenbeld, Demonic Warfare: Daoism, Territorial Networks, and the History of a 
Ming Novel (Honolulu: University of Hawai‘i Press, 2015), 212. 	15	Meulenbeld, Demonic Warfare, 53–54. 	
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小說 fiction has been disconnected from religious contexts due to Chinese reformers’ 
modernizing agenda. In the wake of modernity, Chinese intellectuals “purified” 
vernacular novels by demarcating them from religious elements. Scholars, such as Liang 
Qichao 梁啓超 (1873–1929), Lu Xun 魯迅 (1881–1936), and Hu Shi 胡適 (1891–1962), 
imported the newly coined terms “wenxue” 文學 (literature) and “zongjiao” 宗教 
(religion) from Japan in the early twentieth century. These scholars included vernacular 
novels in the category of “literature” to match their Western counterparts. This 
perspective established a clear-cut distinction between “literature” and “religion.” 
Linking the Chinese novel to the larger discourse of modernity, Meulenbeld demonstrates 
how reformers’ modernizing agenda filtered religious elements out of the novel.16 
 Meulenbeld’s argument dovetails with current scholarship on modern China. As 
Prasenjit Duara has pointed out, modern intellectuals equated religion with superstition 
and deemed it an obstacle to social progress. As a result, “the Daoist line of gods who 
encouraged the use of charms and magical texts, as well as the practices of popular 
religion were prohibited.”17 In the meantime, various religious images and structures in 
vernacular novels have received little attention. Modern Chinese intellectuals’ act of 
categorizing vernacular novels as purely fictional works has hindered us from 
recognizing important religious messages contained in Chinese fiction. It is for this 
reason that we must resituate Chinese fiction back in their ritual settings. 
																																																								16	See Meulenbeld, Demonic Warfare, 27–59. 	17	Prasenjit Duara, “Knowledge and Power in the Discourse of Modernity: The Campaigns 
Against Popular Religion in Early Twentieth-Century China,” Journal of Asian Studies, 50 (1): 
79. 
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 In arguing that vernacular novels reflect logic of ritual and constitute part of the 
ritual environment, Meulenbeld emphasizes that the influence between ritual and the 
novel is mutual: 
Ritual needs the novel because ritual procedures are commonly of insufficient 
narrative substance to explain themselves or to situate themselves within a 
historical context. Similarly the novel cannot entirely explain itself without ritual 
referents, without which it would be misunderstood as a fiction rather than as a 
work of paraliturgy. One can be fully understood only in light of the other.18 
 
According to Meulenbeld, even though the novel derives from its ritual environment, the 
former is not subordinate to the latter. To common readers who lack specialized Daoist 
knowledge, the novel, with its dramatic plots and descriptive language, allows readers to 
sufficiently imagine under what circumstances ritual ideas are played out. As he asserts, 
“Although it is ritual that enacts the relational framework in which divine beings of 
diverse backgrounds are tightly intertwined, it is only in the accompanying narratives that 
these connections are understood, rationalized, and remembered.”19 In this way, he 
stresses the pivotal role of the novel in spreading Daoist ideas, reminding us of the 
interaction between the two. 
 Despite his awareness that the transmission between the novel and Daoism are 
mutual, Meulenbeld understands the novel Canonization as a work of “paraliturgy,” 
namely, the novel “is based on and refers to the facts of ritual.”20 This opinion implies 
that the novel is derivative of Daoist rituals. While we acknowledge that Canonization 
																																																								18 Meulenbeld, Demonic Warfare,	73. 	19	Meulenbeld, Demonic Warfare, 212. 
 20	Meulenbeld, Demonic Warfare, 67. 	
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perfectly fits into the larger context of the Daoist Thunder Ritual, we might ask: To what 
extent is Meulenbeld’s theory applicable to all works of Chinese fiction? Is it really 
possible to posit the novel and ritual in the same category? When should we draw a line 
between the two, and when should we not? In order to answer these questions, I draw 
upon examples that represent a broad spectrum of Chinese fiction. On the one hand, we 
will see that some novels testify to Meulenbeld’s theory; on the other hand, we will 
realize that some novels reveal the importance of literary conventions in creating 
divinities’ images and are less concerned with religious rituals. 
Different from Shahar’s and Meulenbeld’s research, my dissertation sheds light 
on women and gender in Chinese religion. Like their male counterparts, female agents 
permeate vernacular narratives and constitute a significant part of the religious landscape 
of pre-modern China. However, due to the dominance of masculinized Confucian 
ideology, female deities have not received as much attention as their male counterparts 
have. Scholars, such as Edward H. Schafer, Suzanne Cahill, and Brigitte Baptandier, have 
combined literary and religious sources to study Chinese divine women,21 but there are 
more female deities that await investigation. It is crucial for us to understand how female 
divinities differ from male ones in both ritual settings and fictional narratives. As my 
research shows, two homophones—yin 隱 (invisibility) and yin 淫 (promiscuity)—
constitute the divine characteristics of the Mysterious Woman and the Immaculate 
Woman, respectively. The Mysterious Woman, as a martial goddess, is associated with 
																																																								21	See Edward H. Schafer, The Divine Woman: Dragon Ladies and Rain Maidens (San 
Francisco: North Point Press, 1980); Suzanne E. Cahill, Transcendence & Divine Passion: The 
Queen Mother of the West in Medieval China (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1993); Divine 
Traces of the Daoist Sisterhood (Magdalena: Three Pines Press, 2006); and Brigitte Baptandier, 
The Lady of Linshui: A Chinese Female Cult (Standford: Stanford University Press, 2008). 
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the magic of yin 隱 (invisibility); whereas the Immaculate Woman, an erotic goddess, 
represents the idea of yin 淫 (promiscuity). If the Mysterious Woman’s power lies in her 
magic of invisibility, then the Immaculate Woman shows the opposite as her story 
demonstrates the power of visibility by deliberately exposing her body to seduce male 
protagonists. The literary representations of these two deities are thus complementary to 
one another. Together, these two divine women provide a definition for the notion of yin 
陰 (femininity), which differentiates their stories from those of male deities. 
This dissertation contains five chapters. Each chapter concentrates on one or more 
than one fictional works to see how these two women frame, if not generate, two types of 
stories. One type of novel concerns war, rebellion, or dynastic changes; the other type of 
novel concerns eroticism and domestic lives. 
Chapter 1 starts with the Ming novel Water Margin. In this novel, the Mysterious 
Woman protects fictional heroes against misfortune and helps them defeat demonic 
enemies. Her divine power and military wisdom pique our interest, inviting us to discover 
her true identity and investigate the process of her creation. In this chapter, I show how a 
set of related Daoist texts strengthens her role as a warrior protectress by giving 
prominence to her magic of concealing the body (yinshen 隱身) and to magic concerning 
the worship of the Northern Dipper. The association of these two types of magic with the 
Mysterious Woman indicates the nature of this deity as a mixture of Daoist ideas that are 
in turn assimilated into the novel to serve narrative functions. In this process, the novel 
uses its own language to encode religious ideas and portrays the Mysterious Woman as an 
internal author who controls the knowledge of the characters’ destinies. Her intervention 
in human affairs is restaged in a novel setting. The novel functions as part of a cultural 
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mechanism that creates new stories about this ancient goddess. 
 Chapter 2 discusses two versions of Quelling the Demons’ Revolt. I show that the 
short version of this novel creates a narrative in which the Mysterious Woman is absent. 
Only her magic permeates the novel and is utilized by a group of demons. This 
arrangement deprives the novel of moral compass. Discerning the lack of moral 
principles in the short version, the late Ming writer Feng Menglong 馮夢龍 (1574–1646) 
rewrote Quelling the Demons’ Revolt. His revision of the novel brings the Mysterious 
Woman back to the stage and restores her role as a moral authority figure who uses her 
divine power to subjugate demons. By doing so, Feng’s rewrite draws a clear boundary 
between good and evil. 
Chapter 3 shifts attention to the early Qing period (1644–1912). In this time 
period, usually known as the Ming-Qing transition, the Mysterious Woman appears in 
dramatic and fictional texts produced in the Suzhou area. I use the playwright Li Yu’s 李
玉 (c.1612–c.1681) historical drama Bull’s Head Mountain (Niutou shan 牛頭山) and the 
novelist Lü Xiong’s 呂熊 (1640?–1722?) Unofficial History of Female Immortals as 
examples to show how the Mysterious Woman is integrated into the discourse of Ming 
loyalism. As Shang Wei has pointed out, in the eighteenth-century novelistic discourse, 
Unofficial History of Female Immortals is similar to Unofficial History of the Scholars 
(Rulin waishi 儒林外史) in opening up “a critical space outside or beyond official 
history.”22 In this “critical space,” both Li Yu and Lü Xiong utilized the Mysterious 
Woman’s divine authority to reclaim historical justice and express their loyalist feelings 
																																																								22	Shang Wei, Rulin waishi and Cultural Transformation in Late Imperial China (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Asia Center, 2003), 18. 
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to the previous dynasty. Rather than treating her as completely ahistorical, integration 
into this discourse connects the Mysterious Woman’s story with real historical events. 
Chapter 4 turns to the Immaculate Woman and focuses on her literary 
reincarnations in Ming-Qing fictional works. In this section, I will examine a late Ming 
erotic story Su’e pian as well as the Qing novels Zhulin Yeshi and Yesou puyan. Late 
Ming wood-block printing technology provides the Immaculate Woman’s story with a 
pictorial turn and visually exhibits her sensuality. Su’e pian resurrects an ancient sexual 
deity through words and images. As a literary reincarnation of the Immaculate Woman, 
Su’e helps the male protagonist of the story realize the true nature of life through sex. 
When we read Su’e pian, we should consider it to be a hagiography of the Immaculate 
Woman. Besides this work, Su’e’s image also appears in the Qing novels Zhulin Yeshi 
and Yesou puyan. The reappearance of Su’e’s image in these two works confirms her 
importance in vernacular fiction. 
 Chapter 5 focuses on the Qing novel Dream of the Red Chamber. In this novel, 
the author Cao Xueqin 曹雪芹 (1715–1763) emulates the Daoist divine sisterhood 
between the Mysterious Woman and the Immaculate Woman by creating the new divine 
sisterhood between the Goddess of Disenchantment (Jinghuan xiangu 警幻仙姑) and Qin 
Keqing 秦可卿. These two characters are superimposed images based on a number of 
erotic women’s images in pre-modern China. This is especially the case with the Goddess 
of Disenchantment. The narrative defamiliarizes her image and renders her as a new deity 
with no origin to trace back to. Meanwhile, the novel portrays her in an ironic way—on 
the one hand, she teaches Baoyu the art of the bedchamber; on the other hand, she 
admonishes him against pursuing sensual pleause. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
“Conceal My Body So That I Can Protect the State”: 
The Making of the Mysterious Woman in Daoism and Water Margin 
 
In Water Margin, Song Jiang 宋江 is under the aegis of the Mysterious Woman. 
The mastermind behind the Mount Liang bandits’ cause, she admonishes Song Jiang to 
be rid of demonic nature so that he can lead his band to serve the imperial court. Not only 
does she magically rescue Song Jiang from official troops, she also appears in his dream 
to transmit military strategies. Whenever encountering problems, Song Jiang invokes this 
deity without exception. In the novel, the Mysterious Woman plays a double role: in a 
contradictory manner, she protects 108 demonic astral spirits who are reincarnated as 
human rebels on the one hand, and maintains the imperial court’s authority by persuading 
the rebels to serve the government on the other. She is a protectress of the state who is in 
collaboration with demons. Her ambiguous identity immediately calls into question the 
novel’s intention of recasting her image. Why did the author(s) of Water Margin install 
such a female figure to play a pervasively crucial role in a novel that features rebellion 
and masculinized demonic force? What is the origin of this deity? How does her story 
find a way into this vernacular work? Compared with sources earlier than Water Margin, 
does the making of the Mysterious Woman’s image in the novel reinforce or undercut her 
moral and political implications in other works? 
 In order to answer these questions, this chapter focuses on the Mysterious 
Woman’s role as a warrior protectress and examines the series of textual transformations 
that she undergoes. By analyzing multiple textual sources, from a politically-related 
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divinatory “weft text” and her canonical hagiography to prescriptive ritual texts and 
finally to the novel Water Margin, I demonstrate that the Daoist ritual texts and the novel 
attribute new magical skills to this divine woman, skills that had not been mentioned 
before the Song dynasty (960–1279). These new elements help remove the erotic 
connotation attached to her in earlier Daoist contexts and help perpetuate her role as a 
goddess of martial arts.23 I also use visual evidence to verify the worship of the 
Mysterious Woman by the Ming court. During this period she officially became a 
celestial protectress of the state and protected an imperial female patron, in contrast to the 
Dark Warrior (Zhenwu 真武, also known as Xuanwu 玄武 or Xuantian Shangdi 玄天上
帝) who protected Ming emperors.24 Against this historical background, instead of 
undermining the Mysterious Woman’s moral and political authority, Water Margin 
echoes the Ming imperial member’s act of worshipping this divine woman and 
strengthens her power through narrative. Water Margin conveys her story by using 
vernacular language and literary devices, exemplifying the novel’s strategy of staging this 
divine woman’s story. This strategy equips the novel with the unique potential to spread 
																																																								23	Ge Hong’s 葛洪 (283-363) Baopu zi 抱朴子 (Book of the Master Who Embraces Simplicity) 
mentions that the Yellow Emperor consults the Mysterious Woman and the Immaculate Woman 
about the arts of the bedchamber. Wang Ming 王明, Baopu zi neipian jiaoshi 抱朴子內篇校釋 
(Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1985), 124, 241. 
 24	The Song dynasty text Micang tongxuan bianhua liuyin dongwei dunjia zhenjing 秘藏通玄變
化六陰洞微遁甲真經 (Book of the Six Yin of the Sublime Grotto, Veritable Scripture of the 
Hidden Days) focuses on the Mysterious Woman and the Dark Warrior. The former is paired with 
the latter in the ritual of exorcising demons. Both deities are related to the Seven Stars of the 
Northern Dipper. The Dark Warrior can also be translated as the Mysterious Warrior, which 
forms a comparison with the Mysterious Woman. Here, I use “the Dark Warrior” to conform to 
the conventional translation. 
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Daoist ideas, thereby bridging the gap between esoteric Daoist knowledge and common 
readership. 
 
The Canonization of the Mysterious Woman Before the Ming Dynasty 
The Mysterious Woman’s connection to warfare is derived from the legend of the 
Yellow Emperor in the “weft text” Longyu hetu, which was presumably produced during 
the Xin dynasty (9–23). The legend reads as follows: 
The Yellow Emperor came into power. Chiyou and his brothers, a total of 80 
people, all had the bodies of beasts and spoke like human beings; they had bronze 
heads and iron foreheads. They ate sand and rocks, built military weapons, and 
intimidated the world. They killed at will and without principle, showing no 
mercy. The Yellow Emperor governed the state, and he looked at the sky and 
sighed. Heaven dispatched the Mysterious Woman down to earth to deliver 
military messages and sacred talismans to the Yellow Emperor, enabling him to 
subjugate Chiyou. The returning statesman (the Yellow Emperor) therefore used 






This legend connects the Mysterious Woman to warfare, portraying her as a messenger 
and the Yellow Emperor’s protectress. The Chinese historian Ding Shan 丁山 has 
maintained that the Yellow Emperor represents Wang Mang 王莽 (45 BCE–23 CE), the 
ruler of the Xin dynasty, who usurped the Western Han (202 BCE–9 CE) emperor’s 
throne and claimed to have received the mandate of Heaven.26 In this discourse, the 																																																								25 The author of Longyu hetu is unknown, and the original text has been lost. I used and 
translated the version contained in Weishu jicheng 緯書集成 (Shanghai: Shanghai guji 
chubanshe, 1994), 124. 
 26	Ding Shan 丁山, Zhongguo gudai zongjiao yu shenhua kao 中國古代宗教與神話考 
(Shanghai: Shanghai shudian chubanshe, 2011), 415. 
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Mysterious Woman becomes an auspicious sign of righteousness that legitimizes Wang 
Mang’s dubious political authority as perceived by the Han imperial court. The fact that 
she was used to justify a ruler of controversial legitimacy calls into question her own 
legitimacy as a righteous deity. 
 Nevertheless, following her legend in Longyu hetu, various historical texts 
increasingly emphasize the Mysterious Woman’s role as a righteous goddess. Her 
intervention in warfare becomes a trope in Daoist texts, including hagiographies and a set 
of scriptures belonging to the Zhongshu bu 眾術部 (The Section of Miscellaneous Magic) 
in the Daoist Canon (Daozang 道藏).27 Placed at the beginning of each text, her story 
conveys the origin of a body of sacred knowledge transmitted to human heroes in order to 
establish a sense of orthodoxy. In most cases, she bestows the sacred knowledge upon the 
Yellow Emperor; however, other occasions exist when the receiver is an ordinary human 
being. Among these sources, the late Tang Daoist Du Guangting’s 杜光庭 (850–933) 
detailed hagiography of the Mysterious Woman in Yongcheng jixian lu 墉城集仙錄 
(Records of the Assembled Transcendents of the Fortified Walled City) plays a significant 
role in perpetuating her role as a warrior protectress in Daoism.  
The Yellow Emperor's troop did not triumph. Chiyou created a great mist, so that 
for three days inside and outside were indistinguishable. Using the [Big] Dipper's 
governing mechanism as a model, Feng Hou made a great vehile with its handle 
pointing south to distinguish correctly the four directions [a compass]. The 
Yellow Emperor, drawing upon his anxiety and grief, fasted beneath Mount Tai. 
The Queen Mother sent him an emissary wearing a dark fox fur cloak. She 
bestowed talismans upon the Emperor, saying: “If you make your thoughts 
sincere and then report to Heaven, you will definitely receive a response from the 
[deity known as] Grand Supreme.” After several days, there was a great mist, so 
impenetrable it obscured both daylight and the dark of night. Then the Mysterious 
Woman descended into it, riding a cinnabar phoenix, holding auspicious clouds as 																																																								27	Here I used	Zhonghua Daozang 中華道藏 (Beijing: Huaxia chubanshe, 2004).	
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reins. She wore variegated kingfisher feather garments of nine colors. She 
perched before the Emperor, who repeatedly saluted her and received her 
command. The Mysterious Woman said: “I base myself on the teachings of the 
Grand Supreme. If you have any concerns, you may question me.” The Thearch 
kowtowed and said: “Chiyou is cruelly crossing us. His poison is harming all the 
people. The four seas are sobbing. No one can even protect his own life. I want 
the art of winning a myriad victories in a myriad battles in order to cut off the 
harm facing my people. Is this possible?” The Mysterious Woman thereupon 
bestowed upon the Yellow Emperor the Talismans of the Military Tokens of the 
Six Jia Cyclicals and the Six Ren Cyclicals, the Book by which the Five Emperors 
of the Numinous Treasure Force Ghosts and Spirits into Service, the Seal of the 
Five Bright-Shiners for Regulating Demons and Communicating with Spirits, the 
Formula of the Five Yin and Five Yang for Concealing the Jia Cyclicals, Charts 
for Grabbing the Mechanism of Victory and Defeat of the Grand Unity from the 
Ten Essences and Four Spirits, Charts of the Five Marchmounts and the Four 











Du invented the title of “the Mysterious Woman of the Nine Heavens” for the deity and 
composed a more elaborate account of her life than previous texts did. His hagiography 
associates her with the following esoteric items of martial arts: 
 The Talismans of the Martial Tokens of the Six Jia Cyclicals and the Six Ren 
Cyclicals 六甲六壬兵信之符 
 The Book by which the Five Emperors of the Numinous Treasure Force Ghosts 
and Spirits into Service 靈寶五帝策使鬼神之書 
 The Seal of the Five Bright-Shiners for Regulating Demons and Communicating 
with Spirits 制妖通靈五明之印 
 The Formula of the Five Yin and Five Yang for Concealing the Jia Cyclicals 五
陰五陽遁[甲]之式 																																																								28	“The Mysterious Woman of the Nine Heavens” in Yongcheng jixian lu. I used Suzanne 
Cahill’s translation with minor revisions. Divine Traces of the Daoist Sisterhood, 78–79. 	
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 Charts for Grabbing the Mechanism of Victory and Defeat of the Grand Unity 
from the Ten Essences and Four Spirits 太一十精四神勝負握機之圖 
 Charts of the Five Marchmounts and the Four Holy Rivers 五[嶽]河圖 
 Instructions in the Essentials of Divining Slips 策精之訣 29 
 
Du explained neither the details of these items nor their functions on the battlefield. 
Without creating new magical skills for her, his hagiography appears derivative of the 
ideas contained in the earlier “weft text.” In fact, Du’s writing has its own agenda, which 
aims to “purify” the image of the Mysterious Woman as an erotic goddess who, together 
with her divine sister the Immaculate Woman, sexually empowers the Yellow Emperor in 
earlier sources. As Suzanne Cahill has noted, Du “expurgate[d] all heterodox and crude 
elements from her popular legend” so as to create a perfect goddess of martial arts for 
Shangqing Daoism.30 
 A set of Daoist ritual texts produced after the Tang dynasty (618–906) links the 
Mysterious Woman with new expertise such as the skill of invisibility and the method of 
mobilizing the stars of the Northern Dipper to protect the state.31 These texts depart from 
earlier texts by introducing her acolytes, the Six Ding Jade Maidens 六丁玉女 (Liuding 
																																																								29	Du Guangting 杜光庭, Yongcheng jixian lu 墉城集仙錄, in Zhonghua Daozang, vol. 45, 225. 
 30	Suzanne Cahill, “Sublimation in Medieval China,” 102. 
 31	Although the magic of invisibility is new in this context,	it is recorded in earlier texts. For 
example, Liu Xiang’s 劉向 (77 BCE–6 BCE) Lienü zhuan 列女傳 contains a story about how a 
woman named Zhongli Chun 鍾離春 suddenly makes herself disappear in front of the emperor 
and other people. See Liang Duan 梁端, Lienü zhuan jiaozhu 列女傳校注 (Shanghai: Zhonghua 
shuju, 1936), vol. 6, 9a. In Ge Hong’s Shenxian zhuan 神仙傳, we encounter several characters 
who are adept at concealing their bodies. See Shenxian zhuan (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1991), 
Liu Zhen’s 劉政 story, vol. 8, 65; Jie Xiang’s 介象 story, vol. 9, 69. Ge Hong also discussed 
invisibility in his Baopu zi. 	
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Yunü),32 and by emphasizing their hierarchical relationship within the Daoist martial arts. 
The Mysterious Woman excels at magically concealing the body, and her power is 
exercised through her six acolytes. According to a text entitled Lingbao liuding mifa 靈寶
六丁秘法 (Secret Lingbao Method Concerning the Spirits of the Six Ding Days), each 
Jade Maiden performs one task when concealing a subject: 
The Jade Maiden of dingmao conceals one’s physical body; the Jade Maiden of 
dingsi, one’s destiny; the Jade Maiden of dinghai, one’s fortune; the Jade Maiden 
of dingyou, one’s hun soul; the Jade Maiden of dingwei, one’s po soul; and the 





Together with the Mysterious Woman, the Six Ding Jade Maidens represent the great yin 
陰 force in the universe, which is believed to directly result in the concealment 隱 (yin) of 
the body. In this discourse, the feminine character yin 陰 and the action verb yin 隱, two 
homophones, constitute two crucial aspects of these divine women. Their magic of 
invisibility is intertwined with their femininity; the former derives from the latter. Then 
the question is: How do practitioners achieve invisibility by means of these divine 
women’s yin 陰 power? 
 Micang tongxuan bianhua liuyin dongwei dunjia zhenjing 秘藏通玄變化六陰洞
微遁甲真經 (Book of the Six Yin of the Sublime Grotto, Veritable Scripture of the Hidden 
Days), a text written in the early Northern Song dynasty (960–1127), contains an 																																																								32	The Six Ding Jade Maidens are the Jade Maiden of dingmao 丁卯玉女, the Jade Maiden of 
dingsi 丁巳玉女, the Jade Maiden of dinghai 丁亥玉女, the Jade Maiden of dingyou 丁酉玉女, 
the Jade Maiden of dingwei 丁未玉女, and the Jade Maiden of dingchou 丁丑玉女. 
 33	Lingbao liuding mifa 靈寶六丁秘法 (Secret Lingbao Method Concerning the Spirits of the Six 
Ding Days), Zhonghua Daozang, vol. 32, 524. I translated this passage. 
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incantation related to the Mysterious Woman of the Nine Heavens. Practitioners who 
recite it, in addition to performing the Paces of Yu 禹步 (yubu), become invisible to 
others.34 Fabrizio Pregadio explains this method in detail: 
The Paces of Yu are described in the Baopu zi as elements of the divinatory 
system of dunjia 遁甲 (Hidden Stem), which serves to calculate the immediate 
position in the space-time structure of the six ding (liuding; see liujia and 
liuding), i.e., the spirits that define the place of the “irregular gate” (qimen 奇門). 
This gate represents a “crack in the universe,” so to speak, which must be 
approached through performing the Paces of Yu, and through which the adept 
may enter the emptiness of the otherworld and thereby achieve invisibility to evil 
spirits and dangerous influences.35 
 
As this chapter shows later, the idea of concealing the body by passing the “crack in the 
universe” and entering into another realm is dramatically represented in Water Margin. 
 The goal of achieving invisibility is more than protecting oneself from bodily 
threats; it is also a military strategy for soldiers to defeat enemies and protect the state. 
Lingbao liuding mifa specifies the nature of the Mysterious Woman’s magic as being 
derived from martial arts.36 The text claims that if practitioners hope to expel evil and 
return to righteousness, they must first learn to conceal their bodies.37 They must begin 
by fasting, and then visualize the divine women, recite incantations, and carry the 
Mysterious Woman’s seal (see Figure 4) and the Six Ding Jade Maidens’ talismans (see 
Figure 5). When visualizing these deities, practitioners must imagine that the divine 
women enter into their minds through their noses, ears, mouths, or eyes. The practitioners 																																																								34	Zhonghua Daozang, vol. 32, 433.			35	Fabrizio Fregadio, The Encyclopedia of Taoism (London and New York: Routledge, 2008), 
239. 	36	Lingbao liuding mifa, Zhonghua Daozang, vol. 32, 524. 
 37 Lingbao liuding mifa, Zhonghua Daozang, vol. 32, 526. 
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will be occupied by these goddesses, thereby entering into another realm and becoming 
invisible to enemies. 
  
 
Figure 4. The inscription on the seal of the Mysterious Woman of the Nine Heavens. The name of 
the Mysterious Woman is flanked by the names of the Six Ding Jade Maidens. Source: Lingbao 
liuding mifa, Zhonghua Daozang, vol. 32, 527 
 
 
Figure 5. The Six Ding Jade Maidens’ talismans. Source: Lingbao liuding mifa, Zhonghua 
Daozang, vol. 32, 527 
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Concealing His Body: Staging the Magic of Invisibility in Water Margin 
 The Story of Song Jiang and the Mysterious Woman is derived from Xuanhe yishi 
宣和遺事 (Neglected Records of the Xuanhe Reign). A precursor to Water Margin, this 
book provides a brief episode in which Song Jiang receives a volume of heavenly books 
天書 (tianshu) in the Mysterious Woman’s temple and finds the names of 36 rebels listed 
in that book.38 This incident was not further developed until it was restaged in a scene 
that features the skill of invisibility in Water Margin. 
 
The Village 
 In chapter 42 of the novel, the Mysterious Woman uses her magic of invisibility 
to save Song Jiang’s life, which represents her power in an entertainingly dramatic way, 
thereby reifying the Daoist ritual idea. The chapter begins with Song Jiang revisiting his 
hometown. Upon his arrival, he is chased by official troops. He flees into an off-the-
beaten-path destination named Huandao cun 還道村. 
He (Song Jiang) could see a place of some kind ahead of him; it was still distant, 
so he just kept doggedly on. In a little while the wind swept away the thin clouds 
and the moon emerged fully. Then he knew exactly where he was. It made him 
cry out in dismay and he nearly fainted. The place where he found himself was 
known as “Dead-End Village.” It was surrounded in fact by high mountains and 
steep perpendicular cliffs; a deep river ran along the bottom of the valley and 
there was only the one road. Once you were in this place, search as you might on 
one side or the other you’d find nothing but the one road, with no other way in or 
out. When Song Jiang realized where he was, he would have liked to turn back, 
but escape was blocked by his pursuers. The torches blazing behind him made it 
almost like broad daylight and he had no choice now but to keep on towards the 
village and hope to find somewhere to hide. After skirting the edge of a wood he 
saw an old temple. Here’s what he saw: 
 
The walls are in ruins, the roof sags; green moss decks the painted walls of the 
two galleries, rank grass fills the flower beds. The arms are broken off the demons 																																																								38	Xuanhe yishi (Shanghai: Zhonghua shuju, 1936), part 1, 23–24.	
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at the gate and their ugliness no longer impresses; in the main hall the god sits 
bareheaded in defiance of etiquette. The spider has spun his web on the altar, the 
mole and ant makes their nest in the incense burner. The fox sleeps nightly in the 













Ellen Widmer has pointed out that Water Margin’s “natural settings are used to increase 
the drama. … [I]n the end, it is human concerns that dominate.”40 Indeed, the village in 
this episode contains psychological and symbolic meanings. The spatial representation 
here reflects Song Jiang’s mental state and creates a sense of desperation. He desperately 
needs means of escape after he comes to a dead end in this desolated village. The name of 
the village (Huandao cun 還道村) can be literally translated into “Dead-End Village,”41 
“The Village of One Way,”42 or “Circular Road Village.”43 It is also accurate to interpret 
																																																								39	John and Alex Dent-Young, The Tiger Killers: Part Two of the Marshes of Mount Liang (Hong 
Kong: The Chinese University Press, 1997), 401. 	40	Ellen Widmer, The Margins of Utopia: Shui-hu hou-chuan and the Literature of Ming 
Loyalism (Cambridge: Harvard University Asia Center, 1987), 161. 
 41	See John and Alex Dent-Young’s translation of the word in The Tiger Killers, 401. 
 42	See Pearl S. Buck’s translation in All Men Are Brothers [Shui hu chuan] (New York: Grove 
Press, Inc., 1933, 1937), vol. II, 738. 
 43	See Sidney Shapiro’s translation in Outlaws of the Marsh (Beijing: Foreign Languages Press; 
Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1981), 667. 
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the village’s name as “The Village of Returning to the Dao.” Daoist influence is evident 
in this place: not only does the village contain a temple dedicated to a Daoist goddess, the 
novel also demonstrates that treading on the Daoist path is the only solution for Song 
Jiang to rid himself of trouble. Symbolically, the Village of Returning to the Dao is a 
place where Song Jiang starts his transformation from a demon to a deity. The 
significance of this locale is later reaffirmed by Chen Chen’s 陳忱 (1615-1670) A Sequel 
to Water Margin (Shuihu houzhuan 水滸後傳). In Chen’s writing, Fan Rui 樊瑞 executes 
a man named Guo Jing 郭京 in the same village for the reason that Guo betrayed the 
Song government. In that scene, the Daoist village symbolizes a center for justice in the 
novel.44 
 
The Magic of Invisibility 
 In chapter 42 of Water Margin, spatial representations become multilayered as 
Song Jiang travels through the following peculiar places: the symbolic village, the 
decrepit temple of the Mysterious Woman, and a hidden realm where he receives the 
mandate of Heaven. In the meantime, the Daoist ritual of concealing the body plays out. 
Song Jiang hides himself in plain sight. Trembling and terrified, he invokes the temple’s 
deity, which stimulates her response: the soldiers do not look into the shrine when they 
initially pass it, and when one of the leaders, Zhao De 趙得, searches the shrine by the 
light of a torch, a speck of soot falls into his eye and blinds him. Later, when other 
soldiers are convinced that Song must be inside the shrine and begin to attentively search 
																																																								44	See chapter 37 of Shuihu houzhuan 水滸後傳 (Shanghai: Shanghai guji chubanshe, 1981), 
340. 
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it, a gust of mysterious wind suddenly extinguishes their torches. Zhao De and Zhao 
Neng 趙能 continue searching, but a stronger wind begins to blow from the back of the 
temple, which causes sand to flow up and stones to move. The temple starts to shake, and 
a black cloud descends. The soldiers take this as an inauspicious sign and chaotically flee 
from the temple. 
 Water Margin adopts the Daoist idea of invisibility and transforms ritual texts into 
literary representation. Instead of passively reflecting Daoist ideas, the novel actively 
represents them by using literary devices. The names Zhao Neng and Zhao De, which are 
puns on “able to illuminate” 照能 (zhao neng) and “will illuminate” 照得 (zhao de), 
respectively, produce a sense of irony. Though their names imply that they can find Song 
Jiang in darkness, the narrative shows the opposite: they fail to see the target because the 
Mysterious Woman magically conceals his body. 
 
Double Dark Forces 
The narrative interestingly creates two dark forces to protect Song Jiang. One is 
Li Kui 李逵, and the other the Mysterious Woman. After Song Jiang returns to the real 
world from the Mysterious Woman’s immortal abode, he hears a tumult of shouting from 
outside the temple. The disorder is caused by his rescuers, among whom he sees Li Kui. 
The episode reads as follows: 
He (Song Jiang) was only a little way from the temple when he heard a 
tremendous hullabaloo occurring some way ahead of him. “This is no good,” he 
said to himself. “I’d better wait for a bit, I obviously can’t get out now. If I go 
forward I’m bound to be caught. The best thing will be to hide behind this tree at 
the side of the road.” When he’d slipped behind the tree, he saw a bunch of 
soldiers approaching in a disorderly rout, out of breath and trailing their swords 
and spears, all frantically shouting: “Heaven save us!” Watching from behind his 
tree, Song Jiang thought: “Strange. They were supposed to be blocking the way 
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out of the village, waiting to catch me. Where are they charging off to?” The next 
minute Zhao Neng also appeared, shouting as he ran: “We’re done for!” “What is 
it that’s scared him like that?” Song Jiang wondered. Then he saw a huge fellow 
chasing behind. On the top half of his body there was not a stitch of clothing, his 
immense physique was totally exposed. He was waving a pair of double-edged 
axes and shouting: “Don’t let the bastard get away!” If it was not clear in the 
distance, there was no doubt when he got nearer: it was Li Kui the Black 














When reading Li Kui’s sobriquet “Black Whirlwind” (Hei xuanfeng 黑旋風), readers’ 
thoughts might immediately flash back to what happened earlier inside the Mysterious 
Woman’s temple. In that place, the Mysterious Woman magically creates a dark wind to 
protect Song Jiang. Here, Li Kui—a personification of the black wind—comes to Song 
Jiang’s rescue. When Song Jiang raises the question “Am I dreaming,” he conflates the 
actual world and the dream world. Meanwhile, his misgivings also blend the images of Li 
Kui and the Mysterious Woman. 
 
 




The Mysterious Woman’s Image 
 Daoist ritual texts highlight the hierarchical relationship between the Mysterious 
Woman and the Six Ding Jade Maidens, whereas the novel excludes her six acolytes by 
simply focusing on the Mysterious Woman herself. Not only is her magic depicted in a 
dramatic manner, the Mysterious Woman’s physical appearance is also represented in 
poetic form. For example, the Rongyu tang 容與堂 edition of the novel contains a poem 
that describes her looks: 
On her head, she has a nine-dragon and flying phoenix topknot, and on her body 
she wears a red silken gown decorated with golden thread; blue jade-like strips 
run down the long gown and a white jade ritual object rises above her colored 
sleeves. Her face is like a lotus calyx and her eyebrows fit naturally with her hair. 
Her lips are like cherries, and her snow-white body appears elegant and relaxed. 
She appears to be the Queen Mother who hosts a saturn peach banquet, but she 
also looks like Chang’e who resides in the moon palace. Her gorgeous immortal 






This poem uses ornate language to showcase the Mysterious Woman’s splendid outfit 
and her gorgeous bodily features. Never before the writing of this poem had her image 
been depicted in this amount of detail. However, rather than focusing on her own 
attractiveness, the poem creates a sense of ambiguity in terms of her iconography, 
allowing it to be mistaken for other deities. For example, near the end of the poem, one 
couplet emphasizes her resemblance to the Queen Mother of the West 西王母 
																																																								47	Li Zhuowu pingben	Shuihu zhuan, 616. The translation of this poem is mine. 
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(Xiwangmu) and to Chang’e 嫦娥, two central female immortals in ancient mythology.48 
This comparison presents the Mysterious Woman as a generic divine figure who lacks 
distinctive iconographic features. How should we understand this indistinctiveness of her 
image? Does this suggest that the Mysterious Woman should be regarded as a stock 
figure in vernacular fiction? 
 In order to answer these questions, we need to look at the generic poetic lines that 
depict the Mysterious Woman’s palace. In the novel, Song Jiang is invited to her 
immortal abode in which she grants him three volumes of heavenly books and assigns 
him several divine tasks to complete. The change in location switches the narrative to a 
supernatural realm, one that is reminiscent of the earlier huaben 話本 narrative tradition 
of demonic ladies. A poem that describes the Mysterious Woman’s palace reads as 
follows: 
 The red door is studded with golden nails, and green tiles cover the eaves of the 
roof. Winged dragons twisting round the pillars play with a bright pearl; paired 
phoenixes on a screen sing toward the sun. The surrounding walls of clay are 
stained vermilion, and all around the palace flowers bloom among stately willows. 
The hall is of great splendor, and within it the light from an auspicious lantern 
casts lovely shadows. Wafting through windows arched like a turtle’s back, sweet 
breezes lightly stir the yellow gauze; beyond the curtains tied back with delicate 
ribbons, the pale moon hangs silently in the sky like purple velvet. If this is not 
the abode of some heavenly being, it must at least be the palace of an earthly 
sovereign.49 
  
																																																								48	The novel Jin Ping Mei 金瓶梅 uses the same poem to describe another female deity Bixia 
yuanjun 碧霞元君 (Original Princess of the Jasper Mist). See Jin Ping Mei cihua, chapter 84, 
(Taibei: Liren shuju, 2007), 1449. 	49	Here	I used John and Alex Dent-Young’s translation of the poem with minor revisions. The 







An identical poem is found in the novel Quelling the Demons’ Revolt, or San Sui pingyao 
zhuan.51 Tracing back in time, we notice the poem is derivative of two earlier Song 
huaben stories, “Xihu santa ji” 西湖三塔記 (Three Pagodas in the West Lake) and 
“Luoyang sanguai ji” 洛陽三怪記 (Three Ogresses in the City of Luoyang), both of 
which contain the same poetic lines: 
Red doors are studded with golden nails, and green tiles cover the eaves of the 
roof. There are red painted walls on four sides and jade banisters on both wings. It 





Apparently, the authors of Water Margin and Qulleing the Demons’ Revolt elaborated on 
the poems found in the huaben stories, retaining the same opening and ending couplets, 
with the only difference being that Water Margin innovatively uses formulaic poetic lines 
to describe a divine woman, whereas Qulleing the Demons’ Revolt and the huaben stories 
focus on demonic ladies. The Mysterious Woman in Water Margin is a textual construct 
based on supernatural women’s images in previous fictional sources. In this process, 
unruly female power represented in earlier stories about demonic ladies is sublimated to 
depict a Daoist goddess, who brings male demons under her control. Water Margin thus 																																																								50	Li Zhuowu pingben	Shuihu zhuan, 615.		51	There exist two versions of San Sui pingyao zhuan: the 20-chapter version, attributed to Luo 
Guanzhong 羅貫中, and the 40-chapter version, rewritten by Feng Menglong. Here, I refer to the 
20-chapter version of the novel. 
 52 In “Luoyang sanguai ji” 洛陽三怪記, only minor differences exist. The translation is mine. 
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represents a new stage of the Mysterious Woman’s textual transformation, in which 
divine and demonic imagery coalesce to form a more powerful female figure to regulate 
male demons. 
 The poems inspired visual representations of the story. A woodblock illustration 
in the Rongyu tang edition of the novel significantly contributed to the creation of the 
Mysterious Woman’s iconography (see Figure 6).53 One of the few extant popular images 
of the divine woman from the Ming dynasty, the illustration exhibits her elegance and her 
immortal palace, faithfully reflecting the words in the above-mentioned poems.54 In the 
picture she wears a phoenix-like headdress and holds a white jade ritual object in both 
hands. At the lower left-hand corner of the picture, Song Jiang obediently receives her 
divine advice. The hierarchical relationship between the two figures is conspicuous; 
however, unseen is her significance to secular political power outside the novel, namely, 
her significance to the Ming imperial court. 
  
																																																								53	The Rongyu tang 容與堂 edition includes two illustrations at the beginning of each chapter to 
highlight the main plot. Hereafter, I refer to the Rongyu tang edition unless otherwise mentioned. 	54	Another illustration contained in Zhongyi shuihu quanzhuan 忠義水滸全傳 portrays the 
Mysterious Woman in a similar fashion. See Chen Qiming 陳啟明, Shuihu quanzhuan chatu 水
滸全傳插圖 (Beijing: Renmin meishu chubanshe, 1955), illustration 37. Besides woodblock 
illustrations, a sixteenth-century painting in the British Museum is allegedly the Mysterious 
Woman. See Zhang Hongxing, ed., Masterpieces of Chinese painting: 700-1900 (London: V&A 





Figure 6. “Song Gongming Encounters the Mysterious Woman of the Nine Heavens,” woodblock 





 In addition, a painting commissioned by the Ming imperial court is speculated to 
be a portrait of the Mysterious Woman (see Figure 7). The painting illustrates her 
feminine qualities rather than her martial prowess. In this painting, the goddess is 
accompanied by a phoenix, an iconographic symbol particularly associated with the 
goddess as indicated in her hagiography in Yongcheng jixian lu. In the woodlock 
illustration from the Rongyu tang edition, the Mysterious Woman wears a phoenix crown. 
Here, the mythical bird comes to life and surrounds the goddess. Together with the bird’s 
image, her elegant dress and hairdo are both in accordance with the depictions in 
Yongcheng jixian lu and Water Margin. More importantly, she holds a heavenly book in 
her hands. This iconographic detail helps us identify the painted image as the Mysterious 
Woman because she is the one who is always associated with the theme of divine 
transmission. Art historians suggest that “[t]he subject matter and style of this scroll 
imply that the painting was executed by a close follower of the Zhe school artist Wu Wei 
[吳偉] (c.1459–1508).”55 Wu was a court painter who painted for the Hong Zhi 弘治 
(1470–1505) Emperor and his wife Empress Zhang 張皇后 (1470–1541). It was likely 
that the empress commissioned the court painter to create this image. We will turn to this 
shortly. 




Figure 7. An image of the Mysterious Woman holding a heavenly book in her hands. Source: 




Reprogramming His Mind: Song Jiang’s Transformation 
 
 Before we go into the details of Empress Zhang’s worship of the Mysterious 
Woman, I would like to discuss the Mysterious Woman’s influence within the novel. The 
meeting between Song Jiang and the Mysterious Woman leads to Song’s transfiguration 
and marks a watershed in his life. After the meeting, Song Jiang becomes a worshipper of 
the yin power and a faithful disciple of the goddess. He invokes her whenever he is in 
trouble. Meanwhile, he is no longer an evil astral spirit who does nothing but disturb the 
peace of human society. He is transformed into a divine protector of the state. 
 After chapter 42, the novel plays with the concept of invisibility by demonstrating 
how Song Jiang learns to conceal his ambition under the Mysterious Woman’s influence. 
Before he receives the Mysterious Woman’s teaching, Song Jiang was outspoken and 
was not afraid of exposing his ambition. For example, in chapter 39, Song Jiang drinks in 
a tavern and improvises two poems. He inscribes the poems on the wall. Those poems 
indicate his dissatisfaction with life. They also reveal his vengeful spirit and his ambition 
to conquer the world. 
Being all on his own, Song Jiang drank one cup after another, leaning on the rail 
and taking his ease, and he gradually became somewhat tipsy. Suddenly he was 
filled with melancholy: “I was born in Shandong, I grew up in Yunchen, I come 
from an educated family, I have known many heroes of the rivers and lakes, but 
although I’ve gained a certain undeserved reputation, I am past thirty and have 
still achieved no lasting fame and gained no real profit, my cheeks are lined by 
care, and here I am now, a banished man. My father and younger brother remain 
at home, what chance have I of ever seeing them again?” Imperceptibly the wine 
mounted to his head, tears welled up in his eyes, as an overwhelming emotion 
took hold of him. Suddenly he felt inspired to write a poem. He asked the waiter 
for a brush and inkstone. After getting up and looking around him, he saw a 
whitewashed wall covered in previous customers’ compositions. “Why not write 
it here?” he thought to himself. “If later I prosper, and if I pass this way and see it 
again, it will remind me of former times and today’s bitterness.” While the 
euphoria of drunkenness was still upon him, he ground some ink, loaded his brush 
and going over to the whitewashed wall wrote with a flourish: 
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I passed a studious youth, 
But later learned discretion’s worth. 
Like a tiger lying in wait on the bill 
With sheathed claws I bide my time. 
At present I mourn my branded cheeks, 
My banished state, here in Jiangzhou. 
But the day of my revenge will come 
And the banks of the Yangtze swim in blood. 
 
When he’d finished and looked at what he’d written he was filled with pleasure 
and he drank several more cups, growing merrier by the moment. He became so 
excited that his hands began to dance and his feet to tap. He took up the brush 
again and went and wrote four more lines after the first poem: 
 
My heart’s in the north, my body in the south,  
By this river I wander, wallowing in sighs. 
My ambition’s lofty as the clouds; if it succeeds, 
I can scorn the most famous outlaws’ deeds. 
 

















This episode portrays Song Jiang as a Confucian hero who audaciously uses poetry to 
express his aspiration (shi yanzhi 詩言志). Even though he knows his poems are 
rebellious, he leaves those poems and his name on the wall. The novel creates a sense of 																																																								56	The Tiger Killers, 337–39.	
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psychological realism in combining the hero’s action and his interiority. Dwelling on his 
unfortunate situation, Song Jiang drinks and sheds tears. His action betrays his 
melancholy mood. The late Ming commentator Ye Zhou 葉晝 referred to Song Jiang’s 
emotion as zhenqing 眞情, or genuine feelings.57 He read Song Jiang’s first poem and 
commented: “Seen from this, readers can learn Song Gongming’s (Song Jiang) true 
character” 觀此，可知宋公明眞品格矣.58 Ye then focused on the second poem and 
noted: “The situation becomes more and more real” 光景欲眞.59 Ye repeatedly applied 
the character zhen 眞 (genuine) to this episode, which reminded readers that the 
protagonist’s action matches his interiority. In addition to Ye, the Qing commentator Jin 
Shengtan 金聖嘆 (1608–1661) also expressed his surprise at Song’s audacity and 
genuiness. As he noted: “His (Song Jiang’s) words are intimidating, and they astonish 
people.” 其言咄咄，使人欺驚.60 Similar to the verbal description, a woodblock 
illustration in the Rongyu tang edition of the novel also puts emphasis on depicting Song 
Jiang’s interiority (see Figure 8). In that illustration, Song Jiang holds a brush, looks into 
the distance, and ruminates on his life. The illustration does not depict the images of the 
wall and the poems on that wall. Instead, the artist used the image of tempestuous waves 
to capture Song’s untamed spirit. 
																																																								57	Li Zhuowu pingben	Shuihu zhuan, 564.		58	Li Zhuowu pingben	Shuihu zhuan, 564. 	59	Li Zhuowu pingben	Shuihu zhuan, 564. 
 60		Diwu caizishu Shi Nai’an Shuihu zhuan 第五才子書施耐庵水滸傳 (Zhengzhou: Zhongzhou 
guji chubanshe, 1985), 627. 
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Figure 8. “Song Jiang composes rebellious poems in the Xunyang Pavilion,” woodblock 
illustration, Ming Rongyu tang ke Shuihu zhuan tu 明容與堂刻水滸傳圖, Beijing: Zhonghua 
shuju, 1965. 
  
 How does the exposure of Song Jiang’s interiority relate to his relationship with 
the Mysterious Woman? The goal of revealing Song Jiang’s ambition could be twofold. 
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First, the exposure of Song Jiang’s ambition elicits more events in the novel. “Using 
words to trigger events” (yinwen shengshi 因文生事) is described by Jin Shengtan as one 
of Water Margin’s narrative strategies. In his “Du diwu caizishu fa” 讀第五才子書法 
(How to Read the Fifth Book of Genius), Jin noted: 
I have said that the Shui-hu chuan (Water Margin) is superior to the Shih-chi, but 
nobody believes me. Really, I wasn’t talking nonsense. The truth is that in the 
Shih-chi words are used to carry events [I-wen yün-shih 以文運事], while in the 
Shui-hu chuan events are produced from the words [yin-wen sheng-shih 因文生
事]. When you use words to carry events, you first have events that have taken 
place in such-and-such a way, and then you must figure out a piece of narrative 
for them. Even though you are as talented as the grand historian, it is a difficult 
thing to do after all. To use words to produce events, on the other hand, is quite 
different. All you have to do is follow where your pen leads. To cut down what is 







According to Jin, Song Jiang’s poems lead to Song Jiang’s trouble. His ambition is 
threatening, which is why it should be contained and concealed. After he leaves the 
tavern, a certain man named Huang Wenbing 黃文炳 witnesses Song’s poems. Huang 
realizes the nature of those poems and exclaims: “Aren’t these rebellious poems?” 這個
不是反詩? Huang thus becomes an internal commentator, who comments on Song’s 
writing, discerns his revengeful spirit, and has him arrested. 
																																																								61	David Rolston, How to Read the Chinese Novel (Princeton University Press, 1990), 133. I used 
the translation in Rolston’s book and added the translation of this sentence “雖是史公高才，也
畢竟是吃苦事,” which is only contained in the original source. 
 62	Diwu caizishu Shi Nai’an Shuihu zhuan, 18.	
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 Second, the purpose of exposing Song Jiang’s ambition is to destroy that ambition. 
This task has to be completed by the Mysterious Woman. In chapter 42, she fulfills her 
task by using her magic of concealment. The motif of concealment (yin 隱) is played out 
on both the physical and psychological levels. On the one hand, Song’s physicality is 
easy to be concealed; she simply generates a wind to prevent Song Jiang from being seen. 
On the other hand, it is his mind—his original ambition—that is difficult to change. In 
order to do that, the Mysterious Woman gives a speech to Song Jiang: 
The Mysterious Woman spoke: “Because evil desires are not entirely eradicated 
from your heart, and your journey is yet unfinished, the Jade Emperor has 
sentenced you to remain here below for a space. But in a while you will mount 
again to the Purple Palace. Meanwhile you must not be in any way remiss. If for 
some further transgression you are again sent down to the underworld, I shall be 
unable to save you. These three books you must study attentively and with profit. 
This knowledge is to be shared only with the Occult Star (Wu Yong), it is not for 
the eyes of others. After your success you must burn them, they must not remain 
in the world. Commit their injunctions to memory. At present there is a gulf 
between heaven and earth. It would not be right for you to tarry here long, you 
must return quickly.” So saying, she ordered the acolytes to take him back with all 









This speech represents a process of reprogramming Song Jiang’s mind, so to speak. 
Afterward, Song completely removes his revengeful spirit; he instead makes every 
endeavor to fulfill the Mysterious Woman’s divine undertaking. 																																																								63	I used John and Alex Dent-Young’s translation and slightly modified it. The Tiger Killers, 
409–10. 	64	Li Zhuowu pingben	Shuihu zhuan, 617.		
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The Mysterious Woman’s Divination Device 
 After Song Jiang’s first encounter with the Mysterious Woman, a narrative line 
intermittently emerges concerning their stimulus-response relationship. Throughout the 
entire narrative, the Mysterious Woman plays a pivotal role in Song Jiang’s life by 
rescuing him from perilous situations and teaching him military strategies to defeat 
enemies.65 In reciprocation, he restores the Mysterious Woman’s temple at the end of the 
story, indicating the peak of his worship for this divine woman.66 
 After chapter 42, we are told that Song Jiang occasionally uses the Mysterious 
Woman’s Divinatory Tool 玄女課 (Xuannü ke) to predict the future whenever he 
encounters uncertainties or danger.67 For example, chapter 85 reads as follows: 
Song Jiang was resting his troops in Jizhou when he heard that the Liao king was 
sending an ambassador. Not knowing if this boded well or ill for him, he got out 






																																																								65	In the Rongyu tang edition of the novel,	chapter 42 focuses on how the Mysterious Woman 
saves Song Jiang’s life by magically concealing his body to avoid being discovered by official 
troops; chapters 88 and 89 recount how Song Jiang receives guidance from the Mysterious 
Woman and uses it to defeat barbarians. 
 66	Only the 100-chapter and 120-chapter editions of the novel have this ending. 
 67	See chapters 82 and 86 of Water Margin. 	68 I used Dent-Young’s translation and modified it. 
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The Chinese character ke 課 is a generic term for divination.69 The novel does not 
specifically explain how Song Jiang uses the Xuannü ke. Nevertheless, Tao Zongyi’s 陶
宗儀 (1321–ca. 1412) Chuogeng lu 輟耕錄 (Records of Ceasing Farm Labors) provides 
a detailed explanation of the Mysterious Woman’s Divinatory Method: 
 In the Wu and Chu areas (present-day Jiangsu and Zhejiang provinces), most 
people, such as village sorcerers, sorceresses, old men, and married and 
unmarried women, can use the Divinatory Method of the Ninth Woman to predict 
the future. The method works like this: pick nine blades of grass, fold them, and 
then you have eighteen blades. Hold these blades in your hand, pray to deities, 
and blow a mouthful of breath onto the blades. You knot the ends of the blades 
together, but leave two of them untied. Then you open your palm and loosen the 
blades to see fortune and misfortune. If the [unfolded] blades form a line, one 
calls it “the Unhurried Immortal Yellow Dragon”; if there are two circles 
interlocking, one calls it “the Immortal Enters a Stall”; if the circles do not 
interlock, we name it “the Cobweb Falls on the Ground.” These are all auspicious 
signs. If [what you get] are tangled and cannot be separated, then that is an 
inauspicious sign. Another method is called the Method of the Mysterious 
Woman of the Nine Heavens. It works this way: pick a handful of grass blades, 
regardless of the amount. Counting sticks can also be used. Use both hands to 
separate them in a random manner. For those separated with your left hand, place 
them vertically [on a table], and for those separated with your right hand, place 
them horizontally. Divide those sticks [in each group] by three, and then use the 
remainders to make a divinatory trigram. The combination of one vertical stick 
and one horizontal stick is called Great Yang; that of two vertical sticks and one 
horizontal stick is called the Numinous. Two vertical sticks and two horizontal 
sticks constitute Lord Lao; two vertical sticks and three horizontal sticks make 
Great Wu. The combination of three vertical sticks and one horizontal stick is 
called Giant Stone; three vertical sticks and three horizontal sticks create 
Auspicious Clouds. These are all auspicious signs. One vertical stick and two 
horizontal sticks create Great Yin; one vertical stick and three horizontal sticks 
create Cliff. Three vertical sticks and three horizontal sticks create Middle Yin. 
These are all inauspicious signs. As far as I am concerned, is not the so-called 
Ninth Woman in a popular sense the Mysterious Woman of the Nine Heavens?70 
  																																																								69	In late imperial Chinese fiction, divination is often referred to as qike 起課. For example, in 
Feng Menglong’s Jingshi tongyan 警世通言 and Li Ruzhen’s 李汝珍 (1763? –1830) Jinghua 
yuan 鏡花緣, characters predict the future by using the method of qike. 	70 “Jiugu Xuannü ke” 九姑玄女課, in Tao Zongyi’s 陶宗儀 Chuogeng lu 輟耕錄 (Beijing: 
Zhonghua shuju, 1985), 293–94. I translated this passage. 	
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Tao Zongyi equated the Ninth Woman 九姑 (Jiugu) with the Mysterious Woman of the 
Nine Heavens because of the similarities between the divinatory methods named after 
them. It was for this reason that he granted the entry a somewhat redundant title, Jiugu 
Xuannü ke 九姑玄女課, by combining the two women’s names. However, if the two 
divinatory methods in Tao’s account are compared, we realize they operate in accordance 
with different principles. The first method depends on the shape that the grass blades 
randomly form, whereas the second method (that of the Mysterious Woman) uses 
trigrams 卦 (gua) to perform divination, which indicates its connection to the Book of 
Changes 易經 (Yijing). This connection was verified by Zhang Dai 張岱 (1597–1679), 
who claimed that the Mysterious Woman’s Divinatory Method was invented by a Daoist 
named Wang Yuanzhi 王遠知 (528–635) during the Tang dynasty, and that it was indeed 
based on principles stated in the Book of Changes.71 
 Besides the use of grass blades, the two methods are barely related. It is probable 
that the Mysterious Woman’s method was associated with the first method (the 
Divinatory Method of the Ninth Woman) because of its prevalence in the southern region 
of China since ancient times. One couplet in The Songs of the South 楚辭 (Chuci) 																																																								71	Zhang Dai 張岱, Ye hangchuan 夜航船 (Hangzhou: Zhejiang guji chubanshe, 1987), 567–68. 
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indicates that diviners in South China during ancient times frequently used spiritual grass 
藑茅 (qiongmao) and twigs of bamboo 筳 (ting) to predict the future: “I [Qu Yuan 屈原] 
searched for the holy plant and twigs of bamboo, and ordered Ling Fen [靈氛] to make 
divination for me” 索藑茅以筳篿兮，命靈氛為余占之.72 This local divinatory tradition 
existed throughout the entire imperial history. Until the Qing dynasty, this method was 
still employed in the everyday lives of common people. For example, Zhao Yi’s 趙翼 
(1727–1814) poem, “Climbing up to the Third Floor of the Yuanmiao Daoist Temple in 
Suzhou,” 蘇州玄妙觀登三層樓 (Suzhou xuanmiao guan deng san ceng lou) has two 
couplets that illustrate the method’s popularity: 
 On a one-thousand-step-long corridor surrounding the tower, 
 There are one hundred stalls. 
 Using bamboo sticks and grass blades, people perform divination; 




The third line of the poem, depicting how people in Suzhou gathered	to use bamboo 
sticks and grass blades to predict the future, conforms to Tao Zongyi’s entry about the 
application of this divinatory method in the Wu and Yue regions. From Tao’s point of 
view, this popular local tradition merged with the Mysterious Woman’s Divinatory 
Method.74 Although the two divinatory methods fundamentally differ from each other, 
the blending resulted in the Mysterious Woman’s Method gaining in popularity among 																																																								72	See David Hawkes’s translation of The Songs of the South (Harmondsworth, Middlesex, 
England; New York, NY: Penguin Books, 1985), 75.			73 Zhao Yi 趙翼, Zhaoyi shi biannian quanji 趙翼詩編年全集 (Tianjin: Tianjin guji chubanshe, 
1996), 1192. I translated this poem. 
 74	Scholars have addressed the relationship between local religious traditions and Daoism in 
various ways. See Mark Meulenbeld’s discussion on this issue in his Demonic Warfare, 208–12.	
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common people and the Daoist theory of trigrams spreading widely. Against this 
background, Water Margin popularized the Mysterious Woman’s Divinatory Method 
through narrative. 
 
The Mysterious Woman as a Celestial Protectress in Ming History 
 Besides adapting Daoist ideas into fictional narrative and combining a Daoist cult 
with a local divinatory tradition, Water Margin serves as strong evidence that verifies the 
existence of the Mysterious Woman’s cult during the Ming dynasty. As we see in this and 
the following parts, the novel and historical materials (i.e., visual images) both prove that 
the Mysterious Woman was recruited and worshipped by an imperial patron. Readers of 
Water Margin might have readily omitted this fact if they simply approach the novel as a 
body of literature primarily based on fantasy. 
 Before discussing the visual evidence related to the worship of the Mysterious 
Woman by the Ming imperial court, we need to examine her connection to secular power 
as found in texts. Water Margin crystalizes her role as a divine protectress of earthly 
political authority. She informs Song Jiang that he must act according to Heaven’s 
command, show his loyalty to the emperor, and expel evil and return to righteousness. 
Her instruction reveals the gist of the novel, that is, to mobilize astral deities to maintain 
political order instead of challenging or subverting it. In fact, her identity had been 
specified in the Daoist canon before the novel was fully developed.75 For example, 
																																																								75	According to	Shi Changyu 石昌渝, Water Margin was completed during the Jiajing period 
(1522–1566), “Shuihu zhuan chengshu yu jiajing chunian kao,”《水滸傳》成書於嘉靖初年考, 
Mingdai xiaoshuo mianmian guan: Mingdai xiaoshuo guoji xueshu yantao hui lunwen ji 明代小
說面面觀:明代小說國際學術研討會論文集 (Shanghai: Xuelin chubanshe, 2002), 215–51. 
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Beidou zhifa wuwei jing 北斗治法武威經 (The Scripture of Martial Power, of the 
Method of Government of the Northern Dipper) shows that she transmitted the method of 
the Northern Dipper to a man named Yuan Qing 遠清, an ordinary official during the 
Sui-Tang transition. The Mysterious Woman explained to Yuan Qing that the sacred 
method mobilizes the stars of the Northern Dipper to strengthen the state and maintain 
appropriate political and family relationships.76 Having mastered the method, Yuan Qing 
succeeded in helping the ruler pacify evil forces and was appointed as Left Chancellor of 
the Mobile Administration 行臺左僕射 (Xingtai zuo puye).77 The secret method is named 
“Twelve Stars of the Northern Dipper” 北斗十二星 (Beidou shi’er xing) and is 
accompanied by an incantation entitled “Incantation of the Heavenly Mainstay” 天罡神
咒 (Tiangang shenzhou). This incantation comes from Shangqing tianxin zhengfa 上清天
心正法 (Correct Method of the Heart of Heaven, of the Shangqing Tradition), a text 
produced in the Southern Song dynasty. Although it is difficult to identify the precise 
date when the Beidou zhifa wuwei jing was produced, it is clear that the text had already 
been included in the Zhengtong Daoist Canon (Zhengtong Daozang 正統道藏) prior to 
the completion of Water Margin in the later Jiajing 嘉靖 period (1521–1566). For this 
reason, it can be concluded that the Mysterious Woman’s role as a celestial protectress 
had been established in Daoist texts by the time the novel was printed. 
																																																								76 Beidou zhifa wuwei jing 北斗治法武威經, Zhonghua Daozang, vol. 32, 672. 	77	Historians have suggested that Yuan Qing may allude to the famous Tang diviner Yuan 
Tiangang 袁天綱. See Poul Andersen’s entry on Beidou zhifa wuwei jing, Kristofer Schipper and 
Franciscus Verellen, eds., The Taoist Canon (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2004), 
vol. 2, 1230. 
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The ordination certificate of Empress Zhang, the wife of the Hongzhi Emperor, 
shows that shortly after the Zhengtong 正統 reign (1436–1449), the Mysterious Woman 
received recognition from the state and was worshipped as a protectress of the empress. 
In 1493, the empress became a Daoist priestess and received ordination from a Celestial 
Master named Zhang Xuanqing 張玄慶 (d. 1509).78 Her ordination was certified in a 27-
meter-long scroll entitled The Ordination of Empress Zhang.79 It contains numerous 
images of deities and a detailed inscription composed by Zhang Xuanqing. As a Celestial 
Master of the Zhengyi School 正一派, Zhang promoted the status of his sect through 
mobilizing the Zhengyi martial pantheon to support the empress.80 As Luk Yu-ping 
asserts, “[t]he ordination of Empress Zhang gave the Heavenly Master an opportunity to 
secure an important patron who was on her way to becoming the most powerful woman 
in the imperial court. The Ordination Scroll provided the platform for immortalizing that 
connection in visual and material form.”81 In the inscription, Zhang placed the 
																																																								78	Zhang Xuanqing	belonged to the Zhengyi School 正一派 and married the daughter of an 
imperial family member. See Richard G. Wang, The Ming Prince and Daoism: Institutional 
Patronage of an Elite (New York: Oxford University Press, 2012), 28. 	79	About the Ordination Scroll of Empress Zhang,	see Stephen Little with Shawn Eichman, 
Taoism and the Arts of China (Chicago, Berkeley: The Art Institute of Chicago in Association 
with University of California Press, 2000), 208–13; Luk Yu-ping, “Picturing Celestial Certificates 
in Zhengyi Daoism: A Case Study of the Ordination Scroll of Empress Zhang (1493),” Daoism: 
Religion, History and Society, no. 3 (2011), 17–48; Luk’s The Empress and the Heavenly 
Masters: A Study of the Ordination Scroll of Empress Zhang (1493) (Hong Kong: The Chinese 
University Press, 2015); Kong Xiangyu 孔祥毓, “Ming Xiaokang Zhang huanghou shoulu kao: 
Yi Zhang huanghou zhi ludie wei zhongxin” 明孝康張皇后授籙考——以《張皇后之錄牒》為
中心, Zhongguo daojiao 中國道教, 2012, no. 5, 44–49. 	80	About the relationship between the Zhengyi School and the Ming imperial court, see Luk’s The 
Empress and the Heavenly Masters, 51–64. 
 81	Luk, The Empress and the Heavenly Masters, 64. 	
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Mysterious Woman as the commanding figure of a group of martial deities controlled by 
the empress. More importantly, he granted her an expanded official title: the Mysterious 
Woman of the Nine Heavens Who Slays Evil and Protects Righteousness 九天斬邪護正
玄女 (Jiutian zhanxie huzheng xuannü) (see Figure 9). This title reveals her Daoist origin 
and has a political connotation. The phrase “slaying evil and protecting righteousness” 斬
邪護正 (zhanxie huzheng) appears in the Lingbao liuding mifa, which attributes this 
feature to her and emphasizes that “in order to slay evil and return to righteousness, one 
first needs to know how to become invisible” 斬邪歸正，先須知隱形.82 The character 
xie 邪 refers to the demonic or heterodox forces that are harmful to the imperial court, 
whereas zheng 正 means orthodoxy or righteousness. By granting the Mysterious Woman 
the power to espouse righteousness and expel demonic forces, Zhang Xuanqing and the 
imperial court venerated her as a tutelary goddess of the state. 
 A list of martial deities, lu 籙 (register), in the inscription is tailored to the needs 
of the ordination ceremony and embodies a hierarchical relationship as follows: 
The Mysterious Woman of the Nine Heavens Who Slays Evil and Protects 
Righteousness 九天斬邪護正玄女 
General Tang of Upper Prime Who Elucidates Transformations 上元道化唐將軍 
General Ge of Middle Prime Who Protects Righteousness 中元護正葛將軍 
General Zhou of Lower Prime Who Strengthens Resolve 下元定志周將軍 
Marshal Zhao of the Golden Wish-Fulfilling Wheel Who Supports Heaven and 
Improves Luck 扶天廣運金輪如意趙元帥 
Heavenly Soldier Fu of Great Brightness in the Empyrean Who Determines 
Official Titles and Improves Ranks 高上神霄定爵增品大明傅天丁 
Heavenly Soldier Hu of Supreme Standard in the Empyrean Who Extends  Life 
Spans and Determines Destiny 高上神霄增祿定命上格胡天丁 
																																																								82	Lingbao liuding mifa, Zhonghua Daozang, vol. 32, 526. There is a slight difference here: the 
Daoist text uses the word gui 歸 (return) instead of hu 護 (protect).	
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Heavenly Soldier Li of Great Fairness in the Empyrean Who Stores Blessings and 
Spreads Happiness 高上神霄儲福衍慶大公李天丁 
Six Ding Jade Maidens 六丁神女 
Six Jia Generals 六甲將軍 
 
This register establishes the Mysterious Woman’s absolute authority over other celestial 
warriors by placing her ahead of five other divine categories: Generals, Marshals, 
Heavenly Soldiers, the Six Ding Jade Maidens, and the Six Jia Generals. As we have 
seen earlier in Daoist texts, she cooperates with the Six Ding Jade Maidens who are her 
subordinates. She had never been associated with the aforementioned male deities before 
the formation of the ordination scroll. Although there exists a triad of Generals Tang 唐, 
Ge 葛, and Zhou 周 in Daoist texts, such as Jinsuo liuzhu yin 金鎖流珠引 (Guide to the 
Golden Lock and the Moving Pearls), we generally do not find any case in which this 
triad is associated with the Mysterious Woman and combined with the other groups in the 
inscription. Did Zhang Xuanqing deliberately create this register for Empress Zhang’s 
ordination ceremony? Should we consider it to be a new space that emphasizes female 
power? As Richard von Glahn and Mark Meulenbeld have claimed, Daoist hierarchies in 
the Ming dynasty could be established according to the needs of various ritual settings.83 
Confirming this point, the register in Empress Zhang’s ordination certificate forms a 
celestial network that gathers previously unrelated deities and retains them under the 
supervision of the Mysterious Woman. 
 
																																																								83	See Richard von Glahn, “The Sociology of Local Religion in the Lake Tai Basin,” in John 
Lagerwey, ed., Religion and Chinese Society (Hong Kong: Chinese University Press, 2004), 773–






Figure 9. Portions of the Ordination of Empress Zhang. Hand scroll, 1493, size: 21 ½ in. × 1080 




 Although she is a commanding goddess, the Mysterious Woman’s image is not 
shown on the ordination scroll, which contains 52 divine images, including those of her 
subordinate deities. Her absence deserves inquiry. One possible reason for her absence 
may be related to her skill of invisibility. As a martial goddess who excels at concealing 
the body, she represents hidden authority that does not manifest itself unless necessary. 
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But the absence might be caused by other reasons. As Luk Yu-ping speculates, “One 
possible reason for this may be the potential inappropriateness of portraying a deity with 
ancient ties to the art of the bedchamber in an empress’ ordination document. It may also 
have been problematic to depict a female celestial figure in the composition who could 
potentially take attention away from the representation of Empress Zhang.”84 The first 
reason makes sense if we recall the Mysterious Woman’s role in early Daoism as a sexual 
mentor to the Yellow Emperor. With regard to the second reason, Luk further explains: 
The Mysterious Woman of the Nine Heavens is a goddess who is described in 
textual sources since the time of Du Guangting as having the appearance of an 
aristocratic lady. In the Water Margin, she is glorified as a beautiful and dignified 
heavenly empress who sits on a dragon throne; wears a crown of nine dragons and 
phoenixes; a robe of seven treasures, dragons, and phoenixes; pearl slippers; and 
holds a white jade tablet. This imperial image of the Mysterious Woman is shown 
in a woodblock illustration from the Wanli edition of the novel showing the 
meeting of the outlaw Song Jiang and the goddess at her temple. If such a 
depiction was followed in the Ordination Scroll, the Mysterious Woman would 
have basically appeared as a second empress in the procession, one who was more 
aristocratic and feminine in appearance than the actual empress herself.85 
 
Chronologically, Water Margin could not have influenced Empress Zhang’s Ordination 
Scroll because the novel was completed during the Jiajing era, which began 28 years after 
Empress Zhang commissioned her ordination certificate. Besides that, Du Guangting’s 
hagiography contains a minimal description of the Mysterious Woman’s appearance.86 It 
is thus unlikely that the Mysterious Woman’s elegant looks represented in the novel and 
the hagiography prevented her from being portrayed in the ordination scroll. 
																																																								84	Luk, “Picturing Celestial Certificates in Zhengyi Daoism,” 33. 	85	Luk, The Empress and the Heavenly Masters, 118. 
 86	Du Guangting’s hagiography briefly describes that the Mysterious Woman rides a phoenix, is 
surrounded by clouds, and wears a colored garment. 	
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 But Luk’s speculation is likely to be true considering that textual sources are not 
the only way to disseminate the knowledge of the Mysterious Woman’s iconography. We 
have already mentioned that the Ming imperial court commissioned a painting that is 
likely to be the Mysterious Woman’s portrait. In addition to that, several bronze statues 
of the Mysterious Woman have been discovered and are now displayed in the Wudang 
Museum in Hubei Province (see Figure 10). These statues were produced in the Ming 
dynasty and were originally enshrined in temple complexes on Mount Wudang. The 
exact dates of these statues are unknown. Whether they predate the ordination scroll or 
not remains an issue. Therefore, it is hard to determine whether it was her elegant 
appearance in these statues that hindered her image from being depicted. 
 Unlike the highly distinguishable iconographies of the Dark Warrior, the 
Mysterious Woman’s statues may have led scholars to misidentify her images as those of 
the Jade Maidens.87 This is understandable because the Mysterious Woman and her six 
acolytes are frequently considered to be a cohesive group and are treated as a collective 
image, as is described in the Lingbao liuding mifa. Nevertheless, the Mysterious Woman 
always wears a phoenix-like headdress and often holds a seal in her hands (see Figure 11). 
The Lingbao liuding mifa specifies that she exclusively carries a seal designated the Seal 
																																																								87	The misidentification can be seen in Royal Taste: The Art of Princely Courts in Fifteenth-
Century China (The John and Mable Ringling Museum of Art, 2015), 155; Wudang shenxian 
daguan 武當神仙大觀 (Wuhan: Wuhan chubanshe, 2000), 25. Although a Chinese catalogue 
entitled Taihe wudang 太和武當 identifies the statues as those of the Mysterious Woman of the 
Nine Heavens, it mistakenly dates all statues to the Song dynasty (960–1279). See Taihe wudang 
(Beijing: Wenwu chubanshe, 2011), 112–13. Up until the present time, only the Chinese 
catalogue Daosheng wanwu: Chudi daojiao wenwu 道生萬物——楚地道教文物 (Beijing: 
Wenwu chubanshe, 2012) clearly differentiates the Mysterious Woman’s statues from those of 
the Jade Maidens, 116–17. 
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of the Mysterious Woman of the Nine Heavens 九天玄女印 (Jiutian Xuannü yin).88 
Together with the headdress, the seal distinguishes her from the Jade Maidens, who have 






Figure 10. A group of bronze statues of the Mysterious Woman and the Jade Maidens, Ming 
dynasty. Images with phoenix-like headdresses are those of the Mysterious Woman; otherwise, 
they are Jade Maidens. Courtesy of the Wudang Museum. 
 









Figure 11. A bronze statue of the Mysterious Woman with a seal in her hands, Ming Dynasty, 
height 73 cm, originally worshipped at the Palace of Primordial Harmony 元和觀 (Yuanhe Guan) 




 Despite the complicated issues of the Mysterious Woman’s image, the ordination 
scroll and the bronze statues are compelling evidence for the existence of her cult in the 
Ming dynasty. As a celestial yin 陰 force, she is a projected image of Empress Zhang, 
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who ruled the secular world with the Hongzhi Emperor. The corresponding relationship 
between the empress and the Mysterious Woman is paralleled by the relationship 
established between Ming emperors and the Dark Warrior,90 both symbols of the yang 
power. Through elevating the Mysterious Woman’s divine status among celestial 
warriors, the empress promoted herself in the imperial court, which subsequently 
strengthened her clan. According to Luk, the motivations behind Empress Zhang’s 
ordination were family-related. During the Hongzhi reign, the Zhang family was in 
competition with the clan of Empress Dowager Zhou 周太后 (d. 1504), the Hongzhi 
Emperor’s grandmother. The two clans constantly competed for land and financial 
interests; worse, they even had a brawl on the street.91 Against this background, Luk 
observes that the ordination scroll distinguishes Empress Zhang and her family from the 
Zhou clan because the former conformed to the Ming imperial court’s worship of the 
Dark Warrior, whereas the latter believed in Buddhism.92 Moreover, she points out that 
the empress utilized the Daoist ritual to accumulate merit for her and her deceased 
father.93 Luk’s study convincingly demonstrates that Daoism played a pivotal role in 
positioning an aristocratic family over another in mid-Ming politics. As a female divine 
authority, the Mysterious Woman supported Empress Zhang in the latter’s exhibition of 
her secular power. 																																																								90	John Lagerwey has mentioned that “all Ming emperors after Ch’eng-tsu [the Yongle Emperor] 
announced their accession to the throne by sending a sacrifice to Chen-wu [the Dark Warrior].” 
“The Pilgrimage to Wu-tang Shan,” in Susan Naquin and Chun-fang Yu, eds., Pilgrims and 
Sacred Sites in China (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1992), 326 n. 2. 	91	Luk, The Empress and the Heavenly Masters, 45–46. 	92	Luk, The Empress and the Heavenly Masters, 47. 	93	Luk, The Empress and the Heavenly Masters, 50.	
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 Another factor that might have contributed to Empress Zhang’s worship of the 
Mysterious Woman is the latter’s role as a goddess of fertility. In 1489, the third year of 
the Hongzhi reign, the famous Celestial Master Zhang Xuanqing received an imperial 
order to perform a Daoist ritual on behalf of Empress Zhang, who at the time could not 
conceive offspring. Dramatically, Empress Zhang gave birth to her first son, who later 
became the Zhengde 正德 Emperor (1491-1521), soon after the ritual was performed.94 
Likely because of this event, the empress converted to Daoism and received her 
ordination in 1493. No clear evidence indicates which deity or deities were invoked 
during her ritual prayers for progeny; however, it is not unlikely that she prayed to the 
Mysterious Woman because of the deity’s role as a goddess of fertility, one that won her 
numerous worshippers in northern China during this time.95 
 
 
 																																																								94	Several sources claim that the Zhengde Emperor was not born of Empress Zhang, but of a 
palace woman. See Mao Qiling 毛奇齡, Shengchao tongshi shiyi ji 勝朝彤史拾遺記 (Beijing: 
Zhonghua shuju, 1991), 37–38; Mao Qiling, Ming Wuzong waiji 明武宗外紀 (Shanghai: 
Shanghai shudian, 1982), 11–12; Shen Defu 沈德符, Wanli yehuo bian 萬曆野獲編 (Beijing: 
Zhonghua shuju, 1959), 86–87; and Bao Hua Hsieh, “From Charwoman to Empress Dowager: 
Serving Women in the Ming Palace,” Ming Studies, 42 (2000), 58. I would like to thank Professor 
Keith McMahon for pointing this out. 
 95	The Mysterious Woman was worshipped as the Goddess of Fertility. A temple in Beijing 
named Xiaosi Village 小寺村 is said to be dedicated to the Mysterious Woman, who promises 
progeny for women. See Ji Wuzi 薊午子, Manhua shengui shijie 漫話神鬼世界 (Beijing: 
Beifang wenyi chubanshe, 1990), 72; see also Li Fengmao, “Cong xuannü dao jiutian xuannü: 
Yiwei shanggu nüxian de benxiang yu bianxiang,” 51. In addition, according to the Qing novel 
Nüxian waishi 女仙外史 (Unofficial History of Female Immortals), the protagonist’s mother 
convinces her husband that the Mysterious Woman of the Nine Heavens is so effective in helping 
women conceive children that they have to pray in her temple. See Lü Xiong 呂熊, Nüxian waishi 
(Tianjin: Baihua wenyi chubanshe,1985), chapter 2, 14. 
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Mobilizing Astral Deities in the Novel 
 Mark Meulenbeld asserts that late imperial vernacular novels, including 
Canonization of Gods and Water Margin, represent the Daoist ritual of sublimation 
(liandu 鍊度).96 More generally, he elucidates the relationship between fictional 
narratives and religious rituals by stating, “Although it is ritual that enacts the relational 
framework in which divine beings of diverse backgrounds are tightly intertwined, it is 
only in the accompanying narratives that these connections are understood, rationalized, 
and remembered.”97 Here, a distinction between ritual performance and fictional writing 
is made. It is true that Daoist ritual texts are prescriptive; they merely specify ritual steps 
and the deities involved, rarely providing graphic imagery to describe those rituals and 
deities. In contrast, the novel elaborates on abstract ritual ideas, popularizes them, and 
makes them accessible to common readers.  
 In the ritual context, the Mysterious Woman serves as a celestial protectress to 
guard Empress Zhang; her relationship to the imperial court is made clear. However, it is 
not explained in detail how she serves the imperial court. In literary fashion, Water 
Margin displays that the Mysterious Woman serves the government by supervising Song 
Jiang and his troops. She appears for the first time in the novel in chapter 42 when Song 
Jiang is almost captured by official troops. If this is the point where she enlightens the 																																																								96	According to Meulenbeld, “Many protagonists in Canonization start out as indomitable forces 
of questionable moral standing who nonetheless end up being rewarded for their contribution to 
the denouement of the plot: they receive divine investitures as gods. This same process of 
transformation is effectuated by the Daoist ritual of ‘sublimation’ (liandu); it is a ritual method 
for relieving spirits (of the deceased as well as of pesterous demons) from the abominable 
conditions of demonic existence and transforming them into more refined spiritual substances. In 
that sense also it is a technique for changing unruly spirits into loyal servants of the Daoist spirit 
armies.” Demonic Warfare, 134. 	97	Meulenbeld, Demonic Warfare, 212. 
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protagonist about his demonic identity and divine mission, then her second appearance in 
chapter 88 assures Song Jiang’s fulfillment of his divine duty. In this chapter, she appears 
in his dream and advises on detailed strategies for him to defeat his barbarian enemies. 
Omnipresent throughout the novel, the Mysterious Woman maintains the advantage for 
the imperial court. It is doubtful that we would see the way in which she protects the state 
were it not for the creation of Water Margin. 
 In the Daoist context, the Mysterious Woman is a deity related to the Seven Stars 
of the Northern Dipper. Nevertheless, the novel creates 108 demonized astral deities 
under her supervision,98 including a novelized version of the Seven Stars, which 
transforms the story into a burlesque of Daoist astral cults. Unlike the seven benign astral 
deities in Daoism, the Seven Stars in Water Margin are portrayed as demonic spirits with 
grotesque appearances and are referred to as “evil stars” 惡曜 (e yao) or “killer stars” 殺
曜 (sha yao).99 This evil version of the Northern Dipper consists of the following bandits: 
Chao Gai 晁蓋, Wu Yong 吳用, Liu Tang 劉唐, Ruan Xiao’er 阮小二, Ruan Xiaowu 阮
小五, Ruan Xiaoqi 阮小七, and Gongsun Sheng 公孫勝. Ruan Xiao’er is depicted as the 
“Demon King Among Men” 混世魔王 (Hunshi mowang); his brother, Ruan Xiaowu, is 
named “Devil-May-Care” 短命二郎 (Duanming erlang), and the seventh brother is 																																																								98	See chapters 1 and 2 of Rongyu tang ben Shuihu zhuan. Grand Commandant Hong releases 36 
Celestial Paladins and 72 Earthly Killers from underground. These 108 supernatural beings are 
astral deities who later transform into the same number of human rebels. About the astral super-
plot in this novel, see Roland Altenburger's article “Re-reading Myth in Water Margin,” in Zhou 
Jianyu 周建渝, Zhang Hongnian 張洪年, and Zhang Shuangqing 張雙慶, eds., Chongdu jingdian: 
Zhongguo chuantong xiaoshuo yu xiqu de duochong toushi 重讀經典:中國傳統小說與戲曲的
多重透視 (Hong Kong: Oxford University Press, 2009), vol. 2, 554–77. 
 99	See the poems in chapters 15 and 16 that describe the seven stars, Li Zhuowu pingben Shuihu 
zhuan, 203, 211. 
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compared to King Yama, the God of Hell. Each one bears a monstrous appearance. For 
example, the seventh brother is described as follows: 
 His spotty face is marked with all manner of strange lumps and warts. His eyes 
are striking. His cheeks are covered by short whiskers of a yellowish tinge; his 
body is blackish as if made from iron, or you might even think it was cast in 
bronze. He seems like an earthly embodiment of the five planets. This is why men 





Apparently, the Ruan brothers and the other bandits are half human and half demon. Even 
Song Jiang, their leader, who conforms to the Confucian worldview, is a Star Lord 星主 
(Xingzhu) who has not yet cleansed his demonic mind.102 The gathering of the seven 
bandits is anticipated in Chao Gai’s dream, in which he sees the Seven Stars of the 
Northern Dipper falling onto his roof. Believing that the dream is a prophecy, he forms 
the seven bandits into a team to skillfully rob the official troops who are on the way to the 
capital to deliver birthday gifts to the Prime Minister Cai Jing 蔡京. When the robbery is 
exposed, the bandits flee into Mount Liang and establish the band, announcing the 
opening of the Water Margin saga. 
 The novel mischievously uses these seven fictional stars to attract the 101 other 
demon bandits to join the team. By depicting how they fight against the government, the 
novel seemingly creates a subversive discourse, which is in contrast with the Daoist text 
that clearly espouses imperial rule. However, the appearance of the Mysterious Woman 																																																								100	Water Margin, chapter 15, trans. John and Alex Dent-Young, Hong Kong: The Chinese 
University Press, 1994, 278. 	101	Li Zhuowu pingben Shuihu zhuan, 199.		102	Li Zhuowu pingben Shuihu zhuan, 617. 
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contradicts the subversive meaning of the novel. She acts on behalf of the celestial and 
secular authorities. She warns Song Jiang that he has a demonic mind and that he needs 
to purify his evil nature by serving the imperial court so that he can ultimately re-ascend 
to the Purple Palace 紫府 (zifu). Song Jiang follows her advice and leads his band to 
collaborate with the Song emperor later in the novel. As the mastermind behind the cause 
of the Mount Liang rebels, she orchestrates their transformations from demons to divine 
soldiers. During their procession to the capital, the 108 rebels are viewed by commoners 
as celestial gods 天神 (tianshen). The signs on their banners read “Obeying Heaven” 順
天 (shuntian) and “Protecting the State” 護國 (huguo), which accurately summarizes the 
remainder of the story. If we understand this procession as a passage from demon to deity, 
it is here that the rebels transform into celestial protectors of the state, who later conquer 
the Khitan army and Fang La’s 方腊 forces for the Song emperor.103 
 The 108 heroes’ martial adventures contain a supernatural core. These heroes are 
portrayed as human beings with nonhuman characteristics. Not only do they consume 
foods and drinks like beasts, they also kill people without batting an eyelid. It is 
presumably for this reason that Jin Shengtan calls into question the existence of these 
characters.104 Similarly, Robert Hegel has also noted that these heroes “have only a 
tenuous contact with reality,” and “all their adventures are ahistorical.”105 If we pay 																																																								103	The 120-chapter edition of the novel contains two additional stories about the conquest of 
Tian Hu 田虎 and Wang Qing 王慶. 
 104 Jin Shengtan’s original comments read as: 是一百八人者，為有其人乎？為無其人乎? 
Diwu caizishu Shi Nai’an Shuihu zhuan, 27. 	105		According to	Robert Hegel, “Water Margin’s martial heroes have gluttonous appetities for 
food, drink, and physical exercise in practice or combat with weapons, even though they have 
little or none for sex and other creature comforts. Not really the product of pure fantasy, still these 
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attention to the very beginning of the novel, we realize that the opening chapter has 
clearly indicated the demonic origin of these 108 heroes. In that chapter, the Song empeor 
dispatches a minister named Hong Xin 洪信 to Mount Dragon and Tiger (Longhu shan
龍虎山) to find the Celestial Master Zhang (Zhang Tianshi 張天師) in order to pacify a 
natural disaster. Instead of finding the Daoist master, Hong Xin discovers the Hall of 
Subjugating Demons (Fumo dadian 伏魔大殿), where the 108 demons are incarcerated 
under a stone stele. Out of curiosity, Hong removes the stele and releases the demons. 
They immediately shoot toward the sky and scatter in all directions. Many years later, 
these demons are reincarnated as human beings and cause trouble in the human realm. 
This beginning anticipates that the rest part of the novel concerns the demons’ rebellion 
and the subsequent sublimation of those demons. 
 
Women’s Role in Pacifying the Demons 
 Water Margin puts great emphasis on women’s role in transforming the demons 
into divine soldiers. Two women are crucial in this process. One is the Mysterious 
Woman, and the other is a courtesan named Li Shishi 李師師. The former uses her 
martial power to help Song Jiang conquer enemies; the latter uses her sexual power to 
help him establish direct contact with the emperor so that the Mount Liang heroes can 
express their willingness to serve the imperial court. The Mysterious Woman appears in 
the first half of the novel; Li Shishi does not appear until the second half of the story, 
starting from chapter 72 through chapter 100. The two women’s roles are complementary 																																																																																																																																																																					
figures have only a tenuous contact with reality. Virtually all their adventures are ahistorical. 
Moreover, there seems to have been no group of men in Chinese society during the Sung or at 
any other time precisely like them.” The Novel in Seventeenth-Century China (New York: 
Columbia University Press, 1981), 74. 	
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to each other. The Mysterious Woman represents the celestial assitance, whereas Li 
represents help from the human realm. In the later half of the novel, it is Li Shishi who 
replaces the Mysterious Woman and assists Song Jiang in accomplishing his divine 
mission. More specifically, in chapters 81 and 82, Li Shishi introduces the Mount Liang 
heroes to the Song emperor. The emperor allows those heroes to join the imperial army. 
Without Li’s mediation, the Mount Liang heroes would not transform from demons to 
divine soldiers.  
 It can be concluded that Li Shishi significantly contributes to the deification of 
those heroes. This manifests at the end of the novel where corrupt ministers poison Song 
Jiang in the final chapter. His spirit appears in the emperor’s dream to reclaim justice. 
Frightened and perplexed, the emperor consults with Li Shishi about his dream. Li 
informs the emperor that Song Jiang is dead and is now a righteous deity 凡人正直者，
必然為神也。莫非宋江端的已死，是他故顯神靈托夢與陛下. Upon hearing this, the 
emperor venerates Song Jiang as a martial god. The episode reads as follows: 
In response to Marshal Su’s report, the Emperor indited in his own hand a 
document granting Song Jiang a posthumous title of nobility in recognition of his 
loyal and valiant service and ordering a temple to be built on Mount Liang with a 
grand hall and images of Song Jiang and the others. He also donated to this 
temple an inscription in his own hand naming it  “Temple of Loyalty and 
Pacification.” There is a poem: 
 
The heavenly stars are returned to the sky, 
The earth stars gone back under the ground. 
From earliest days they were revered as saints, 
By historians ever regarded as heroes. 
 
In later times Song Jiang’s spirit made many appearances and the people 
continued to make offerings to it in the four seaons. In the marshes of Mount 
Liang, when they prayed for wind they got wind, when they prayed for rain they 
had rain. At Duckweed Marsh in Chuzhou, because Song Jiang’s spirit kept 
appearing, the local people built another shrine, a hall with two galleries, and even 
requested an imperial tablet for it. Thirty-six statues were placed in the main hall 
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and seventy-two in the galleries. Year after year offerings were made there and 















Li Shishi reveals Song Jiang’s divine indentity to the emperor. Song Jiang’s deification 
cannot be realized without her assistance. The interactions between Song Jiang and the 
two women form two important narrative lines in the novel. These interactions indicate 
the importance the yin power to the yang force. More importantly, the presence of the 
Mysterious Woman and Li Shishi discredit the novel’s misogynistic undertone. 
 
																																																								106	John and Alex Dent-Young, The Scattered Flock, Part Five of the Marshes of Mount Liang: A 
New Translation of the Shuihu zhuan or Water Margin of Shi Nai’an and Luo Guanzhong 
(Hongkong: The Chinese University Press, 2002), 467–77. 






亨無窮，千載功勳標史記.This verse reminds readers of chapter 42 of the novel, where Song 
meets the Mysterious Woman and receives her divine advice. The piece is not included in John 
and Alex Dent-Young’s English translation. 	108	Li Zhuowu pingben	Shuihu zhuan, 1482. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
The Mysterious Woman and Her Magic in Quelling the Demons’ Revolt 
 
 In Chapter 1, we have seen that ancient “weft texts,” Daoist hagiographies, and 
ritual manuals associated the Mysterious Woman with warfare. These materials formed a 
singular narrative concentrating on her role as a goddess of righteousness. In the Ming 
dynasty, the imperial court recognized her as a state-sanctioned goddess. While granting 
the Mysterious Woman a high status in the state religion of Daoism, the imperial court 
conveyed a clear message: This goddess contains enormous power, which has to be used 
to serve the government. In the same vein, Water Margin fictionalized this idea, 
popularized her story, and perpetuated her role as a warrior protectress. 
 Readers may wonder: What will happen if demonic forces appropriate the 
Mysterious Woman’s magical power? One may never find anwers to this question in 
Ming political and religious discourses. It is fortunate that in Chinese fictional discourse, 
the Ming novel Quelling the Demons’ Revolt explores this possibility and provides an 
answer to the above question. Two versions of Quelling Demons’ Revolt exist. The 
earlier version, attributed to Luo Guanzhong 羅貫中 (1330?–1400?), contains 20 
chapters (hereafter referred to as the shorter version). This version, as the late Patrick 
Hanan has asserted, was written before Water Margin was printed.109 In this shorter 
																																																								109	According to Patrick Hanan, “[Quelling the Demons’ Revolt] is one of only two or three 
novels in the vernacular language which have a good claim to be early, i.e., older than the middle 
of the sixteenth century. One’s impression is that it has been less affected by the hand of the 
renovating editor or the re-creator than either of the other novels, the Shui-hu chuan (Water 
Margin) and the His-yu chi (Journey to the West); it ought, therefore, to be the best evidence we 
have for the first stages of the Chinese novel, as well as a prime specimen of the early vernacular 
language.” See Patrick Hanan, “The Composition of The P’ing Yao Chuan,” Harvard Journal of 
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version, the author drew inspiration from earlier demonic stories and created an 
alternative narrative that features demons’ carnivals. It illustrates a picture in which 
demons utilize the Mysterious Woman’s magial skills to run wild on the stage. Another 
version was produced by Feng Menglong 馮夢龍 (1574–1645). Feng’s version contains 
40 chapters (hereafter the longer version). It is a significant rewrite of the namesake. 
These two versions recount the same story about how a group of demonic rebels cause 
social chaos and how the imperial court subjugates these demons. The longer version 
differs from the shorter version with regard to its representation of the Mysterious 
Woman. The shorter version makes a simple reference to her name in the storytelling, 
whereas the longer version brings the Mysterious Woman back to the stage and uses her 
as a moral agent to subjugate the demons. In addition, the shorter version extensively 
illustrates her magic of metamorphosis, which transmogrifies inanimate objects into 
animate beings. The longer version focuses on her swordsmanship and Tiangang poxie fa
天罡破邪法 (Magic of Heavenly Mainstay that Defeats Evil). Although focused on 
different types of magic, both stories expand the Mysterious Woman’s martial arts 
repertoire. 
 This chapter contains two objectives. First, I demonstrate how the shorter version 
of Quelling the Demons’ Revolt extracts the Mysterious Woman’s divine presence from 
the story and transfers her power to her demonic agents, thereby portraying her as a 
morally ambiguous goddess. The demonic agents adventure into fantastic realms, where 
they perform the Mysterious Woman’s magic and produce various wonders for readers. 
																																																																																																																																																																					
Asiatic Studies, vol. 31 (1971), 201. Judging from the language style and contents of Quelling 
Demons’ Revolt, I agree with Hanan that this novel probably preceded Water Margin. 
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Second, I point out that Feng Menglong discerned the moral issues contained in the 
shorter version. In his rewrite, he restored the Mysterious Woman’s role as a divine moral 
agent to set a clear boundary between good and evil. 
 
The Shorter Version, Water Margin, and the Mysterious Woman 
 The shorter version of Quelling the Demons’ Revolt is a perplexing text that has 
received a lot of criticism since its completion. The Ming preface-writer Zhang Yu 張譽 
criticized the author’s failure to provide an integral framework. According to Zhang, the 
beginning of this version seems to come out of nowhere (tu ru qi lai 突如其來); the end 
is so insipid that reading the text is similar to “chewing a piece of wax when hungry” (e 
shi jiao la 餓時嚼蠟). He also mentioned that “[i]t is hard to explain who Auntie Sheng 
(Sheng Gugu 聖姑姑) is because she appears so abruptly and disappears without a 
trace”110 聖姑姑竟不知何物，突然而來，杳然而滅. Similar to Zhang, Lois Fusek also 
points out the indefinability of Auntie Sheng. As she notes, “In the course of the novel 
her characterization shifts with each story, from local witch, to district deity, to celestial 
goddess and immortal.”111 Zhang’s and Fusek’s remarks raise important questions as to 
why the author created a narrative with so many problems in plot and characterization.  
 A comparison between Quelling the Demons’ Revolt and Water Margin helps 
illuminate the issue. The former shares many elements with the latter, including the same 
																																																								110	Sansui heiyōden (Naragen Tenri-shi: Tenri Daigaku Shuppanbu; Tōkyō: Seisaku hatsubai 
Yagi Shoten, Shōwa, 1981), “Jieti” 解題, 16.		111	Lois Fusek, The Three Sui Quash the Demon’s Revolt (Honolulu: University of Hawai‘i Press, 
2010), 262, n. 6. 
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theme, a similar narrative structure, some ready-made poems, as well as characters such 
as the Mysterious Woman. Because of these similarities, Fusek has reached the 
conclusion that the 20-chapter version of Quelling the Demons’ Revolt must have been 
produced after Water Margin.112 She also maintains that some stories in Quelling the 
Demons’ Revolt “may even be stories drawn from the Shuihu [Water Margin] cycle that 
for some reason were not included in that novel.”113 Her conclusion contrasts with 
Hanan’s opinion that Quelling the Demons’ Revolt was completed prior to Water 
Margin’s publication. Although Hanan and Fusek make two opposite conclusions 
concerning the dates of the two novels, both scholars nevertheless arrive at the same 
point that there existed a larger story cycle, from which both novels drew materials. As 
Hanan has asserted, “The early stories share stock subject matter and language, including 
set pieces and poems, with the Shuihu (Water Margin) and the Ping yao (Quelling the 
Demons’ Revolt) and also with each other. There seems to have been a storehouse of 
narrative convention on which the vernacular fiction drew, and a few stories appear to 
have been constructed largely out of stock elements.”114 It is therefore safe for us to 
conclude that Quelling the Demons’ Revolt and Water Margin are genetically related. 
Both novels draw materials from a common narrative repertoire to create stories about 
rebellion for the enjoyment of the late Ming readership.115 Readers of Quelling the 																																																								112	Fusek, The Three Sui Quash the Demon’s Revolt, 192. 	113	Fusek, The Three Sui Quash the Demon’s Revolt, 188. 	114	Patrick Hanan, The Chinese Vernacular Story (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1981), 
29. 
 115	This narrative repertoire reminds us of what Lothar Ledderose terms the “module system.” 
According to Ledderose, “the Chinese devised production systems to assemble objects from 
standardized parts. These parts were prefabricated in great quantity and could be put together 
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Demons’ Revolt are expected to be familiar with this common narrative repertoire so as to 
have background information about this novel. 
 Despite the fact that the two novels share common materials, they contain 
different images of the Mysterious Woman. In Water Margin, the Mysterious Woman is 
an elegant goddess who benignly bestows upon Song Jiang her knowledge of martial arts; 
in contrast, Quelling the Demons’ Revolt portrays her as a hot-tempered goddess who 
capriciously causes disasters for human beings. A poem at the beginning of chapter 3 of 
Quelling the Demons’ Revolt describes her as follows: 
An amazing one is the Dark Goddess (the Mysterious Woman of the Nine 
Heavens), 
Though I fear we’ve lost her authentic art. 
The master, in a moment’s fit of rage, 




This poem creates an unruly version of the Mysterious Woman by describing how she 
abuses power and causes a fire that destroys everything. Here, readers do not see her 
majestic image, as depicted in Water Margin. Her long-standing role as a goddess of 
righteousness in early Daoist discourse has also dissolved into a morally ambiguous deity 
in Quelling the Demons’ Revolt. The above poem foretells that the novel displays the 
unruly side of this goddess. Instead of focusing on the goddess herself, the narrative 																																																																																																																																																																					
quickly in different combinations, creating an extensive variety of units from a limited repertoire 
of components.” Ledderose’s study focuses on visual and material culture, but his conclusion is 
applicable to the making of late imperial Chinese fiction. See Lothar Ledderose, Ten Thousand 
Things: Module and Mass Production in Chinese Art (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 
2000), 1. 
 116		Patrick Hanan trans., Quelling the Demons’ Revolt: A Novel from Ming China (New York: 
Columbia University Press, 2017), 20. 	117	San Sui pingyao zhuan	(Beijing: Huaxia chubanshe, 2013), 15.	
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brings our attention to her demonic agents who appropriate her magical skills. The 
goddess is behind the scenes while the demons are in action. Only her name is mentioned 
every now and then throughout the story. In this context, she no longer represents 
righteousness, and her magic is designated as evil tricks (yaofa 妖法 or yaoshu 妖術). 
 
Auntie Sheng: The Mysterious Woman’s Chameleon Evil Twin 
  In the Chinese imagination, a divine authority’s power is exercised through 
multiple agents. In the Mysterious Woman’s case, her agents vary in different settings. 
As we have seen, her magic of invisibility is split into six aspects in the Daoist context. 
Each aspect is performed by one of the Six Ding Jade Maidens. In Water Margin, she 
invests her power in the 108 demonic rebels who follow her divine instructions and 
protect the state. Quelling the Demons’ Revolt creates a group of of demonic agents, 
including Auntie Sheng, Hu Yong’er 胡永兒, and Wang Ze 王則, to exercise the divine 
woman’s power. Auntie Sheng is the Mysterious Woman’s chameleon evil twin who 
keeps changing her appearance and identity in the story. She passes a book titled Wish-
Fulfillment Manual (Ruyi ce’er 如意冊兒) to Hu Yong’er and Wang Ze. The book 
exposes the Mysterious Woman’s magic to the demonic characters and enables them to 
wage a rebellion. 
 Auntie Sheng and the Mysterious Woman both serve as initiators to their disciples, 
but they represent disparate supernatural realms. The Mysterious Woman resides in an 
immortal abode and stands for the mandate of Heaven, whereas Auntie Sheng occupies a 
bizarre realm replete with demons, grotesque animals, numskulls, and nugatory speeches. 
For example, in chapter 8 of the novel, Hu Yong’er seduces a character named Bu Ji 卜
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吉 and brings him into Auntie Sheng’s bizarre world, which is a hellish underground 
setting. In order to reach that place, Bu Ji has to plunge into an abandoned well. This is 
not the case with Water Margin, in which the Mysterious Woman’s immortal abode is 
portrayed as a sacred realm. 
 Unlike the Mysterious Woman’s majestic image perpetuated through textual and 
visual sources, Auntie Sheng’s image varies in different settings, and her identity is fluid. 
In the first half of the novel, she disguises herself as a beggar to interact with Hu Yong’er. 
She receives a bun from Hu on a cold winter day. To return the favor she offers Hu the 
wish-fulfillment manual (see Figure 12). In the second half of the novel, Auntie Sheng is 
transmogrified into a demonic lady who incites Wang Ze to rebel against the government 
(see Figure 13). She orders Hu Yong’er and Wang Ze to tie the knot so that they can 
assist each other in overturning the rule of the emperor. Like many Chinese novels, 
Quelling the Demons’ Revolt develops a hierarchical structure, on the top of which stands 
the Mysterious Woman. She is superior to Auntie Sheng and other demonic underlings, 
who exercie her celestial power in the human realm and in the underworld. 
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Figure 12 (left). Auntie Sheng bequeaths Hu Yong’er a magic book. Source: Sansui heiyōden, 
Naragen Tenri-shi: Tenri Daigaku Shuppanbu; Tōkyō: Seisaku hatsubai Yagi Shoten, Shōwa, 
1981, 47. 
Figure 13 (right). Auntie Sheng meets with Wang Ze. Source: Sansui heiyōden, Naragen Tenri-
shi: Tenri Daigaku Shuppanbu; Tōkyō: Seisaku hatsubai Yagi Shoten, Shōwa, 1981, 353. 
 
  Auntie Sheng’s interactions with Hu Yong’er and Wang Ze bear many similarities 
to the Mysterious Woman’s encounter with Song Jiang, except that the author develops 
the plot of divine transmission into two stories. The story between Auntie Sheng and Hu 
Yong’er features an exchange of human compassion for magical skills, and the story 
between Auntie Sheng and Wang Ze involves seduction. In chapter 2 of the novel, Hu 
Yong’er gives Auntie Sheng, then a beggar, a bun to save the latter’s life on a freezing 
winter day. In exchange, the old lady shows Hu a magic book. She explains to Hu: 
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It contains what’s known as a wish-fulfillment manual, and there’ll be times when 
you’ll need it. In case of an emergency, you just open it up and read what it says. 
See that you put it away securely, now. If there are any words in the manual that 
you don’t understand, just call on Priestess Pia (Sheng Gugu) without letting 
anyone hear you, and you’ll automatically know what they mean. But whatever 






Auntie Sheng’s speech reminds readers of the Mysterious Woman’s admonition to Song 
Jiang in Water Margin. Water Margin simply refers to the sacred text as tianshu, or 
heavenly book; whereas Quelling the Demons’ Revolt creates a new title for the sacred 
text by naming it Ruyi ce’er, or Wish-Fulfilling Manual. Ruyi, or wish-fulfilling, implies 
that receivers of this manual will achieve whatever they desire through practicing the 
magic in the text. The novel associates a wide variety of Daoist magical skills with ruyi 
ce’er. Like the Mysterious Woman in Water Margin, Auntie Sheng warns Hu Yong’er 
not to share the magic book with anybody. For this reason, later Hu Yong’er does not 
even show the book to her husband Wang Ze. 
 Another example in chapter 13 provides indisputable evidence to prove the 
relationship between Auntie Sheng and the Mysterious Woman, as well as that between 
Quelling the Demons’ Revolt and Water Margin. The episode depicts how Auntie Sheng 
meets with Wang Ze. It reads as follows: 
 As Wang Ze arrived at the manor house, out came two maid-servants 
dressed in black. “Is this gentleman Officer Wang?” they asked. 
 “Yes,” said the woman. 
																																																								118	Hanan, 18. 	119	San Sui pingyao zhuan, 13. 
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 “The priestess has been waiting for you for a long time,” said the 
maidservants, leading Wang Ze into the lower part of the hall. “Officer Wang is 
here!” they reported. 
 Wang Ze saw an old lady wearing a star headdress and a robe woven of 
crane’s down who was sitting at the head of the hall. 
  “This is the priestess,” said the woman who had brought him. “Why don’t 
you pay your respects?” Wang Ze bowed low, and the priestess called him up to 
the head of the hall, where the three of them sat down together. She ordered tea to 
be served, and whe they had finished their tea, she told the maidservants to serve 
him wine. Wang Ze was of an ambitious nature, and he was flattered by all the 
attention he was receiving. 
  “It was fate that enabled me to meet you today, priestess,” he said, adding, 
“I wonder what wisdom you care to impart.” 
 “Let me discuss it with you as you drink your wine. The destined moment 
is now upon us, and you fit the design of heaven—you’re bound to make a great 
name for yourself. Of the thirty-six prefectures in Hebei province, you are 
destined to become sole ruler.” 
 “You shouldn’t say such things, priestess,” said Wang Ze. “The eyes and 
ears of the authorities are everywhere. I’m merely a soldier stationed in 
Beizhou—how could I aspire to become ruler of the thirty-six prefectures?” 
 “If you didn’t have that particular good fortune in store for you, I would 
never have sent anyone to invite you here. I’m just afraid that you may let this 
opportunity slip, which would be a great pity! And there is one other thing. I’ve 
been worrying that you’ll be all on your own and will need someone else’s help in 
order to succeed.” She pointed toward the woman who had sold the mud candles 
and said, “I have this daughter name Eterna (Hu Yong’er), a virgin, who is your 
predestined lover from five hundred years ago. Marry her now, and she’ll help 













與你是五百年姻眷；今嫁此女與你為妻，助你成事，你意下如何？」121 																																																								120	Hanan, 153–54. 
 121	San Sui pingyao zhuan, 81. 
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This episode is in many ways similar to chapter 42 of Water Margin, which indicates the 
imitative relationship between Water Margin and Quelling the Demons’ Revolt. As we 
recall, Song Jiang is brought to the Mysterious Woman’s immortal abode by two 
maidservants dressed in black (qingyi nütong 青衣女童). During his meeting with the 
divine woman, wine is bestowed upon him. The Mysterious Woman grants him a 
heavenly book and reveals his divine mission. In an almost identical fashion, Auntie 
Sheng offers Wang Ze wine; she then assigns him a divine mission. The only difference 
occurs at the end of this episode: Instead of offering Wang Ze a sacred text, Auntie Sheng 
betroths Hu Yong’er to Wang.122 Having mastered the secret teaching in the magic book, 
Hu replaces the sacred book and becomes the source of magic herself. She is thus capable 
of assisting Wang in accomplishing his divine mission. 
 
Quelling the Demons’ Revolt and Daoist Thaumaturgy 
 In Quelling the Demons’ Revolt, the male and female protagonists, Wang Ze and 
Hu Yong’er, have Buddhist and Daoist origins, respectively. Wang Ze is a historical 
figure from the Song dynasty who claims to be the reincarnation of Maitreya Buddha. He 
capitalizes on Buddhist beliefs to cause a rebellion. In contrast, Hu Yong’er has a Daoist 
background and performs Daoist magic. With regard to the novel’s mixture of diverse 
religious elements, Isaac Yue raises the following concern: “Why the introduction of this 
female protagonist and her peculiar association with Daoist magic, in spite of Wang’s 
																																																								122	Here, Hu Yong’er is claimed to be Sheng Gugu’s daughter.	Inconsistency exists between this 
episode and the beginning of the novel. In the beginning part, Hu Yong’er and Sheng Gugu are 
complete strangers. 	
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own Buddhist roots?”123 In order to find a solution to this question, Yue imagines the 
existence of “an original tale” that precedes both the 20- and 40-chapter versions of the 
novel. The Daoist magic is “highly likely to be an imprint of the original tale.”124 
 The coexistence of Buddhist and Daoist influences is not unusual in Chinese 
novels. Starting from the transmission of Buddhism into China, Chinese intellectuals 
have gone to great length to explain Buddhist ideas by using Daoist concepts. The 
combination of Buddhist and Daoist elements in the novel is another embodiment of the 
convergence of these religious traditions. After Quelling the Demons’ Revolt, great 
novels such as Journey to the West (Xiyou ji 西遊記), Plum in the Goldern Vase, and 
Dream of the Red Chamber all embody Buddhist and Daoist influences in their narratives. 
The pairing of a Buddhist monk and a Daoist priest (yi seng yi dao 一僧一道) in Dream 
is a case in point. Given the fact that Quelling the Demons’ Revolt largely borrows stories 
from preexisting oral and written sources, it is understandable that the novel contains 
miscellaneous, or even conflicting, religious ideas.  
 Although the novel blends Buddhist and Daoist elements, Hu Yong’er’s 
association with Daoism is indisputable. According to chapter 3 of the novel, the wish-
fulfillment manual that Auntie gives to Hu Yong’er has a subtitle––The Magic of the 
Mysterious Woman of the Nine Heavens (Jiutian Xuannü fa 九天玄女法). Like the 
heavenly book that Song Jiang received, the Wish-Fulfillment Manual is also a fictitious 
text. Despite this, many of its contents are not groundless and can in fact be traced back 
																																																								123	Isaac Yue, “Vulpine Vileness and Demonic (Daoist) Magic: A Reconsideration of the Textual 
History of Supressing the Demons,” Ming Studies, 2014, 69: 49. 
 124	Yue, “Vulpine Vileness and Demonic (Daoist) Magic,” 50.	
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to actual Daoist sources. For example, when Yong’er opens the Wish-Fulfillment Manual 
for the first time, she reads the following instructions on the first page: 
How to Create Cash: (An illustration depicted a piece of string passed through a 
copper coin.) You should tie a knot in the string and place it on the floor, then 
cover it with a washbasin. With a cup full of water in your hand, recite the charm 
seven times, then take a mouthful of the water and spit it on the floor, at the same 
time shouting, “Presto!” When you lift up the washbasin, the objects underneath 






This passage is an embedded ritual text, which may have a connection with Guigu zi 
tiansui lingwen 鬼谷子天髓靈文 (Numinous Writ of the Essence of Heaven, by Master 
Guigu), a Daoist text produced in the Southern Song. This text instructs practitioners to 
“recite the incantations for seven times, spraying water” 念呪七遍，噴水. This is 
identical with the above fictional ritual text, which also specifies: “Seven times speak the 
secret words. Now wet your mouth. Look down and spit” 依咒語念七遍，含口水望下
一噴. It is highly likely that the fictional ritual text is derived from Guigu zi tiansui 
lingwen. 
 More evidence indicates the novel’s relationship with the Daoist source. In 
chapter 13, Hu Yong’er performs magic that transforms beans into soldiers (sadou 
chengbing 撒豆成兵) and grass blades into horses (jiancao weima 剪草為馬). The magic 
is recorded in Guigu zi tiansui lingwen, under the title “The Method of Grass and Beans” 
(Caodou fa 草豆法). The ritual text reads as follows: 
																																																								125	Hanan, 20.	
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If you hope to scatter beans and turn them into soldiers, to cut grass and turn the 
grass into horses, to travel freely ten thousand miles, and to be carefree, then you 
should conform to this method. As the method indicated in the previous entry 
indicates, on the seventh day of the seventh month and on the fifth day of the fifth 
month, you should establish an incense-burning altar again; you should prepare an 
incense plate, clean water, one dou and two sheng of beans, and a bunch of clean 
grass blades. Then, place these objects at the center of the altar; let your hair 
down and recite incantations. After that, recite the incantations at the beginning of 
the night, and then close the altar before dawn. Burn incense in your sanctuary 
everyday and keep reciting the incantations for forty-nine days. Before 
dispatching the soldiers, silently recite those incantations one more time when 
walking, standing, sitting, or lying down. Afterward, the magic will be in effect. 
Use the incense to fumigate the grass blades and beans at the center of the altar. 
The incantations read as follows:  
 
The perfected in heaven orders: Dispatch grass and beans, turn them into 
heavenly soldiers, and let them fight on battlefields for me. Hastily summon them 
to come and gather immediately, without delay. Listen to my incantations, the 
objects will be granted true forms. When magical water is spit out onto the grass 
and beans, they will metamorphose [into heavenly soldiers]. Swiftly, swiftly, in 











Evidently, Quelling the Demons’ Revolt draws inspiration from the above ritual text and 
enables Hu Yong’er to perform the magic of grass and beans in a fictional setting.127 
																																																								126	Guigu zi tiansui lingwen, Zhonghua daozang, vol. 32, 569–70. I translated this passage. 
 127	In the Daoist ritual of metamorphosis, the action of penshui 噴水, or spraying water onto 
objects, involves using qi 氣 to revitalize inanimate objects. Sometimes, ritualists directly blow a 
mouthful of breath onto ritual objects without using water. For example, in Nüxian waishi, we 
encounter the magician Nie Yinniang 聶隱娘, who “asks (soldiers) to chop off a big bunch of 
tree branches, cut them into thousands of sticks, each being four or five inches long. [She] draws 
spiritual talismans secretly, and then blows a mouthful of breath onto them, which turns all [the 
sticks] into robust men from Guanxi.” 遂令砍伐樹枝一大束，剁作四五寸的數千條，暗畫靈
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During her meeting with Wang Ze, Hu demonstrates her magical power by conjuring up 
hundreds of human soldiers and horses. The dramatic scene is depicted as follows: 
She (Sheng Gugu) told Eterna (Hu Yong’er) to go in and fetch two small baskets, 
one full of beans, the other full of snippets of rice straw. Eterna (Yong’er) took 
some beans and some straw between her fingers and scattered them around, 
shouting, “Presto!” as she did so. The beans and straw turned into two hundred or 
more mounted men at the front of the hall. 
Wang Ze applauded. “Since you have the skill to turn straw into horses and beans 








Readers can readily discern that the novel is modeled upon the Daoist ritual idea. 
However, the novel does not simply imitate the Daoist text. When turning the ritual idea 
into a fictional representation, the novel popularizes the Daoist ritual by translating the 
semi-classic and semi-vernacular language in the ritual context into purely vernacular 
language in the novel. The ritual text utilizes the expression “swiftly, swiftly, in 
accordance with the statutes and ordinances” (jiji ru lüling 急急如律令) at the end of the 
incantation. The novel reduces the Daoist phrase into merely one character: ji 疾.130 This 
single sound signifies an instant transformation and makes the magical performance in 
																																																																																																																																																																					
符，運口氣噀去，都變作關西大漢. Nüxian waishi (Tianjin: Baihua wenyi chubanshe, 1985), 
365. 	128	Hanan, 155. 	129		Sansui pingyao zhuan, 82. 
 130	Ji 疾 and ji 急 both refer to “swiftly.” In Journey to the West, instead of using the character ji, 
Sun Wukong uses the word bian 變 before he performs magic. 	
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the novel much more dramatic than the actual ritual practice. As Paize Keulemans has 
pointed out, onomatopoeias and exclamations like this in late imperial Chinese fiction 
provide readers with “a sense of excitement.”131 He also claims, “It is also these loud 
sounds that compel the reader to turn the page to find out what happens next.”132 It is true 
that everytime when Hu Yong’er––a fictional ritual master in training––shouts ji, readers 
can surely anticipate a miracle. 
 With regard to the magical events in the novel, the preface-writer Zhang Yu has 
asserted that Quelling the Demons’ Revolt contains the best of the real and the unreal 
(jian zhen huan zhi chang 兼眞幻之長).133 Indeed, this novel successfully utilizes various 
types of Daoist magic to create wonders. During the course of the storytelling, the 
protagonists wondrously create two moons, turn a bunch of grass blades into horses, and 
transmogrify a lovely girl into a fearsome succubus. Inanimate objects are transformed 
into animate beings, and a large quantity of objects are conjured up based on a small 
amount of materials. All of these events are explainable in the light of Daoist ritual of 
metamorphosis. Residing at the center of the narrative, the logic of the ritual serves as a 
powerful engine that keeps generating stories one after another.  
 To a large extent, Quelling the Demons’ Revolt is built upon magical events. 
Without these events, the narrative would collapse. The novel begins and ends with 
magic. At the beginning of the novel, Hu Yong’er is born in an unnatural way. Her 																																																								131	Paize Keulemans, Sound Rising from the Paper: Nineteenth-Century Martial Arts Fiction and 
the Chinese Acoustic Imagination (Cambridge: Harvard University Asia Center, 2014), 2. 	132	Keulemans, Sound Rising from the Paper, 2. 	133	Sansui heiyōden (Naragen Tenri-shi: Tenri Daigaku Shuppanbu; Tōkyō: Seisaku hatsubai 
Yagi Shoten, Shōwa, 1981), 解題, 16. 	
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parents, Mr. and Mrs. Hu, pray for progeny in a Daoist temple.134 They then encounter a 
Daoist master who gives Mr. Hu a spirit-painting (xianhua 仙畫) that depicts a beautiful 
girl. Mr. Hu secretly revitalizes the painted girl in his study during the midnight. The 
secret is soon discovered by his wife, who burns that painting out of jealousy. All of 
sudden, the paper ashes swirl up, enter her mouth, and impregnate her. 
 The novel portrays Hu Yong’er as an extraordinary human being born in a 
supernatural manner. According to Buddhist and Daoist traditions, religious saints are 
born as the results of supernatural conceptions, which indicate their spiritual superiority 
to ordinary people.135 Here, the novel gives the religious idea a twist by associating Hu 
Yong’er with a demonic figure in the Tang tale “The Painter” (Huagong 畫工).136 In this 
Tang tale, a painted immortal comes down from a painting and consummates a marriage 
with a man. She gets pregnant and gives birth to a boy. She is soon recognized as a 
demon and is about to be executed. Confronted by this inevitability, the woman returns to 
the painting with her newborn. The demonization of Hu Yong’er in this new narrative 
development degenerates her extraordinary reincarnation into that of a female demon. 
This manifests the novel’s overarching scheme of projecting its characters into a demonic 
realm. Following this path, the entire novel becomes a farce that features the demons’ 
insurgence. 
																																																								134	In the novel, the temple is named Baolu Gong 寶籙宮. It is dedicated to the Daoist god 
Zhenwu 真武. Zhenwu here is referred to as Beiji yousheng zhenjun 北極佑聖真君. 
 135	For example, in Buddhist tradition, Sakyamuni was conceived after his mother dreamt of a 
white elephant entering her right armpit. 
 136	Li Fang	李昉,	Taiping guangji 太平廣記 (Beijing: Renmin wenxue chubanshe, 1959), 2283. 
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 In addition to relying on Daoist magic to produce stories, the novel also draws on 
literary games to thicken the plot. At the end of the novel, the author uses two word 
games to predict the demise of the rebels. First, the narrative creates three characters who 
defeat the demonic rebels. These three characters are named Ma Sui 馬遂, Li Sui 李遂, 
and Zhuge Suizhi 諸葛遂智, whose names all contain the same character sui 遂. The 
logic of the literary game indicates that only these three can conquer the demons. Later, 
in chapter 16 when the emperor consults with the prime minster Lü Shun 呂順 about 
whom the imperial court should dispatch to conquer the rebels, Lü recommends General 
Wen Yanbo 文彥博. The reason he chooses Wen is that the character wen 文 and the 
character bei 貝 (Beizhou 貝州 is where the rebellion takes place) constitute the character 
bai 敗, or defeat. Lü Shun’s word game propels the emperor to employ Wen Yanbo to 
carry out the task. In fact, word games appear in many Daoist stories. The late Ming 
writer Deng Zhimo’s 鄧志謨 novella Feijian ji 飛劍記 (Record of the Flying Sword) is a 
case in point. In this novella, the famous Daoist immortal Lü Dongbin 呂洞賓 draws on 
various word games to display his surname—the character lü 呂—to his audience. The 
immortal conceals his true identity in these games; only those who can decipher the 
hidden message will be chosen to be his disciples. 
 While employing Daoist magic and word games to propel the storytelling, 
Quelling the Demons’ Revolt conveys a serious political message. Being championed 
here is the imperial ideology, which claims that any rebellion that crosses the moral and 
legal boundaries is doomed to failure. As we recall, the rebels perform deviant practices 
(xieshu 邪術) to create horrendous results during the course of the story. These rebels 
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transform themselves into giant demons (dagui 大鬼) who have long fangs, red hairs, 
blue eyes, and blue faces 朱紅頭髮，碧綠眼睛，青臉獠牙. Their frightening 
appearances make official troops wonder if their enemies are ghost soldiers.137 Besides 
this, the rebels also click their teeth (kouchi zuofa 叩齒作法) to generate dark clouds, 
storms, thunder, lightning, sand, and rocks. With regard to these transgressive practices, 
the narrator cannot help but criticize: “Human official troops only have the experience of 
fighting human rivals, how can they fight against ghosts and aggressive beasts like these?” 
眾軍只斗得人，如何斗得神鬼猛獸?138 To the narrator, the bandits abuse magical 
power to distort their bodies. Not only does this transform them into nonhuman beings, 
but it also violates basic human morality. For this reason, these rebels have to be 
controlled. 
 The narrator’s voice represents the Ming imperial court’s attitude toward evil 
tricks. Unauthorized military practices were banned in the Ming due to the fact that these 
practices posed a threat to the central government. According to Mark Meulenbeld, the 
early Ming imperial court considered dressing up of soldiers as divine warriors to be a 
deviant trick. Emperor Zhu Yuanzhang 朱元璋 (1328–1398) issued an edict in his Great 
Ming Code (Daming lü 大明律) to prevent soldiers from impersonating gods in local 
religious festivals.139 When situating Auntie Sheng and her bandits’ activities in this 
																																																								
137 San Sui pingyao zhuan, 88. 
 
138 San Sui pingyao zhuan, 93–94. 	
139 Meulenbeld, Demonic Warfare, 144–45. 
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particular historical background, we realize that the novel is a reflection of the tension 
between the Ming government and all the deviant reglious practices of the time. 
   
Feng Menglong’s Rewrite of Quelling the Demons’ Revolt 
 When combining Daoist magic with demonic activities, the shorter version lacks 
moral principles. The late Ming writer Feng Menglong discerned this problem and 
rewrote Quelling the Demons’ Revolt. He created 15 new chapters to precede the shorter 
version. He also provided the story with a new ending. Specifically, Feng established a 
master-disciple relationship between the Mysterious Woman and Wen Yanbo. The 
former ensures the latter’s success in conquering the demons. 
 In the shorter version, Auntie Sheng passes the magic book to Hu Yong’er. The 
book seems to come out of nowhere. It is only said that the book records the Mysterious 
Woman’s magic, and her relationship to the book is unclear. Is she the author of the book? 
Or, is she the protector of divine knowledge?140 
 Feng solved the problem in the very first chapter of his revision. In order to bring 
the Mysterious Woman back to the stage, Feng clarified her connection to the magic 
book by presenting her as a tutelary goddess of divine knowledge. In the first chapter, the 
Mysterious Woman uses her swordmanship to defeat a white monkey. The monkey 
subsequently becomes her disciple and follows her to the celestial realm. Then the story 
unfolds: the monkey who is supposed to protect Secret Books of the Nine Heavens 
(Jiutian mishu 九天秘書) steals one book from the celestial library. It turns out that the 
																																																								140	It is clear that the Mysterious Woman functions as a divine messenger who delievers the 
heavenly book to Song Jiang in Water Margin, whereas in the shorter version of Quelling the 
Demons’ Revolt, the messenger’s role is reassigned to Auntie Sheng.	
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volume that the monkey steals contains the most powerful knowledge of martial arts. At 
this point, Feng’s narrative starts displaying its relationships to other contemporary 
novels, such as Water Margin, Journey to the West (Xiyou ji 西遊記), and the shorter 
version of Quelling the Demons’ Revolt. 
 First, the martial arts knowledge in the secret book reflects Water Margin’s 
influence on Feng’s novel. Here, the knowledge is divided into two parts: One part is 
summarized as “The Great Transformation Methods of the Thirty-Six Heavenly Paladins” 
(Sanshiliu tiangang da bianfa 三十六天罡大變法); the other part is called “The Small 
Transformation Methods of Seventy-Two Earthly Killers” (Qishi’er disha xiao bianfa 七
十二地煞小變法). If we recall, there only existed thirty-six heavenly paladins in Daoist 
sources before Water Margin invented seventy-two earthly killers. Feng’s appropriation 
of the notion of the seven-two earthly killers contributed to perpetuating that notion 
through storytelling. 
 Second, the story of the White Monkey is reminiscent of Sun Wukong’s 孫悟空
story in Journey to the West. Sun Wukong, a stone monkey, obtains the essence of 
Heaven and Earth and becomes a creature that masters the magic of transformation. 
Similar to the White Monkey, Sun serves the celestial court under the title of Bimawen 
弼馬溫.His duties include taking care of celestial horses. Humiliated, Sun rebels against 
the heavenly court and ends up being suppressed by the omnipotent Sakyamuni Buddha. 
Feng modeled the White Monkey’s story on Sun Wukong’s rebellion story. Not only is 
the White Monkey’s kingdom similar to Sun’s kindom, the former also challenges the 
heavenly court by stealing the sacred book. The White Monkey’s usurpation of the 
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havenly book—by extension, divine knowledge—infuriates the gods who decide to 
punish him. 
 Third, Feng adopted the title Ruyi ce’er from the shorter version to describe the 
secret book that the White Monkey illegally occupies. This book title, again, reminds 
readers of Journey to the West. In that novel, Sun Wukong has a magical weapon called 
Ruyi bang 如意棒, or wish-fulfilling rod. It is a piece of iron rod that can be compliant 
with Sun’s wishes. The adoption of the generic term ruyi in both novels indicates how 
these late Ming vernacular novels shared a common narrative device to entertain readers. 
Later, playwrights in the Qing dynasty emulated Feng’s novel to produce a court play 
entitled Ruyi baoce 如意寶冊 (The Precious Book of Wish-Fulfillment).141 
 The shorter version of Quelling the Demons’ Revolt transgresses the boundary 
between legal and illegal martial activities. Feng Menglong’s version creates another type 
of transgression by having Auntie Sheng cross the borderline between foxes and 
humans.142 As Rania Huntington has pointed out, Feng “adapts an earlier novel by 
turning three leaders of a supernatural rebellion into a family of foxes.”143 By recasting 
Auntie Sheng’s image as a fox spirit, Feng’s novel clarifies her origin. Besides this, the 
fact that fox spirits are shapeshifters explains why Auntie Sheng could assume various 
identities in the shorter version. In Feng’s version, as a long-lived white female fox, 																																																								141	On the Qing court play Ruyi baoce, see Zhu Wanshu 朱萬曙, “Lun Qinggong daxi Ruyi 
baoce” 論清宮大戲「如意寶冊」, Zhongguo wenhua yanjiu 中國文化研究, 2016, 3: 29–41; 
“San Sui pingyao zhuan de liangge Qingdai xiqu gaibian ben”「三遂平妖傳」的兩個清代戲曲
改編本, Wenxue yinchan 文學遺產, 2016, 6:139–47. 
 142	Feng Menglong once compiled Taiping guangji chao 太平廣記鈔. He must have familiarized 
himself with nine volumes of fox stories in Taiping guangji. 	143	Rania Huntington, Alien Kind: Foxes and Late Imperial Chinese Narrative (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Asia Center, 2003), 32. 
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Auntie Sheng can even disguise herself as Bodhisattva Samantabhadra (Puxian pusa 普賢
菩薩) to deceive innocent believers. 
 As Rania Huntington has observed, “As is common in vernacular fiction, the fox 
material is used as a supernatural frame with little direct relationship to the bulk of the 
novel’s plot.”144 Her argument may be applicable to most of the fox narratives, but it may 
not be true to Feng Menglong’s work. As a matter of fact, it is crucial for Feng to depict 
Auntie Sheng and Hu Yong’er as vixens. By associating Auntie Sheng and Hu Yong’er 
with foxes, Feng’s writing differentiates demonic bandits from righteous characters 
(zhengren 正人), thereby polarizing the moral and the immoral in the novel. Vixens are 
characterized by their evil deeds and fatal seductions. In the story, Auntie Sheng’s fox 
daughter is named Hu Mei’er 胡媚兒. The name hu mei 胡媚 is equivalent to hu mei 狐
魅, which means fox spirit. The character mei 媚, or enchanting, summarizes vixens’ 
seductive feature. In one episode, Hu Mei’er willfully seduces two Daoist priests into 
having sex with her. Instead of having a ménage à trois, the two promiscuous priests end 
up having a smooch with each other in darkness. This mischievous episode emphasizes 
Hu Mei’er’s sexual transgression, which is ubiquitous among vixens. 
 
Rebuilding the Boundary Between Good and Evil in Feng Menglong’s Version 
 The shorter version problematically blurs the boundary between the divine and 
the demonic. Feng Menglong’s strategy of solving this problem is to restore the 
Mysterious Woman’s divine intervention in the narrative. In Feng’s rewrite, the narrative 
creates situations in which the Mysterious Woman appears and helps maintain the 																																																								144	Huntington, Alien Kind, 209. 
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imperial power. On the other hand, the male protagonist Wang Ze is portrayed as a 
reincarnation of the Demon King of Many Desires (Duoyu Mowang 多欲魔王) from the 
Asura 阿修羅 realm. Unlike Song Jiang who has a chance to make amends for his sin, 
Wang is inexcusable because all the appalling crimes he commits have determined his 
fate—once a demon, always a demon.  
 Feng eliminates all the moral ambiguities in the earlier version’s characterization. 
Not only the characters are dichotomized, the magical skills they use are also divided into 
two categories with moral implications. For example, in the Mysterious Woman’s 
persuasion to Zhuge Suizhi 諸葛遂智, she states: 
On the right wall of the White Cloud Grotto is the Correct Method of the Celestial 
Guideline; on the left wall is the Evil Method of the Terrestrial Killer. The evil 
fox spirit is using the evil method to stir up trouble and harm people. If [one] 
investigates where the fox obtains this method, how can you be exonerated? Now, 
General Wen is sending troops to suppress [the demonic force]. It would be 







The above-mentioned correct and evil methods are undifferentiated in the shorter version, 
in which they are simply described as the Method of the Mysterious Woman of the Nine 
Heavens. Here, Feng polarizes these methods by associating them with Heaven and Earth. 
The celestial method represents orthodoxy, whereas the terrestrial method stands for 
heterodoxy. The opposition of righteousness and evil is dramatized in the last chapter of 
the novel, where the Mysterious Woman transforms herself into a maiden. She relies on 
																																																								145	Feng Menglong, Pingyao zhuan 平妖傳 (Taibei: Heluo tushu chubanshe, 1980), chapter 37. I 
translated this paragraph.	
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the Method of Celestial Guideline to defeat Auntie Sheng, whose identity as a vixen and 
mastery of the heterodox magic only lead to her doomed failure. 
 In Water Margin and Feng’s story, Song Jiang and Wen Yanbo achieve their 
success because of their faith in the Mysterious Woman. We are told that Song Jiang 
frequently uses the Divinatory Method of the Mysterious Woman to predict the future 
whenever he encounters uncertainties or danger. In reciprocation, he restores her temple 
at the end of the story. Similarly, in Feng’s story Wen Yanbo prays to the divine woman 
as well. In chapter 38, the narrator describes: 
In his young age, before General Wen passed the civil service examination, he 
prayed in her temple for the manifestation of the Mysterious Woman of the Nine 
Heavens. Then he dreamed of her granting him a prophecy, which read: “the 
prominent Prime Minister in the human realm, the Star of the Old Man [Canopus] 
in heaven.” [Wen] Yanbo hired a skilled artist to paint her sacred image; he then 
had it framed and worshipped. On the first day of each month, after unfolding the 






By setting up a fictional altar for the deity, the narrative creates a moral center for both 
the characters and readers. Residing at this moral center, the Mysterious Woman uses her 





 																																																								146	Pingyao zhuan 平妖傳 (Taibei: Heluo tushu chubanshe, 1980).  I translated this episode.		
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CHAPTER THREE 
Slaying Evil and Protecting Righteousness: The Mysterious Woman and the 
Discourse of Ming Loyalism 
 
 The previous chapters demonstrate the Mysterious Woman’s prevalence in Ming 
vernacular novels. Although Empress Zhang’s worship of the Mysterious Woman 
connected the goddess to mid-Ming politics, the Mysterious Woman’s influence was 
primarily confined within fictional discourse. This situation did not change until the early 
Qing (1644–1911) period when vernacular fiction and drama integrated the Mysterious 
Woman’s image into stories that concerned Ming loyalism. She emerged on paper and on 
stage against the broader historical context of the Ming-Qing transition. 
 This chapter concentrates on Li Yu’s 李玉 (c.1612–c.1681) play Niutou shan 牛
頭山 (Bull’s Head Mountain) and Lü Xiong’s 呂熊 (1640?–1722?) novel Nüxian waishi
女仙外史 (Unofficial History of Female Immortals). I demonstrate how these works base 
their stories on historical and fictional materials to express the authors’ sentimentality for 
the fall of the Ming dynasty. Specifically, in the first part of this chapter, we will see how 
Li Yu’s play brings Water Margin’s heroes back to Qing Suzhou theatres, enabling them 
to defeat barbarian invaders and protect the emperor. The play does this to evoke 
nostalgia amongst contemporary Suzhou audiences. In the second part, I demonstrate 
how Lü Xiong’s novel utilizes a group of female immortals (including the Mysterious 
Woman) to form a competing discourse that features women’s martial prowess to write 
against the official accounts of the Yongle Usurpation. 
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 As Wai-Yee Li has pointed out, since the seventeenth century, female warriors 
have featured largely in novels such as Yang jia fu yanyi 楊家府演義, Yang jia jiang 
yanyi 楊家將演義, and Sui Tang yanyi 隋唐演義. These women represent “the energy of 
marginality,” and “they invigorated and sometimes redefined the purported defense of 
legitimate political authority.”147 Confirming her point, Lü Xiong’s novel brilliantly 
illustrates women’s capability of restoring historical justice. Nüxian waishi shows that 
Chinese vernacular fiction—as a marginal genre in contrast to classical poetry—is suited 
to transforming women’s marginal power into a potent force that challenges the central 
political power controlled by men. Similar to many contemporary Ming loyalists, Li Yu 
and Lü Xiong both arrived at the same pupose of chastising Manchu invaders who 
inflicted trauma on Ming loyalists at the time. 
 
Creating a Martial Protégé in Li Yu’s Niutou shan 
 A native of Suzhou, Li Yu along with his fellow Suzhou writers—Zhu Que 朱確, 
Zhu Zuochao 朱佐朝, Bi Wei 畢魏, Ye Shizhang 葉時章, Sheng Jishi 盛際時, Zhu 
Yuncong 朱雲從, Chen Er’bai 陳二白, Zou Yuqing 邹玉卿, and Qiu Yuan 邱園 formed 
a literary group later known as “Suzhou School.” In 1645, these writers witnessed the 
slaughter of commoners by Manchu invaders in the Jiangnan area—including Jiading 嘉
定, Kunshan 昆山, Changshu 常熟, Suzhou 蘇州, Taicang 太倉, and Jiangyin 江陰. 
																																																								147	Wai-Yee Li, Women and National Trauma in Late Imperial Chinese Literature (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Asia Center, 2014), 206. 
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Enraged by the Manchu violence, these writers expressed their resistence to the Manchu 
army through writing.148  
 Li Yu cloaked his criticism of the barbarian invasion in his play Niutou shan. The 
story takes place during the Song-Yuan transition, a time period that is parallel to the 
Ming-Qing transition. In the play, General Yue Fei’s 岳飛 protects the Song emperor 
who is on the run from the Jin invaders. In the meantime, Yue Fei’s teenage son Yue Yun
岳雲 embarks on a journey searching for his father and the emperor. After overcoming 
various hardships, Yue Yun reunites with his father on the Bull’s Head Mount (Niutou 
shan 牛頭山). The father and the son use their martial prowess to defeat the invaders. 
 The play portrays Yue Yun as a martial protégé who valiantly protects the Song 
territory with his father in a time of crisis. His journey bears a symbolic meaning and 
displays a Confucian man’s loyalty to his family and the state. While his father is away 
serving the imperial court, Yue Yun’s mother fulfills a Confucian mother’s duty to 
educate Yue Yun to be a filial son. The mother and the son live in a place called Xiaoti li 
孝悌里, a name that comes from The Analacts of Confucius (Lunyu 論語), in which the 
term xiaoti 孝悌 refers to paying filial and fraternal duties. The Yue family’s 
homeschooling epitomizes the idea of self-cultivation in Confucianism. According to 
“The Great Learning” (Daxue 大學): 
Those in antiquity who wished to illuminate luminous virtue throughout the world 
would first govern their states; wishing to govern their states, they would first 
bring order to their families; wishing to bring order to their families, they would 
first cultivate their own persons; wishing to cultivate their own persons, they 
would first rectify their minds; wishing to rectify their minds, they would first 																																																								148	See Wang Ailing 王璦玲, “Jiyi yu xushi: Qingchu juzuojia zhi qianchao yishi yu qi yidai 
ganhuai zhi xiju zhuanhua” 記憶與敘事：清初劇作家之前朝意識與其易代感懷之戲劇轉化, 
Zhongguo wenzhe yanjiu jikan 中國文哲研究集刊, 24 (2004): 39–103. 
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make their thoughts sincere; wishing to make their thoughts sincere, they would 
first extend their knowledge. The extension of knowledge lies in the investigation 
of things. 
 
It is only when things are investigated that knowledge is extended; when 
knowledge is extended that thoughts become sincere; when thoughts become 
sincere that the mind is rectified; when the mind is rectified that the person is 
cultivated; when the person is cultivated that order is brought to the family; when 
order is brought to the family that the state is well government; when the state is 







The above passage explicates the steps of how to transform oneself into a Confucian man. 
According to the instructions, one should start from mastering the basic knowledge of 
universe. Afterward, one serves his family and prepares himself to serve the government. 
The play models upon the Confucian process of cultivation and creates a marital hero 
whose story exemplies the Confucian teaching. As we see in the play, the teenage Yue 
Yun studies Confucian classics; he also masters matchless martial skills. Then, the play 
conflates the young hero’s familial and social oblications, enabling him to protect the 
state together with his father, during which the young hero expresses his devotion to his 
father and his loyalty to the emperor. 
 
Revisiting Water Margin in Li Yu’s Play 
 When writing Niutou shan, Li Yu neatly wove Water Margin’s characters into his 
play. These characters include the Mysterious Woman and the Mount Liang bandit Li Jun																																																								149	“The Great Learning,” in Wm. Theodore de Bary and Irene Bloom eds., Source of Chinese 
Tradition (second edition) (New York: Columbia University Press, 1999), volume 1, 330–31. 	150	Zhu Xi	朱熹, Sishu zhangju jizhu 四書章句集注 (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1983), 3–4. 
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李俊. The Mysterious Woman transmits martial skills to Yue Yun, and Li Jun rescues the 
Song emperor by ferrying the latter to a safe haven. Although the Mysterious Woman and 
Li Jun fulfill different narrative functions, these two characters connect the play to the 
earlier Ming novel, which evokes a sense of nostalgia amongst contemporary Suzhou 
audiences. 
 Act 14 of the play imitates Water Margin and Quelling the Demons’ Revolt. In 
this act, Yue Yun learns martial arts from the Mysterious Woman through the mediation 
of the White Monkey (Baiyuan 白猿). The White Monkey is the Mysterious Woman’s 
disciple in Feng Menglong’s version of Quelling the Demons’ Revolt. In Li Yu’s play, the 
monkey’s function is changed. He becomes a mediator who leads Yue Yun to the divine 
woman’s immortal abode. When describing the immortal abode, the play adopts the 
formulaic phrase, “it is like a heavenly being’s abode” (yansi shenxian dongfu 儼似神仙
洞府). This reminds readers of Water Margin that uses the same phrase to describe the 
Mysterious Woman’s palace. 
 Different from the above-mentioned novels, Li Yu’s play portrays the Mysterious 
Woman in a magnificent fashion. Her appearance is described as follows: 
[The Monkey runs off the stage. Xiaosheng] Ah, that white monkey disappears in 
a blink of an eye. What is this place? It looks fantastic! Look at the red cliff 
flecked with green plants, the waterfall and the floating bridge, old cypress and 
pine trees, and the bejeweled jade palace. This place looks like a heavenly being’s 
abode. How did I reach here in such a short time? 
[Music starts from inside] Listen! Celestial music is rhythmic and sonorous. (I see) 
there are banners moving toward me. It must be an immortal who is coming. I 
should stand and wait in humble reverence. 
(Sing to the tune of Yuanlin hao) [Wai, chou as marshals; sheng, mo as immortal 
boys. They hold banners and lead a dan onto the stage. The dan wears a crown 
and a cape] I drive a heavenly carriage surrounded by clouds and adorned by 
banners and pheasants’ feathers. Wheels chase the wind, and jade pendants create 
gentle sounds. I hold the Secret Book of the Nine Heavens, and I reside in the 
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Purple Palace hidden in clouds. I live in an immortal abode separated from the 
mundane world. Now, I am asking the old monkey to lead Yue Yun here. 
Marshals, summon him! [Wai] I received Your Majesty’s order. According to the 
goddess’s royal command, ask Yue Yun to come meet Her Majesty. [Xiaosheng] 
Yes. Your Majesty! I, Yue Yun, kowtow to you. [Dan] Yue Yun, stand up, tell 
me about your ancestry and your aspiration. [Xiaosheng] Speaking of me, Yue 
Yun.  
(Sing to the tune of Jiang Shui’er) Since I was very little, I have developed 
uncommon and soaring ambitions. [Dan] What have you been studying? 
[Xiaosheng] Homeschooled, I have been studying Chunqiu and have come to 
grasp the gist of it. [Dan] What is your aspiration? [Xiaosheng] I aim to serve the 
emperor and revenge the mortification inflicted on my country and family. I will 
assist my father in putting out the flames of war. [Dan] Since you already have a 
goal, why haven’t you pursued it yet? [Xiaosheng] I am not proficient in martial 
arts. How could I win a victory if I go to the war like this? [Dan] Marshals, 
summon Master Canghai. [Wai] Order received! [Running off the stage. Dan] 
Yue Yun, come along and listen! [Xiaosheng] Yes. [Dan] I am the Mysterious 
Woman of the Nine Heavens, who is in charge of the warfare of the Nine Heavens 
and Nine Earths. Now the Purple Star is in danger. Those with mediocre martial 
skills are not the ones that can rescue him. I asked the old monkey to guide you 
here—The Grotto Separated from the Mundane World. I discern that your 
appearance is extraordinary and your magical strength sufficient. These two 
aspects qualify you for the task. Now I will summon Master Canghai and will ask 
him to grant you the supernatural hammer. Then you can accomplish the mission 

















微星有難，非尋常武藝之人可以救援；特遣猿公引汝到此隔凡洞中。觀汝相																																																								151	Niutou shan, in Li Yu xiqu ji 李玉戲曲集 (Shanghai: Shanghai guji chubanshe, 2004), Act 14. 





The play theatricalizes the Mysterious Woman’s legend. Her immortal abode, entourage, 
and divine carriage all appear in front of the Suzhou audience (see Figure 14). The 
Mysterious Woman is brought to life through the play. She provides Yue Yun with 
necessary martial skills to defeat barbarian enemies, legitimizes the young hero’s heroic 
action, and clarifies his divion misson—finding his father and rescuing the emperor from 
the disaster without delay 急急去尋父親，拯救皇上大難. Most imporantly, the 
Mysterious Woman’s presence sent a strong message that was crucial to Ming loyalists: 
Heaven sides with the loyalist army of the Song dynasty, and by extension, that of the 
Ming. 
																																																								152	Niutou shan, in Li Yu xiqu ji, 720.	
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Figure 14. A white porcelain statue of the Mysterious Woman surrounded by auspicious clouds. 
This image matches the depiction of the goddess in Li Yu’s drama. Produced in the Qing dynasty, 
this statue reflects the Msyterious Woman’s iconographic changes after the Ming. Height 23 cm. 





 In addition to the Mysterious Woman, the appearance of the Mount Liang hero Li 
Jun further stired audiences’ nostaligia toward the Ming. In chapter 36 of Water Margin, 
Li Jun is a boatman on the Yangzi River. He is nicknamed “The Dragon in the River” 
(Hunjianglong 混江龍) due to his proficiency in swimming. At the end of Water Margin, 
the Mount Liang heroes conquer the rebel Fang La after they accept amnesty and pledge 
loyalty to the Song emperor. Subsequent to that, Li Jun gets Song Jiang’s permission and 
stays with his sworn brothers Tong Wei 童威 and Tong Meng 童猛 near Suzhou. The 
three of them, together with Fei Bao 費保 and three other heroes, build a ship and set off 
on a journey from Tai Cang 太倉 to Siam 暹羅 (present-day Thailand). Their story 
provided writers of later generations with a starting point to develop new stoires about 
these overseas Mount Liang rebels, exemplified in Chen Chen’s 陳忱 (1615–1670) 
Shuihu houzhuan 水滸後傳 (A Sequel to Water Margin).153  
 Unlike Chen Chen, Li Yu created an entirely different story for Li Jun. In act 9 of 
Niutou shan, Li assends the stage and recounts his post-Water Margin experiences: After 
he reunites with Fei Bao and others at Lake Taihu, Li decides to become a hermit and live 
a fisherman’s life. In his mind, even emperors and ministers (diwang qingxiang 帝王卿
相) can not roam as freely as a fisherman. Li Jun’s refashioning himself as a fisherman 
reminds readers of the reclusive tradition derived from Chu Ci 楚辭 (The Songs of the 
South), in which fishermen represent individuals who are adaptable to changing 
circumstances. In Chu Ci, Qu Yuan walks along a river after he is banished. He demands 
																																																								153		A detailed study on Shuihu houzhuan, see Ellen Widmer’s The Margins of Utopia: Shui-hu 
hou-chuan and the Literature of Ming Loyalism (Cambridge: Harvard University Asia Center, 
1987). 
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Heaven to give him an answer to explain why the world is so corrupt. At that moment, a 
fisherman appears and persuades Qu not to be an idealist: “If all the world is muddy, why 
not help them to stir up the mud and beat up the waves? And if all men are drunk, why 
not sup their dregs and swill their lees? Why get yourself exiled because of your deep 
thoughts and your fine aspirations?”154 According to the fisherman, one should be 
comfortable with various social situations in the world even though it is corrupt. In the 
early Qing, certain members of the literati class considered the fisherman’s idea to be the 
embodiment of the highest level of reclusion. Concurring with the fishman’s idea, they 
provided their service to the Manchu imperial court. On the other hand, many Ming 
loyalists were reluctant to collaborate with the foreign invaders. Instead of working for 
the new ruler, they hid themselves in mountains. Similar to Li Jun, they understood their 
actions as the only way to achieve freedom and tranquility. 
 Li Yu disagreed with this idea and expressed his disapproval of Li Jun’s reclusion 
through the emperor’s voice in the play. The emperor disguises himself and asks Li Jun 
to ferry him to the other side of the lake. Li Jun refuses the emperor’s request by claiming: 
“My boat is a fishing boat, and it does not ferry guests.” 我是魚舡，不渡人的. He 
further explains that although he has served the previous dynasty, he is now a recluse 
who no longer serves the authorities. Upon hearing this, the emperor immediately asks 
him: “Since you are a civil servant, why are you fishing in this place?” 既是官兒，為何
在此捕魚? The emperor’s question is rhetorical; it is directed not only at the character 
but also at the audience. This episode conveys the following: At this critical juncture of 
the dynastic change, each and every individual remains relevant and should take 																																																								154	David Hawkes, The Songs of the South, 206	
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responsibility for reviving the lost dynasty. Awakened by the emperor’s words, Li Jun 
risks his life and ferries the emperor across the lake, which enables the emperor to cut a 
corner and arrive in Hangzhou to found the Southern Song. 
 The play emphasizes the geographical importance of Lake Taihu (part of Suzhou) 
to the establishement of the new captical Hangzhou. Despite the fact that Lake Taihu and 
Hangzhou are not adjacent to each other, the play describes the lake as a nexus that 
connects three administrative districts and six counties (sanzhou liuxian 三州六縣). Not 
only does Li Jun ferry the fleeing Song emperor across this waterway to a safe haven, Li 
also sinks his boat and drowns Jurchen invaders in the same locale. The lake functions as 
an important venue, through which the old regime is maintained and a new capital is 
founded. 
 The mentioning of Suzhou and Lake Taihu in the play generates a sense of 
contemporaneity. As Paize Keulemans has pointed out, many of Li Yu’s dramas contain 
“a remarkable sense of contemporaneity” through incorporating “characters, events, and 
spaces into a single coherent structure.”155 Li Yu’s dramas weave the past into the present 
and vice versa. This forms a theatrical space in which local audiences’ sensibility derived 
from the Ming-Qing transition is articulated, shared, and reinforced. Keulemans also 
categorizes Li Yu’s plays into three types: historical, contemporary, and fictional. The 
contemporary type, or “contemporary opera” (shishi xiqu 時事戲曲), refers to “works 
that deal with issues still part of living memory.”156 Li’s plays such as Qing zhong pu 清
																																																								155	Paize Keulemans, “Onstage Rumor, Offstage Voices: The Politics of the Present in the 
Contemporary Opera of Li Yu,” Frontiers of History in China 9, no. 2 (2014): 169–70. 
 156	Keulemans, “Onstage Rumor, Offstage Voices: The Politics of the Present in the 
Contemporary Opera of Li Yu,” 174. 
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忠谱 (Registers of the Pure and Loyal) and Wanli yuan 萬里圓 (Reunion over Ten 
Thousand Miles) belong to this category. Other works such as Yi peng xue 一捧雪 (A 
Handful of Snow) focus on historical events. I concur with Keulemans that Niutou shan 
should be viewed as a historical drama in that the story is set in the Song dynasty; 
however, I also want to emphasize that the play represents the late Ming national tragedy 
masqueraded as a Song dynasty story. It effectively utilizes the historical event to evoke 
contemporary Suzhou audiences’ nostalgia for the Ming.  
 Li Yu’s play conjured up Suzhou audiences’ poignant memory of the Manchu 
invasion. In the play, the Jurchen prince blatantly brags about his invasion of the 
Jiangnan 江南 area: “I burned down all the palaces in Yangzhou. (My troops) crossed the 
river overnight. We occupied Runzhou (present-day Zhenjiang 鎮江) and Piling (present-
day Changzhou 常州), and then we arrived in Pingjiang (present-day Suzhou 蘇州).”俺
把揚州宮殿燒得精光，連夜渡江，尋過潤州、毘陵，直到平江. All the above-
mentioned places were familiar to Suzhou audiences. The horrible crime that the 
Jurchens committed alludes to what the Manchu army did to people in the Jiangnan area 
in the year 1645. The playwright conflated the past and the present, using the historical 
event to stir up audiences’ anger toward Manchu invaders. 
 
The Journey Searching for the Emperor 
 The resurrected Li Jun and the Mysterious Woman create two story lines in 
Niutou shan. In the first part (acts 1–13), Li Jun rescues the Song emperor and ferries him 
to the other side of Lake Taihu. In the second part (acts 14–25), the Mysterious Woman 																																																																																																																																																																						
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equips Yue Yun with superb martial arts, and the young hero uses these skills to conquer 
enemies. These two characters from Water Margin reveal the play’s tenor: protecting the 
emperor and defeating the invaders. In the play, Yue Yun is the central figure who carries 
out this plan. The main focus of the story is Yue Yun’s journey searching for his father 
and the Song emperor. After Yue Yun learns from Niu Gao 牛皋 (nicknamed Hei yeye 
黑爺爺, who is an imitation of Li Kui in Water Margin) that his father and the emperor 
are stationed on Bull’s Head Mountain, the young hero immediately embarks on a 
journey searching for them. The journey is not as smooth as expected. He receives the 
unfortunate news that he has not found the correct location since there are three different 
mountains that have the same name. This hints at two things: first, Yue Yun’s journey is 
symbolic. Through this symbolic journey, the present is connected to the past, and Ming 
loyalists’ sentimental attachment to the previous dynasty is also expressed. Second, Yue 
Yun’s travel experience discloses a sense of uncertainty in search of the past.  
 Uncertainty over finding the missing emperor and reviving the lost dynasty 
became ubiquitous in the early Qing. In Lü Xiong’s 呂熊 (1640?–1722?) Nüxian waishi, 
this sense of uncertainty develops into anxiety. In Lü’s novel, Zhu Di 朱棣 (r. 1402–1424) 
coerces his nephew, the Jianwen Emperor 建文 (r. 1398–1402), into abdicating his 
throne. Accompanied by his loyal ministers, the Jianwen Emperor secretly flees the 
imperial palace. Many years later, the offspring of these loyalists begin a journey to 
search for their fathers and the emperor across the country. Their journey in the novel and 
Yue Yun’s search in the play both reflect the Ming loyalists’ profound nostalgia for the 
past dynasty. These fictional journeys serve as important bridges that connect the early 
Qing writers, readers, and audiences to the memorable Ming dynasty. 
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Time and History in the Qing Novel Nüxian waishi 
 Now, I turn to the Qing novel Nüxian waishi written by Lü Xiong.157 Similar to 
his contemporary Li Yu, Lü Xiong also hailed from Suzhou (more specifically, Kun Shan 
昆山, which was part of Suzhou at the time). His father, Lü Tianyu 呂天裕, organized a 
local militia to resist the Manchu army when the latter invaded Kunshan in 1645. The 
father was captured by the enemy but managed to escape by the skin of his teeth.158 
When Lü Xiong was young, Lü Tianyu admonished his son against taking the civil 
service examination and serving the Manchu government. Following his father’s advice, 
Lü Xiong never worked for the Manchus during his entire life. He was once an assistant 
to a high official. He wrote poetry and prose; he also produced a historical work entitled 
Mingshi Duan 明史斷 (The Assessment of Ming History). His acquaintance with Ming 																																																								157	On Nüxian waishi, see Liu Qiongyun’s 劉瓊云 article “Ren, tian, mo: Nüxian waishi zhong 
de lishi quehan yu tajie xiangxiang,” 人、天、魔——「女仙外史」中的歷史缺憾與她界想像, 
in Zhongguo wenzhe yanjiu jikan 中國文哲研究集刊, 38 (2011): 43–94. Other scholars have 
also paid attention to this novel. For example, Shang Wei describes Nüxian waishi as a 
“counterfactual account” and points out its popularity among the literati in the early Qing period. 
See Rulin waishi and Cultural Transformation in Late Imperial China (Cambridge: Harvard 
University Asia Center), 2003, 126. Roland Altenburger argues that the novel presents readers 
with a gender reversal that emphasizes the superiority of the yin power over the yang force. See 
The Sword or the Needle: The Female Knight-errant (xia) in Traditional Chinese Narrative 
(Bern: Peter Lang, 2009), 197–211. Wu Renshu 巫仁恕 discusses the narrative transformation of 
Tang Sai’er’s story during the Ming and Qing periods, which reveals conflicting ideas among 
official historians and literati writers with regard to Tang’s rebellion. See “‘Yaofu’ hu? ‘Nüxian’ 
hu?: Lun Tang Sai’er zai Ming Qing shiqi de xingxiang zhuanbian” 「妖婦」乎？「女仙」
乎？：論唐賽兒在明清時期的形象轉變, in Wusheng zhi sheng (I): Jindai zhongguo de funü 
yu guojia 無聲之聲 (I)：近代中國的婦女與國家 (Zhongyang yanjiu yuan, 2003), 1–37.	 	158	See	Guangxu Kunxin liangxian xuxiu hezhi 光緒崑新兩縣續修合志, Zhongguo difang zhi 
jicheng, Jiansu fu xianzhi ji 中國地方誌集成 (江蘇府縣志輯) (Nanjing: Fenghuang chubanshe 
2008), Vol. 16, 545. See also Xu Fuming 徐扶明, “Lü Xiong yu Nüxian waishi”呂熊與《女仙




history was instrumental in his writing of Nüxian waishi, which was based on an early 
Ming political incident. 
 A time machine that transports historical figures backward and forward in time, 
Nüxian waishi recounts a story about how Tang Sai’er 唐賽兒 leads her army to fight 
against the usurper Zhu Di and restore the Jianwen reign. The novel combines two 
historical events: the Yongle Usurpation in the year 1402 and Tang Sai’er’s peasant 
uprising in 1420. In 1402, the Ming Prince Zhu Di dethroned the Jianwen Emperor and 
started the Yongle 永樂 reign (1402–1424). Eighteen years after Zhu Di seized power, 
Tang Sai’er waged a peasant rebellion against him in 1420. The uprising lasted for just 
over a month before the government quashed it. Nüxian waishi anachronistically fuses 
these two events and places Tang’s rebellion in the year 1402, eighteen years earlier than 
it actually took place. The novel also extends Tang’s uprising to twenty-two years, 
spanning the entire Yongle reign. In the preface, Lü Xiong explained his motivation for 
creating such a counterfactual narrative: 
 The Jianwen Emperor governed the empire for four years, with full benevolence; 
when he was dethroned, nobody could stop crying including children and old men 
in mountains. [I] Xiong was born several hundred years [after the incident]. After 
reading his stories and looking into his deeds, I could not help being upset and 
furious; thus I wrote Nüxian waishi in honor of him. I wrote extensively about the 
[Jianwen] Emperor’s activities and preserved his reign by extending it to twenty-
six years until the first year of the Hongxi reign. [What I did] can be regarded as a 
fair judgment for ten thousand generations, but it can also be counted as a 




																																																								159 Lü Xiong, “Guxi yitian sou Lü Xiong Wenzhao zixu” 古稀逸田叟呂熊文兆自敘, Nüxian 






The Jianwen Emperor was tragically dethroned and forgotten, which caused great sorrow 
for those who championed him. As an individual with a moral compass, Lü Xiong felt 
obliged to restore the Jianwen Emperor’s reputation. He wrote Nüxian waishi to criticize 
the unfair treatment of the emperor and to reclaim historical justice. 
 By the time Lü Xiong created Nüxian waishi, the Yongle Usurpation had been 
interpreted in various ways to serve different purposes. These reconstructions of the 
historical event drastically differ from each other by either defending and legitimizing 
Zhu Di’s activities, or questioning his legitimacy and chastising his behavior. As Peter 
Ditmanson has noted, “the historical lacunae of the Jianwen reign became the locus of all 
manner of legend and story, entertaining the imaginations of readers and audiences from 
the late Ming on.”160 On the one hand, Zhu Di fabricated a myth, claiming that the Dark 
Warrior, the supreme god of Daoist martial arts, authorized his campaign. Following this 
myth, official historians erased the entire Jianwen reign from all official documents.161 
On the other hand, righteous literati writers during the Ming-Qing transition wrote 
against the erasure of the Jianwen reign from official historical narratives and made every 
effort to record the lives of the Jianwen martyrs, which resulted in the following 
phenomenon: 
																																																								160	Peter Ditmanson, “Venerating the Martyrs of the 1402 Usurpation: History and Memory in 
the Mid and Late Ming Dynasty,” T’oung Pao, second series, vol. 93, fasc. 1/3 (2007), 112. 
 161	The earliest official accounts of this Ming civil war are included in Fengtian jingnan ji 奉天
靖難記 (Record of Quelling Disturbances in Accord with Heaven) compiled during the Yongle 
reign, and in Taizong shilu 太宗實錄 (Veritable Records of the Yongle Reign) compiled during 
the Hongxi 洪熙 (1424-1425) and Xuande 宣德 (1425-1435) reigns. 	
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By the seventeenth century, the historiography of the Jianwen reign had become 
so riddled with sensational rumors and mythology that the scholar Zhu Yizun [朱
彞尊, 1629–1709] was concerned enough to write a lengthy letter to the editor-in-
chief of the Ming History Office. He pointed to a number of far-fetched elements 
in the historical accounts of the 1402 events, including the miraculous stories of 
Jianwen’s escape from the martyrs’ family members. Though deeply sympathetic 
to the cause of restoring the Jianwen martyrs to history, Zhu was concerned that 
the broader tide of popular imagination would now hamper that cause.162 
 
 
 While Qing historians pondered on how to recount the story of the Jianwen 
martyrs of the early Ming incident, some literati writers utilized this incident as an 
allusion to the Manchu’s recent supplanting of the Ming. They interwove the Yongle 
Usurpation into the discourse of Ming loyalism. In his novel, Lü Xiong intelligently 
placed his sentimentality for the Ming on the Yongle incident. He disguised his novel as a 
supernatural story to avoid early Qing official censorship. In the epilogue, he made 
excuses for himself and for the novel: 
Who is (Lü) Xiong? How dare I put myself among the team of historians? I wrote 
the Waishi by using empty words. Because my work is based on empty words, 
when I say I will reward somebody, there will be no reward; when I say I will 
punish someone, there will be no punishment either. It is just a game to give 





Lü Xiong described his words as “empty words” and “a game.” He downplayed the 
seriousness of his novel to protecte himself from being persecuted by the Qing 
government. He succeeded in transforming the novel into a platform for political dissent. 																																																								162	Ditmanson, 155.		163	Lü Xiong, “Guxi yitian sou Lü Xiong Wenzhao ziba” 古稀逸田叟呂熊文兆自跋, Nüxian 
waishi (Tianjin: Tianjin baihua wenyi chubanshe, 1985), 1106. I translated this passage. 
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Before and after its completion, Nüxian waishi appealed to a significant number of 
readers.164 Over sixty contemporary commentators made remarks on each and every 
chapter, and some of the commentators produced at least five prefaces for the novel. 
These readers treated Nüxian waishi as a venue for challenging the ruling regime at the 
time. The novel’s growing influence eventually antagonized the Qing government. 
Consequently, Lü Xiong lost his post and had to return to Suzhou 寻以旧著外史触当局
忌，乃归吴门. 
 
The Representation of Loyalism in Nüxian waishi 
 Nüxian waishi is comprehensible when situated in the context of Ming loyalism. 
After the Manchu army took over the Ming territory, Ming loyalists resisted serving the 
Qing court by either living in solitude or fleeing the country to Japan. Later, although 
Qing rulers utilized the civil service examination to attract talented Han Chinese to serve 
the imperial court, those Ming loyalists upheld their integrity and refused to take the 
examination, as exemplified by Lü Xiong’s case. They shared the same mindset with 
those who faithfully followed the Jianwen Emperor in the early Ming. When Zhu Di 
assumed control, he ordered influential ministers to compose an imperial edict for his 
ascending the throne. Those loyal ministers refused to do that and thus incurred the 
exterminations of their clans as punishment. Lü Xiong dedicated two chapters to 
honoring the Jianwen martyrs. Chapters 21 and 22 of Nüxian waishi praise the martyrs 
Fang Xiaoru 方孝孺 (1357–1402), Tie Xuan 鐵鉉 (1366–1402), and Jing Qing 景清 (?–																																																								164	In the year 1701, Lü Xiong announced his plan to write the novel to his friend Liu Tingji 劉廷
璣 (1654–?). It took Lü three years to finish the novel. 	
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1402) for their “loyal minds” (bu er xin 不二心) and their “deeds of not serving two 
kings” (fu shi er wang 弗事二王). Two most prominent ministers in the early Ming, Tie 
Xuan and Jing Qing chastise Zhu Di before they are brutally executed by the latter. Tie 
Xuan calls Zhu a treacherous thief (fan zei 反賊) who does not know what loyalty and 
righteousness mean. Enraged by Tie’s words, Zhu Di orders soldiers to cut off Tie’s ears 
and nose, cook them, and feed Tie his own organs. The horrifying crime does not stop 
Tie from cursing Zhu Di, who eventually throws Tie into a cauldron filled with boiled oil. 
Lü Xiong spent two chapters detailing Zhu Di’s crime in order to generate public 
sympathy for the Jianwen martyrs and stir up anger toward Zhu Di.165  
 Not only does the novel praise the Jianwen martyrs’ heroic deeds, it also deifies 
these heroes by claiming that they are astral deities from the heavenly realm. For example, 
after being killed by Zhu Di, Tie Xuan and Jing Qing return as vengeful spirits to kill Zhu. 
Their anger toward Zhu represents the author’s anger toward Manchu invaders. The 
author effectively utilized these loyal ministers’ actions and voices to criticize the 
Manchu invasion. 
 Lü Xiong made history relevant to the present. Meanwhile, he combined history 
with supernatural elements. At the end of chapter 22, when offspring of the Jianwen 
martyrs are about to be executed, a supernatural swordswoman appears and rescues them. 
She turns out to be the famous assassin Nie Yinniang 聶隱娘 from the Tang dynasty. 
Together with other swordswomen, Nie assists Tang Sai’er in conquering Zhu Di’s evil 
																																																								165	Tie Xuan’s story has been adopted by many early Qing writers. For example, the playwright 
Xia Lun 夏綸 (1680–1753) has produced a play, Wuxia bi 無瑕璧, to venerate Tie Xuan. See 
Wuxia bi, in Budeng daya wenku zhenben xiqu congkan 不登大雅文庫珍本戲曲叢刊, volume 
16,  (Beijing: Xueyuan chubanshe, 2003), 1–278.	
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forces. The appearance of these female warriors makes the novel a potent discourse to 
subvert historical facts. 
 
Double Reversal in Nüxian waishi 
 The power of the novel lies in two types of reversals: one concerns gender, and 
the other concerns religion. First, Lü Xiong generated a gender reversal by creating a 
group of female warriors that brings female power to the center to confront male 
authorities.166 The superiority of the yin power over the yang force is repeatedly 
emphasized throughout the narrative. According to Roland Altenburger, these female 
characters represent “experimental voices of dissident stances.” He also points out: “By 
their multiple heterodox identities as rebels, immortals, magicians, females and warriors 
they were sufficient de-familiarised and distanced from normality to serve as voices of 
subversive ideas.”167 These female warriors’ subversiveness is embodied in two aspects. 
The novel highlights these female warriors’ martial prowess. Their superb martial skills 
surpass those of their male enemies. In the meantime, these female characters use their 
bodies as weapons to defeat enemies in sexual battles. The idea of using female bodies as 
powerful sources to subvert the male-centered world is not unique in Nüxian waishi. 
According to Victor Mair, in the late Qing period, it was the custom to have old women 
																																																								166	The term “gender reversal” is used by Roland Altenburger, see The Sword or the Needle, 203. 
 167	According to Roland Altenburger, “In an almost breathtaking manner, Lü Xiong, in his 
Nüxian waishi, conceives a world dominated by females, subverting and inverting the governing 
male-centered gender hierarchy.” The Sword or the Needle, 202. 
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line up on the top of the city wall to expose their genitalia or drop their menstrual blood 
and other bodily products on enemies.168 
 The gender reversal contains a religious core, which helps establish a counter-
structure in Daoism. As we have mentioned, the Dark Warrior and the Mysterious 
Woman are both war deities that manifest enormous power on battlefields. Since the 
Mysterious Woman is the female counterpart of the Dark Warrior, Lü Xiong created the 
yin alliance between the Mysterious Woman and Tang Sai’er to oppose the yang coalition 
of Zhu Di and the Dark Warrior. A human-goddess relationship pair was used to defeat a 
human-god relationship pair. 
 In the Ming dynasty, Zhu Di venerated the Dark Warrior as the highest-ranking 
god of the state. The emperor fabricated his connection to the Daoist god of warfare to 
justify his rule in the mundane world. Established in the Yuan dynasty (1271–1368), the 
cult of the Dark Warrior was institutionalized in the early Ming. In 1412, nine years after 
the Yongle Usurpation, Zhu Di ordered temple complexes to be built on Mount Wudang 
to worship the Dark Warrior. After that, Mount Wudang became the nucleus of the Ming 
religious landscape, and the Dark Warrior was officially designated the protector of the 
Ming. Geographically, a corresponding relationship between the Forbidden City, where 
Zhu Di lived, and Mount Wudang, where the Dark Warrior was worshipped, was 
established. The transformation of Mount Wudang from a natural site into a religious 
center of the state represented a crucial step that Zhu Di took to essentially consolidate 
his sovereignty. 
																																																								168	Miriam Robbins Dexter and Victor H. Mair, Sacred Display: Divine and Magical Female 
Figures of Eurasia (Amherst: Cambria Press, 2010), 64, 134 n. 147.	
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 Afterward, numerous miracle stories concerning Zhu Di’s relationship with the 
Dark Warrior were created, as exemplified in various historical writings and fictional 
works, such as Beiyou ji 北遊記 (Journey to the North). One of such stories in Gao Dai’s 
高岱 (1508–1564) anecdotal work Hongyou lu 鴻猷錄 recounts how the Dark Warrior 
appears in front of Zhu Di to authorize his campaign against the Jianwen Emperor. The 
tale reads as follows: 
 Chengzu [Zhu Di] consulted with Yao Guangxiao several times about the precise 
date he should launch his campaign; however, Yao gave him a negative answer 
each time. On the day before the actual war started, [Yao] said: “Tomorrow at 
noon celestial warriors will respond to you, and then you are allowed to [set in 
motion your campaign].” When the time arrived, people witnessed the celestial 
warriors manifesting themselves in the sky. Their leader was the Dark Warrior. 
Chengzu channeled [the deity] by letting his hair down and holding his sword in 
his hand.169 




The Dark Warrior’s iconographies from the Ming dynasty identify the deity with 
disheveled hair and a long sword that symbolize his martial prowess (see Figures 15 and 
16). In this anecdote, Zhu Di looks at the Dark Warrior’s likeness and imitates the deity’s 
bodily features, thereby creating a mirror image of the deity. The mirroring relationship 
between the human emperor and the divine god suggests that Zhu Di functioned as the 
double of the Daoist god in the secular world. Political myths like this were instrumental 
in establishing Zhu’s authority in the Ming court because they denote that Zhu’s 
campaign conformed to the heavenly will. The creation of Zhu Di’s relationship with the 
Dark Warrior provided Ming political maneuvers with a cosmological basis. Serving as 
the foundational myth of the Ming Empire, the story had a long impact on Zhu Di’s 																																																								169 Gao Dai, Hongyou lu (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1985), 84. The translation is mine.	
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successors. As John Lagerwey has noted, “[A]ll Ming emperors after Ch’eng-tsu [Zhu 
Di] announced their accession to the throne by sending a sacrifice to Chen-wu [the Dark 
Warrior].”170 
         
Figure 15. An Image of the Dark Warrior. Ink rubbing of a stele from the Six Harmonies Pagoda, 
Hangzhou, Ming dynasty, 1586, hanging scroll, ink on paper, 148.6 × 67.6 cm, the Nelson-Atkins 









Figure 16. A Bronze Statue of the Dark Warrior at the South Cliff Palace on Mount Wudang in 
Hubei Province, Ming dynasty, photograph by author. 
 
 Zhu Di’s political myth is also reflected in Nüxian waishi. In chapter 39 of the 
novel, after a competition featuring displays of their magical power, three 
swordswomen—Gongsun Daniang 公孫大娘, Fan Feiniang 范飛娘, and Nü xiucai 
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(Female Scholar 女秀才)—reveal their true identities to one another and share their 
common interest in serving Tang Sai’er’s righteous army. Nü xiucai recounts her 
unsuccessful assassination of Zhu Di to the other two women: 
 
 In order to assassinate [Zhu Di], I entered into the imperial palace by magically 
 concealing my body. However, he was unexpectedly fortunate and was protected 
 by celestial warriors and astral deities every day. Unable to find an opportunity to 






This interpolated story suggests that Zhu Di is under the aegis of celestial warriors. The 
female assassin cannot harm him, even though she uses the magical skill of invisibility. 
Stories like this correspond to the kind of political myth that Zhu Di fabricated to 
establish his authority. In order to disintegrate Zhu’s political myth, Lü Xiong created 
another myth—a discourse of righteousness—in which Tang Sai’er receives support from 
the Mysterious Woman and fights against Zhu Di in the secular realm. Similar to the 
Dark Warrior who grants power to Zhu Di, the Mysterious Woman stands behind Tang 
Sai’er in her war against Zhu Di. The Mysterious Woman and Tang Sai’er, representing 
the great yin force, are embodiments of justice and legitimate power. Their task in the 
novel is to slay evil and protect righteousness (zhanxie huzheng 斬邪護正), more 
specifically, to execute the usurper Zhu Di and restore the Jianwen Emperor to the throne. 
 
 
 																																																								171	Nüxian waishi, chapter 39, 451. I translated this passage. 
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A Competing Discourse in Nüxian waishi 
 Lü Xiong followed his father’s admonition and never participated in the civil 
service examination. Rather than focusing on the study of Confucian Classics, Lü spent 
ample time exploring other types of knowledge. Nüxian waishi illustrates his 
acquaintance with Daoist miscellaneous magic, the type of knowledge that his 
contemporary Confucian scholars seldom paid attention to. According to Lian Shuanghe 
連雙河, a commentator on the novel, Confucian scholars at the time would not be able to 
understand the basic ideas of Lü Xiong’s writing as they dedicated themselves to the 
study of Confucian classics. Lian himself could understand as he dabbled in Daoist books 
(余雖制科中人，略讀道書，故能測其涯矣).172 
 Lian’s remark significantly points out that Nüxian waishi forms a stark contrast to 
the Confucian ideology that provided a foundation for the official examination system in 
late imperial times. The novel contributes to creating a competing discourse based on 
Daoist cosmology, according to which the universe originated from the yin force. This 
perception underpins Nüxian waishi’s narrative that exalts the yin essence. In chapter 54, 
when a foreigner inquires of a Ming minister about the relationship between yin and yang, 
the minister claims that: 
Yin is more important than yang. When the Most Supreme Lord establishes virtue, 
he calls it the yin virtue. When he makes achievements, he names them the yin 
achievements. When an omen is made, he considers it the yin omen. He does not 
apply the character yang to those terms. The Elder Lord claims: “The named is 
the mother of ten thousand things.” Thus the Queen Mother of the West and the 
Mysterious Woman are both ancestors of Daoism.173 
 
																																																								172	Nüxian waishi, 88. 





As we see, the entire novel is based on this interpretation of the yin-yang relationship. 
The story concentrates on showcasing female power and generates a competing discourse 
against narratives that solely focus on male power. 
 Lü Xiong innovatively integrated his Daoist knowledge into his fictional writing. 
When he was young, Lü studied Daoist medicine on his father’s advice. Daoist 
cosmology stresses the importance of qi 氣 (pneuma) and claims that the universe bases 
its operation on qi. In the novel, the Mysterious Woman teaches Tang Sai’er how to 
utilize qi to create all kinds of magic. For example, in chapter 8 she transmits Daoist 
swordsmanship to Tang Sai’er. Instead of using actual swords, the divine woman uses her 
female body to create a magical sword—a beam of blue pneuma (qingqi 青炁).174 The 
magic sword is reduced to a bead and contained in her “elixir field” (dantian 丹田). Feng 
Menglong’s Quelling the Demons’ Revolt has a similar episode that shows how the 
Mysterious Woman defeats the White Monkey by using two beads that turn into swords. 
Feng’s novel does not mention that those swords are related to qi, nor does that novel 
specifically refer to the female body as a furnace to forge the magical sword. Here, Lü 
Xiong explicitly combined Daoist inner alchemy with the storytelling, providing this 
episode with a Daoist background. 
 In addition to Daoist theories of yin-yang and qi, Lü Xiong also relied on Daoist 
magic to construct his own version of the heavenly book. In chapter 8, the Mysterious 																																																								174	This episode is appropriated from Feng Menglong’s 40-chapter version of Quelling the 
Demons’ Revolt, which discusses the Mysterious Woman’s swordsmanship at the beginning of its 
narrative. 	
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Woman passes a heavenly book to Tang Sai’er. The novel introduces the contents of the 
heavenly book, which include a variety of magical skills contained in The Section of 
Miscellaneous Magic from the Daoist Canon. In order to systematize the Daoist magical 
skills, the novel divides the heavenly book into three sections: the High-Level Section 
(shangji 上笈), the Middle-Level Section (zhongji 中笈), and the Low-Level Section 
(xiaji 下笈). Each section contains several volumes, and each volume concerns one type 
of magical transformation. The elaboration on the contents of the heavenly book 
differentiates Lü’s work from Water Margin and other novels, in which sacred 
knowledge is always kept secret and unavailable to readers. Regarding this, Lian 
Shuanghe 連雙河 commented: 
 Water Margin also shows that Song Jiang receives the heavenly book from the 
 Mysterious Woman. [That novel] only mentions that Song reads the book with 
 Wu Yong and has not revealed a single word from that book. For this reason, the 





According to the commentator, Lü Xiong’s writing surpasses Water Margin. Indeed, by 
incorporating specialized Daoist knowledge into storytelling, Nüxian waishi makes it 
possible to display the contents of the heavenly book. It is for this reason that Lü’s 
description of the divine knowledge is more substantial than Water Margin. But what 
truly transforms Nüxian waishi into a marvelous work is the author’s success in utilizing 
																																																								175	Lü Xiong, Nüxian waishi, see the commentary at the end of chapter 8, 88. I translated this 
passage. 	
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marginalized Daoist knowledge to establish a model of waishi 外史 (outer history or 
unofficial history) to confront zhengshi 正史 (official history). 
 
Recreating Tang Sai’er’s Image 
 In his study of Rulin waishi, Shang Wei has mentioned that biographies in 
zhengshi achieved “their apparent unity and coherence” by “repression and exclusion”; in 
contrast to zhengshi, waishi offers a place for those who have no place in zhengshi.176 In 
official narratives about early Ming history, both the Jianwen Emperor and Tang Sai’er 
received unfair treatment as parties that were defeated by Zhu Du’s official troops. As 
mentioned earlier, Zhu Di ordered official historians to exclude the Jianwen reign from 
historical records in order to establish his authority. After the government pacified Tang 
Sai’er’s rebellion, Tang was categorized as a demonic woman (yaofu 妖婦) in official 
historical records. Her negative image extended into vernacular fiction. Ling Mengchu 凌
濛初 (1580–1644) composed Tang’s story in a manner that conformed to official 
narratives about her rebellion. In Ling’s short story collection Pai’an jingqi 拍案驚奇 
(Slapping the Table in Amazement), Tang Sai’er is portrayed not only as a demonic 
woman (yaofu 妖婦) but also as a promiscuous woman (yinfu 淫婦 or dangfu 蕩婦). In 
addition to performing black magic, she commits adultery with a lecherous Daoist priest 
and sexually enslaves an innocent young man named Xiao Shao 蕭韶. Tang’s female yin 
陰 nature is juxtaposed with her lustfulness, yin 淫. These two homophones allow the 
author to associate them with the female protagonist to convey a warning message: If a 																																																								176	Shang Wei, Rulin waishi and Cultural Transformation in Late Imperial China (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Asia Center, 2003), 138. 
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woman inappropriately and excessively utilizes her female yin power to fulfill sexual 
desire, she will receive an untimely death. By demonizing Tang’s image, Ling 
Mengchu’s short story reflected the official ideology and served as an extension of the 
official discourse on peasant uprisings. 
In order to confront the standpoint in the official history, Lü Xiong recreated a 
new image for Tang Sai’er in Nüxian waishi, which restored her name and provided her 
with a place in history. From Ling Mengchu’s short story to Lü Xiong’s Nüxian waishi, 
the drastic change in Tang Sai’er’s characterization indicates how Chinese vernacular 
fiction generates competing discourses to express authors’ moral and political concerns. 
The novel creates a two-tier structure that accommodates the celestial and terrestrial 
realms to indicate that Tang Sai’er’s actions are in accordance with the mandate of 
Heaven. Tang is said to be a reincarnation of the Goddess Chang’e, who wages a 
personal vendetta against the Star of the Celestial Wolf (Tianlang xing 天狼星) because 
of the latter’s sexual transgression. Their vengeful relationship is extended to the secular 
world and is continued between Tang Sai’er and Zhu Di, the two deities’ reincarnations. 
In the novel, Tang Sai’er is a manifestation of the great yin power in the universe. She is 
consecrated under the titles of the Marshal of the Great Yin (Taiyin xianzhu da yuanshuai 
太陰仙主大元帥), the Mother of the Great Yin (Taiyin niangniang 太陰娘娘), and the 
Sage Mother of the Great Yin (Taiyin shenghou niangniang 太陰聖后娘娘). 
 
The Mysterious Woman Revisited 
 The Mysterious Woman legend continues in Nüxian waishi; meanwhile, new 
elements are added to her story. Once again, she assumes the role of a martial arts mentor 
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who teaches fictional characters varied skills. The transmission of the heavenly book 
from the divine woman to a human being reoccurs in this novel. But this time, the 
contents of the heavenly book are explained in great detail by the Mysterious Woman. An 
inventory of Daoist magical skills, the heavenly book teaches magical transformations 
between objects and living creatures and those between humans and animals. In other 
novels prior to Nüxian waishi, these magical skills were considered to be evil tricks 
(xieshu 邪術). Here, the narrative designates them the esoteric methods of a Daoist lord 
(daozu de mifa 道祖的秘法), promoting these methods to the highest level so that Tang 
Sai’er can use them to slay evil and protect righteousness. 
Tang Sai’er’s success relies on the Mysterious Woman’s support. The two figures 
are closely intertwined, with the former being the human agent of the latter. The word 
taiyin 太陰 in Tang Sai’er’s titles identifies her with her divine counterpart, the 
Mysterious Woman. In the Daoist context, it is the Mysterious Woman who contains 
enormous power and tops the Daoist pantheon of female immortals. The novel 
redistributes divine power in the secular world and invests that power in Tang Sai’er. 
The divine power structure is reenacted in the human realm. The Mysterious 
Woman has Six Jade Maidens who are subordinate to her. In a similar fashion, Tang 
Sai’er—as a mirror image of the Mysterious Woman—is also placed atop of a group of 
female warriors. Chapter 44 of Nüxian waishi focuses on women marshals who fight 
against Japanese invaders (wonu 倭奴). The depiction of these women reads as follows: 
[One] sees that six female marshals are crowed round by twenty-six female 
immortals when they walk out from behind the palace. Fragrance floats in the air 
as they pass on. All ministers behold: 
 
 The first one is Nie Yinniang. 
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 The second one is Gongsun daniang. 
 The third one is Fan Feiniang. 
 The fourth one is Suying. 
 The fifth one is Hanhuang. 
 The sixth one is Manshinu. 
 The seventh one is Xiangfeng, heading twelve female immortals. 
 The eighth one is Huixue, heading twelve female immortals. 
 
All of them are dressed in Daoist uniforms. They do not carry armor and flags; 
nor do they have bows, arrows, spears, and knives. They stand in order, kowtow, 















As Mark Meulenbeld has observed, vernacular novels, such as Water Margin and 
Fengshen yanyi 封神演義 (The Canonization of Gods), include lists in storytelling. In 
many cases, these lists mimic the ritual of canonization.178 As we can see, Nüxian 
waishi’s list functions in the same way. The list subordinates a group of female warriors 
to Tang Sai’er. These female warriors’ relationship to Tang parallels the Six Ding Jade 
Maindens’ relationship to the Mysterious Woman. 																																																								177	Lü Xiong, Nüxian waishi, 500–1. I translated this episode. 	178	Mark Meulenbeld has noted that many vernacular novels produced in the late Ming dynasty 
“concluded the narrative exploits of their protagonists with the stipulation of a list, enunciated 
during a ritual ceremony. This list constituted the bestowal of honors (titles, fiefs, etc.) upon the 
characters from their respective stories; it was a list of canonizations.” See “Civilized Demons: 
Ming Thunder Gods from Ritual to Literature” (PhD Diss., Princeton, 2007), 267–68. 
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 While the narrative follows the old pattern in the Daoist discourse, the Mysterious 
Woman’s new story unfolds. In contrast with previous novels that associate her with male 
demons, Nüxian waishi creates a female disciple—Tang Sai’er—for her. Unlike the 
demonic rebels in Water Margin and Quelling the Demons’ Revolt, Tang represents 
righteousness and has nothing to do with demons. Therefore, the Mysterious Woman’s 
task is not to sublimate Tang Sai’er, but rather she joins Tang in creating a discourse of 
righteousness. Her divine image and Tang’s human image coalesce. 
 Similar to Zhu Di who makes the Dark Warrior a divine protector of the state in 
actuality, Tang institutionalizes the Mysterious Woman’s cult on the narratorial level. In 
chapter 9 of the novel, Tang purchases a land and establishes a Daoist temple named 
Xuannü daoyuan 玄女道院 (The Temple of the Mysterious Woman) on that land. The 
temple functions as a religious and military center. Tang creates the Mysterious Woman’s 
shrine and invokes the goddess for divine guidance in that temple, turning it into a 
personal sanctuary. Local believers also visit the temple; they burn incense and make 
offerings to the goddess, which makes the temple a semi-private and semi-public place. 
 The temple also functions as a military institution. Tang Sai’er assembles local 
peasants on the temple property to form a local militia. She uses the Mysterious 
Woman’s martial arts to train the soldiers. The followers worship Tang Sai’er as their 
human leader and the Mysterious Woman as their celestial guide. Although in Water 
Margin and Quelling the Demons’ Revolt, Song Jiang and Wen Yanbo devoutly worship 
the Mysterious Woman, those novels do not establish the cult of the goddess in a public 
space. Nüxian waishi for the first time depicts how a group of disciples venerates the 
Mysterious Woman and creates her cult in a local community. 
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 The Mysterious Woman is a cohesive force that helps Tang Sai’er unite local 
peasants. More than that, she brings various divine beings together to form a martial 
pantheon. For example, in chapter 39 Gongsun Daniang claims that female immortals 
who are known for their romantic relationships are under the leadership of the Queen 
Mother of the West (Xiwangmu 西王母); female astral deities are headed by the Dipper 
Mother (Doumu niangniang 斗姥娘娘); those who excel at swordsmanship are 
subordinate to the Mysterious Woman 我們劍仙屬之玄女娘娘.179 The novel utilizes the 
Mysterious Woman as a grouping strategy to create a fictional pantheon for 
swordswomen. As Meulenbeld has observed in his study of the novel Canonization of the 
Gods, “If Canonization represents a standardization of the ritual repertoire that revolves 
around the Eastern Peak and his martial underlings, then the book apparently must be 
understood as its narrative explication––a story that establishes the relationships between 
gods of different backgrounds with different ranks and that claims their 
interrelatedness.”180 To a certain extent, Nüxian waishi creates this “interrelatedness” by 
drawing connections among previously separate female warriors, who are from different 
times and backgrounds. In so doing, the narrative forms powerful networks to counteract 
Zhu Di’s military force. 
 Nüxian waishi aims to evince a strong sense of morality, therefore the novel 
divides characters into two categories: the righteous and the evil. In this context, the 
Mysterious Woman supports Tang Sai’er and no longer helps demons purify their evil 
nature so that they can progress to a higher status. But this does not mean that demonic 																																																								179	Nüxian waishi, 448. 	180	Meulenbeld, Demonic Warfare, 167.	
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figures do not seek her protection. In the novel, both the righteous and demonic forces 
unanimously worship her. In chapter 51, an evil Daoist named the Perfected Kui (Kui 
Zhenren 奎真人) creates an altar to perform his black magic, in an attempt to defeat Tang 
Sai’er. The narrative describes his transgressive ritual as follows: 
The Daoist selects a direction toward water and establishes a ritual altar. He 
measures the perimeter of the altar, with each side being seventy-two steps long. 
He nails the peach-wood gods on the altar, places antlers, and installs fifty boys in 
their ritual positions. A big umbrella is erected from behind. Under the umbrella 
is a long table, on which lay a commanding board, ritual objects, cinnabar seals 
and talismans, and so on. Within the four sides of the altar stand seventy-two 
black flags. Names of diabolical demons and sinister stars are listed on those flags. 
Outside of the altar, due north, there stands a dark yellow banner, on which there 
is a precious title, “The Supreme Patriarch of Daoism, the Great Heavenly 
Honored One of the Numinous Treasure”; due south there stands a crimson 
banner, on which there is a scared title, “The Mysterious Woman of the Nine 
Heavens, the Master in Charge of the Sect”; on the green banner in the east there 
are the names of Generals Pang, Liu, Gou, and Bi; on the white banner in the west 
there contain the names of Generals Deng, Xin, Zhang, and Tao. In total, there are 










This episode situates the Mysterious Woman in a ritual setting and pairs the Mysterious 
Woman with the highest lord of Daoism, the Heavenly Honored One of the Numinous 
Treasure (Lingbao Tianzun 靈寶天尊). This confirms the Mysterious Woman’s 
significance in martial arts. However, instead of focusing on deities who represent 
																																																								181	Nüxian waishi, 580. The translation is mine. 
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righteousness, this episode concentrates on an evil ritual master. At this point, the 
narrator explains: 
Do you think that (those deities) assist him in performing the ritual? It is common 
for immortals to make way for a Daoist lord when seeing the latter and for 
supernatural soldiers to do the same for their sectarian leader. He (Perfected Kui) 
is afraid that whatever deities pass by will be enraged at his evil tricks and will 
put a stop to his plan. Hence, he bullies people by flaunting his powerful 
connections; he creates shrines for powerful gods so that none of them—whether 







Here, by using the formulaic term “nidao” 你道, the narrator directly addresses his 
simulated audience to reveal the fact that the Perfected Kui is but a charlatan however 
disguised. The narrative concludes that even though evil forces capitalize on heavenly 
protection, that very protection is a cover.  
 As a matter of fact, the narrator’s remark might allude to a historical figure. 
Although the Perfected Kui is a fictional character, he is reminiscent of the famous 
Daoist master Zhou Side 周思得 (1359–1451) who served the Yongle Emperor in the 
early Ming. According to Ni Yue’s 倪岳 (1444–1501) Qingxi mangao 青谿漫稿 (The 
Jottings of the Green Creek), Zhou was known for his Lingguan Method (Lingguan fa 靈
官法) and his ability to predict the future: 
During the Yongle reign, the Daoist master Zhou Side from Hangzhou was well-
known in the capital for his Lingguan Method. He invoked deities and had them 
possess his body. The deities responded to his prayers. Afterward, the Temple of 
																																																								182	Nüxian waishi, 580. The translation is mine. 	
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Celestial Warriors and the Hall of the Ancestral Master were built in the west of 





Mark Meulenbeld has pointed out that Zhou Side “repeatedly accompanies the emperor 
on his military expeditions. … [Some] victories are ascribed to his ritual 
contributions.”184 In his service to the Yongle Emperor, Zhou compiled a collection of 
ritual texts under the title of Shangqing lingbao jidu dacheng jinshu 上清靈寶濟度大成
金書 (Golden Book of Perfect Salvation Belonging to the Numinous Treasure of Highest 
Purity). This book creates the combination of the eight celestial generals—Pang, Liu, 
Gou, Bi, Deng, Xin, Zhang, and Tao—whom Kui invokes in the novel.185 It is safe to 
conclude that Kui is the fictional version of Zhou Side, and Kui’s story is nothing but a 
satire on Zhou Side’s connection with the Yongle Emperor. The Perfected Kui is full of 
contradictions and conveys a sense of irony: He bears the name zhenren 真人 (The 
Perfected or the Real Person), whereas he pretends (jia 假) to have Daoist deities’ 
support and performs evil tricks in the name of Dao. Although he represents and protects 
Zhu Di’s yang force, he relies on the yin elements nonetheless. His secret weapon is an 
embodiment of the yin power. Being referred to as the Umbrella of Terminating the Yang 
Force (mie yang san 滅陽傘), the weapon is dyed with fluids that are associated with 
																																																								183	Ni Yue 倪岳, Qingxi mangao 青谿漫稿, vol. 11, 42b. In Wang Yunwu 王雲五 ed., Siku 
quanshu zhenben shiji 四庫全書珍本十集 (Taibei: Shangwu yinshu guan, 1980). The translation 
is mine. 	184	Meulenbeld, Demonic Warfare, 160. 	185	Meulenbeld, Demonic Warfare, 166. 
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female bodies, including prostitutes’ menstrual blood 娼女月經, cows’ placental blood 
牝牛胎血, ewes’ placental blood 雌羊胎血, female dogs’ blood 母狗胎血, and so on.186 
This weapon pollutes and disables whoever dares to touch it. The Daoist’s transgressive 
behavior eventually infuriates Heaven. The Heaven dispatches Guimu 鬼母 and thunder 
gods to kill him. 
 Lü Xiong might have drawn inspiration from Zhou Side’s story in the early Ming. 
He might also have been inspired by the imperial worship of the Mysterious Woman in 
the mid-Ming period. The episode places her at the head of a group of martial gods, 
which reminds us of Empress Zhang’s ordination scroll, where the Mysterious Woman’s 
name is atop of other celestial warriors. Both the novel and Empress Zhang’s ordination 
scroll confirm the Mysterious Woman’s commanding role in warfare. Her involvement in 
the evil magic in the novel testifies to this divine woman’s commonly recognizable fame 
on battlefields. 
 
Sex and War: Desexualizing Female Warriors 
 In addition to creating new stories about Tang Sai’er and the Mysterious Woman, 
Nüxian waishi presents readers with a bifurcation of female power. Two groups of female 
characters exist in the novel. One group is associated with warfare, and the other group is 
related to sex. Valorous female warriors are completely divorced from sexual activities as 
honing their martial skills requires them to practice celibacy. Sex is deemed the cause of 
losing vitality (qi 炁), which is crucial to achieving immortality. For example, in earlier 
																																																								186	Nüxian waishi, chapter 51, 581. Although those ingredients include semen, most of them are 
fluids from female bodies and therefore considered yin elements. 
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short stories, Tang Sai’er is portrayed as a lustful woman. In Lü Xiong’s novel, she is a 
resolute virgin who refuses to participate in intimate acts with men including her husband. 
In contrast to this group, the novel portrays a set of seductive women characterized by 
their sexual power. Liu Yan 柳煙, a concubine of Tang Sai’er’s husband, has been a fille 
de joie since the age of thirteen. Her licentiousness is said to be peerless, which wins her 
a nickname, “Flying All over the Bed” (Manchuang fei 滿床飛). Liu Yan’s intimacy with 
her husband is described as a battle between the two, which parallels the novel’s martial 
theme. The two are matched in terms of their sexual experiences. Mr. Lin, the husband, 
secretly masters the art of the bedchamber learned from a Daoist immortal, whereas Liu 
Yan receives sexual training from a Tibetan monk (huseng 胡僧). The novel employs 
military vocabularly to describe the couple’s erotic battle: 
 
[Mr. Lin and Liu Yan] had their first battle in Jining, where they were well 
matched [in terms of their military capacities]; when they continued combating 
against each other in Putai, both unexpectedly damaged their weapons. Alas, both 





During their last intimate moment, the young man is over-consumed and dies 
immediately (zouyang ersi 走陽而死), which reminds us of Ximen Qing’s 西門慶 death 
in Jin Ping Mei 金瓶梅.188 Jin Ping Mei and Nüxian waishi represent sex and war in 
different manners. Jin Ping Mei conflates sex and war to intensify the erotic scene, and 
																																																								187	Nüxian waishi, chapter 6, 61. The translation is mine. 
 188	Jin Ping Mei provides a graphic depiction of how Pan Jinlian 潘金蓮 coerces the drunken 
Ximen Qing into a violent sexual battle, which causes Ximen’s death. 
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war is a metaphor for sex.189 For example, a lengthy poem in chapter 37 of Jin Ping Mei 
depicts the sex battle between Wang Liu’er 王六兒 and Ximen Qing in the following 
way: 
An awe-inspiring aura obscures the halcyon couch, 
A baleful breath immures the mandarin duck quilt. 
On the coral pillow they display their prowess, 
Behind kingfisher curtains they vie in audacity. 
The male warrior is enraged; 
Thrusting himself forward, he stabs away with his black-tasseled spear. 
The female commander is angry; 
Spreading her hips, she makes a show of her life-threatening sword. 
One comes, the other goes; 
As An Lu-shan consorts with Yang Kuei-fei. 
One butts, the other lunges; 
As Chang Chün-jui makes up to Ts’ui Ying-ying. 
To left and right they join together; 
In the Milky Way the Weaving Maid meets the Herd Boy. 
Above and below they coil about; 
In the fairy cave the immortal maiden confronts Juan Chao. 
The spear comes, the bucklers bear the brunt; 
Ts’ui Huai-pao unites himself with Hsüeh Ch’iung-ch’iung. 
The ballista attacks, the blade fends it off; 
Shuang Chien conjoins himself with Su Hsiao-ch’ing. 
This one gives vent to the warbling of an oriole; 
It much resembles Wu Tse-t’ien’s rendezvous with Hsüeh Ao-ts’ao. 
That one gives voice to the twittering of a swallow; 
It is just like Shen I-chi’s consorting with Empress Lü. 
When they first engage; 
The short spear stabs indiscrimately, 
While the sharp blade rsponds in kind. 
Subsequently to that; 																																																								189	Although Nüxian waishi uses war as a metaphor for sex, the metaphorical relationship 
between sex and war is not as evident as that in Jin Ping Mei.	With regard to the usage of 
metaphor, in late imperial China, readers were not unfamiliar with this type of metaphorical 
langauge. For example, as Shang Wei has demonstrated, Qing commentators Cheng Qiong 程瓊 
(?–1722?) and Wu Zhensheng 吳震生 (1695–1769) likened varied objects from the play The 
Peony Pavilion (Mudan ting 牡丹亭) to men’s and women’s genitalia. Some connections are 
borrowed from the Daoist art of the bedchamber, whereas some are based on the commentators’ 
own imagination. See Shang Wei, “Yi yin yi yang zhi wei dao: Caizi mudan ting de pingzhu 
huayu jiqi dianfu xing”	一陰一陽之謂道：「才子牡丹亭」的評註話語及其顛覆性, in Hua 
Wei 華瑋 ed., Tang Xianzu yu Mudan ting 汤显祖与牡丹亭 (Taibei: Zhongyang yanjiuyuan 
zhongguo wenzhe yanjiusuo, 2005), 429–66.	
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Both ballistae fire simultaneously, 
And the bucklers ward the missiles off. 
The male warrior is excited; 
Wielding his spear, he wants to penetrate as far as the heart cavity; 
The female commander is agitated; 
Opening her orifice, she tries to swallow her assailant, head and all. 
The one who deploys the pair of ballistae, 
Comes and goes, in his assault upon the forces of the Inner Crotch; 
The one who brandishes the pair of bucklers, 
Above and below, defends herself against the General Beneath the Navel. 
One, adopting the position “The Golden Cock Standing on a Single Foot,” 
Raises high her jade leg in order to display her spirit. 
The other, assuming the pose “The Bare Tree Extending Its Roots,” 
“Inserts the arrow upside down” in order to penetrate the vagina. 
The engagement is protracted, 
His starry eyes grow dim, 
The slightest move produces a melting sensation. 
The battle is prolonged, 
Her slender waist writhes gently, 
As the duel continues she worries how long she can last. 
The Matron of the Cave of Scanty Hair backs across the bridge, 
Releasing her waters to drown the invader. 
The General of the Raven Black Armor waves his spear in vain,  
Turning about in the endeavor to escape. 
He of the navel aphrodisiac is unhorsed; 
In an instant, he is trampled underfoot, 
His flesh reduced to dust. 
She that is warm and tight feigns confusion; 
In a moment, she collapses into herself, 
Sinking down into the abyss. 
He of the heavy armor, finds it to be scattered hither and yon, 
Jut like falling flowers, driven about by a drenching rain. 
She of the brocade noose, finds her vigor gone, her muscles lax, 
Just like withered leaves, swirled around by a violent wind. 
The Marshall of the Sulfur Ring, 
His helmet awry and armor shattered, 
Has nowhere he can flee. 
The General of the Silver Armor, 
Sticks close to her own encampment, 
Loath to let him escape. 
Truly: 
The threatening clouds rise up as high as the nine-layered heavens, 


















This poem adopts highly metaphorical language to depict the erotic scene. In the 
prolonged description, the male and female protagonists are portrayed as mutual enemies 
who draw on their unique weapons—their bodily parts—to win the battle. In contrast to 
Jin Ping Mei, sex and war represent two constitutive parts of Nüxian waishi. the erotic 
Liu Yan capitalizes on her sexual prowess to defeat Mr. Lin, whereas the celibate Tang 







 																																																								191	Jin Ping Mei cihua 金瓶梅詞話 (Taibei: Liren shuju, 2007), 548–49. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
Fictionalizing the Art of the Bedchamber: 
The Immaculate Woman and Her Literary Reincarnations 
 
 The previous three chapters have focused on exploring the Mysterious Woman’s 
textual transformations in Daoism and Ming-Qing fiction. We have seen how vernacular 
literature perpetuated her role as a warrior protectress in late imperial times. Now we turn 
to her divine sister, the Immaculate Woman, whose story is equally intriguing to readers. 
Different from the Mysterious Woman, the Immaculate Woman principally exists in 
variations. She has a number of literary reincarnations modeled upon her image. They 
bear different names, including Su’e 素娥 and the Goddess of Disenchantment (Jinghuan 
xiangu 警幻仙姑). In the next chapter, we will discuss the Goddess of Disenchantment 
who serves as an internal narrator in the novel Dream of the Red Chamber. Before that, 
let us first focus on three fictional works that all contain the image of Su’e. These works 
include the late Ming erotic painting album Su’e pian 素娥篇 (The Story of Su’e), the 
Qing erotic story Zhulin yeshi 株林野史 (Unofficial History of the Forest), and the Qing 
novel Yesou puyan 野叟曝言(Humble Words of A Rustic Elder). 
 The Immaculate Woman’s role as a sexual mentor can be traced back to sources 
in the Han dynasty (206 BC–220BCE). For example, Zhang Heng 張衡 (78–139) 
composed a poem entitled “Epithalamium” (Tongsheng ge 同聲歌), which describes how 
two lovers imitate the Immaculate Woman’s postures in their bedchamber. The poem 
reads as follows: 
 By good luck I was granted a meeting with you, 
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 And now have entered your women’s apartments. 
 Although I long for my first union with you, 
 I feel as though my hands touch boiling water. 
 Untalented, I shall struggle to do my best, 
 Your worthless consort knows her duties well. 
 United with you, I shall supervise your kitchen, 
 Perform the rites and help at the sacrifices. 
 I long to become a mat of sedge and arum, 
 To act as a covering for your square couch. 
 I want to be your coverlet and canopy, 
 To lie over you and protect you from wind and frost. 
 I have sprinkled and swept clean the pillow and mat, 
 My sandals are fragrant with exotic perfumes. 
 The double doors are locked with golden bars,  
Above and below, ornamental lanterns burn.  
I take off my clothes, wait on you with towel and powder, 
Unroll the picture-scroll beside the pillow. 
The Plain Girl (the Immaculate Woman) will now be my instructress, 
I shall learn ten thousand postures to adopt. 
Very few men have ever seen these arts, 
Which the Old Man of Heaven taught to the Yellow Emperor. 
No joy will be like the joy of this first night, 









In the poem, the couple derives great pleasure from viewing and emulating the 
Immaculate Woman’s sexual practice. The Immuculate Woman’s image increases the 
couple’s sexual excitement and at the same time intensifies the erotic atmosphere of their 
romance. Most importantly, this poem provides compelling evidence to verify the 
Immaculate Woman’s association with the art of the bedchamber. 																																																								192 J.D. Frodsham translated this poem. See An Anthology of Chinese Verse: Han Wei Chin and 
the Northern and Southern Dynasties (Oxford at the Clarendon Press, 1967), 16–17. 
 193	Lu Qinli 逯欽立, Xian Qin Han Wei Jin Nanbei chao shi 先秦漢魏晉南北朝詩 (Beijing: 
Zhonghua shuju, 1983), 85.	
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 Besides the poem, early medical texts also portray the Immaculate Woman as a 
guru of sexology who teaches people how to properly conduct sex and conceive offspring. 
These medical texts include The Classic of the Immaculate Woman (Sunü jin 素女經) 
and The Prescriptions of the Immaculate Woman (Sunü fang 素女方).194 The former 
begins with the Yellow Emperor’s inquiry about his illness. The dialogue unfolds 
between the Immaculate Woman and the Yellow Emperor as follows: 
The Yellow Emperor addressed a question to Su Nü (The Immaculate Woman) 
saying, “My ch’i (qi) is weak and out of harmony. There is no joy in my heart and 
I live in constant fear. What is to be done?” Su Nü answered: 
 
 All debility in man is due to violation of the tao (dao) of intercourse 
 between yin and yang. Women are superior to men in the same way that 
 water is superior to fire. This knowledge is like the ability to blend the 
 “five flavors” in a pot to make delicious soup. Those who know the tao 
 (dao) of yin and yang can fully realize the “five pleasures”; those who do 
 not will die before their time without ever knowing this joy. Can you 







																																																								194	Sunü jing was lost in medieval China, with its fragments being preserved in the Japanese 
collection Ishimpō. The Qing scholar Ye Dehui 葉德輝(1864–1927) pieced together all the 
information about Sunü jing based on the Japanese text. On Sunü fang, Douglas Wile explains 
that the current version of that text is a combination of different sources. See Wile’s Art of the 
Bedchamber: The Chinese Sexual Yoga Classics Including Women’s Solo Meditation Texts 
(Albany: State University of New York Press, 1992), 83–84. Sunü miaolun was a text produced in 
the Ming dynasty. 
 195	Douglas Wile, Art of the Bedchamber: The Chinese Sexual Yoga Classics Including Women’s 
Solo Meditation Texts (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1992), 85. 
 196	Ye Dehui, Shuangmei ying’an congshu 雙梅景闇叢書, 1a. 
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The mentioning of joy in sexual activities reminds us of the poem we have read. However, 
the focus of this text shifts from describing sensual pleasure to detailing sexual 
knowledge. Following the above overall statement, the Immaculate Woman teaches her 
male disciple the ways in which men and women should conduct sex so as to mutually 
benefit each other.197 The text introduces nine postures that enhance the quality of sex. 
These postures are associated with animals and are named as follows: “flying dragon 
(longfan 龍翻),” “tiger stance (hubu 虎步),” “monkey’s attach (yuanbo 猿搏),” “cicada 
clinging (chanfu 蟬附),” “turtle rising (guiteng 龜騰),” “phoenix soaring (fengxiang 鳳
翔),” “rabbit licking its fur (tu shunhao 兔吮毫),” “fishes touching their scales together 
(yu jielin 魚接鱗),” and “cranes with necks entwined (he jiaojing 鶴交頸).” Each title is 
followed by a detailed description. For example, as to the ninth posture, the text describes: 
The ninth posture is called “cranes with necks entwined.” The man sits in 
“winnowing basket” pose, and the woman straddles his thighs with her arms 
around his neck. Insert the “jade stalk” and stab her “wheat teeth,” being sure to 
strike her “seed.” The man should embrace the woman’s buttocks to aid her 
undulations. When the woman feels satisfied, her ching (jing) secretions will 
overflow. After the woman reaches orgasm, stop, and the “seven injuries” will 





First, this text employs metaphorical language to depict sexual organs and postures. 
Metaphors are widely used in sexological texts and late imperial erotic fiction. 																																																								197	In this context, sometimes it is the Mysterious Woman who gives the instructions. 	198	Wile, Art of the Bedchamber, 89. 	199	Ye Dehui, Shuangmei ying’an congshu, 6b. 	
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Sexological texts often use animal metaphors to describe sexual behavior, whereas 
fictional works tend to employ military language to depict sex. Second, this text 
emphasizes that human copulation is essential to achieving both mental and physical 
health of men and women. According to the above passage, if one masters the right 
methods of conducting sex, then he or she can eliminate various illnesses. 
 In the Six Dynasties (222–589), Daoists drew inspiration from medical works. 
They paired the Immaculate Woman with the Mysterious Woman and portrayed them as 
sexual mentors to the Yellow Emperor. Ge Hong’s 葛洪 (283–363) Baopu zi 抱朴子 
(Book of the Master Who Embraces Simplicity) specifically points out that “when 
discussing the way of nourishing the body, [the Yellow Emperor] consults the Mysterious 
Woman and the Immaculate Woman.” 論道養則資玄、素二女200 Around the same 
period, books concerning the art of the bedchamber were named after these two women, 
as embodied by The Classic of the Mysterious Woman (Xuannü jing 玄女經) and The 
Classic of the Immaculate Woman (Sunü jing 素女經). 
 In the Eastern Jin (317–420), the poet Sun Chuo 孫綽 (314–371) invented the 
term Xuansu zhidao 玄素之道 (The Way of Darkness and Light) as he commented on a 
book entitled Biographies of Immortals (Liexian zhuan 列仙傳). In this book, a story 
entitled “Nüwan” 女丸 merits attention. The story recounts how a young woman receives 
a manual from an immortal and practices sexual techniques contained in that book for 
																																																								200	Wang Ming 王明, Baopu zi neipian jiaoshi (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1985), 241. 
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thirty years to maintain her youth.201 In his commentary, Sun used the term “xuansu” 玄
素 for the first time to refer to these sexual techniques. The term later became a generic 
term for the Daoist art of the bedchamber. 
  The Immaculate Woman’s dialogue with the Yellow Emperor continues in The 
Prescriptions of the Immaculate Woman, a medical text produced in the Tang dynasty 
(618–907). This text does not consider sex as the only way to improve health. For 
example, when the emperor inquires about the cure for illnesses and injuries, the 
Immaculate Woman also provides him with a lengthy list of medicinal herbs. Compared 
with previous medical texts, this text focuses exclusively on men’s well-being. All the 
prescriptions in this text are related to male internal deficiency symptoms.202 
 After the Tang dynasty, both The Classic of the Immaculate Woman and The 
Prescriptions of the Immaculate Woman vanished in the Chinese context. With regard to 
the disappearance of these texts, there could exist many reasons. One of the reasons could 
be concerned with the erotic connotation of this goddess. It is highly likely that the 
Immaculate Woman’s sexual connotation prevented her from being venerated in the state 




去，莫知所之云。Wang Shumin 王叔岷, Liexian zhuan jiaojian 列仙傳校箋 (Beijing: 
Zhonghua shuju, 2007), 156. Sun Chuo commented on the story by stating: 玄素有要，近取諸
身。鼓、聃得之，五卷以陳。女丸蘊妙，仙客來臻。傾書開引，雙飛絕塵。See Liexian 
zhuan xianzan, 列仙傳仙讚, block print, 1918, 10b. 
 202	According to Douglas Wile, The Prescriptions of the Immaculate Woman and the Classic of 
the Immaculate Woman probably belong to different textual systems. The latter should be 
regarded as “the textual descendent” of the Mawangdui manuscripts, whereas the former is based 
on medical works from the Tang dynasty. See Douglas Wile, Art of the Bedchamber, 84. On the 
Mawangdui medical texts on sex, see Donald J. Harper’s Early Chinese Medical Literature: The 
Mawangdui Medical Manuscripts (London and New York: Kegan Paul International, 1998).	
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religion of Daoism. As a result, she and her divine sister, the Mysterious Woman, were 
gradually marginalized in institutionalized Daoism. The Mysterious Woman, as we have 
seen in the previous chapters, was recreated as a war goddess. Although it is unclear what 
happened to the Immaculate Woman after the 10th century, her name reemerged at the 
turn of the 17th century. Not only did she appear in a late Ming sexological compendium, 
Sunü miaolun 素女妙論 (The Wondrous Discourse of the Immaculate Woman), she also 
inspired numerous erotic stories, as exemplified by Su’e pian. 
 In this chapter, I use Su’e pian as a case in point to show how the Immaculate 
Woman’s image was revived in the late Ming. As I argue, wood-block printing 
technology of the late Ming provided the Immaculate Woman’s story with a pictorial turn 
by visually exhibiting her sensuality. Against this background, Su’e pian resurrects the 
Immaculate Woman through words and images. In the meantime, it reveals the heroine’s 
religious connotation in addition to illustrating her sexual prowess. Readers should 
consider Su’e pian to be a hagiography of the Immaculate Woman rather than solely 
thinking of it as a pornographic manual. 
 
Su’e pian and Erotic Painting Albums in the Late Ming 
 The late Ming work of erotica Su’e pian, attributed to Ye Huasheng 鄴華生, 
recounts the story of Su’e, a flower-moon spirit (huayue zhiyao 花月之妖), who descends 
from Heaven to transmit 43 postures of copulation to the Tang dynasty minister Wu Sansi 
武三思 (649–707). Combining varied artistic forms such as prose, verse, painting, and 
calligraphy, Su’e pian graphically presents the sexual battles between Su’e and Wu Sansi, 
thereby capturing the sensual mentality of the late Ming. Su’e pian is a work written in 
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classical Chinese. The work mixes narrative and verse with pornographic illustrations, 
exhibiting late Ming literati’s erotic taste in both elegant and comical fashion (see Figure 
17). This book contains 43 episodes depicting various postures of copulation. Each 
episode starts with a concise narrative depicting the background information. The 
narrative is followed by a refined poem that conveys an erotic feeling. Playfully risqué 
illuatrations, juxtaposed with these poems, demonstrate how the protagonists perform 
(yan 演) various sexual scenes. As readers see, the protagonists’ naked bodies are 
situated in landscapes adorned with rockeries and plants. These arrangements indicate a 
harmonious relationship between nature and human and that between yin and yang. In 
many illustrations, maids are present to assist the protagonists in consummating their 
love. Sometimes, they peep behind a wall or a painted screen; their gaze transforms the 
characters’ private union to a public event. When looking at this work, the following 
questions inevitably arise: What is the nature of Su’e pian? Is it a sexual manual, an 
album of pornographic pantings, or a work of illustrated fiction? How does the hybrid 
form of this work defy our understanding of “literature” as shaped during the “modern” 







Figure 17. The first episode of Su’e pian. 
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Performing Erotica in a Private Garden 
 The preface of Su’e pian is attributed to a certain man named Fanghu xianke 方壺
仙客 (The Immortal of Mount Fanghu), a pseudonym of the preface-writer. His writing 
interestingly reveals under what circumstances Su’e pian came into being. The preface 
reads as follows: 
Ye Huasheng was born in our times as a descendant of Badou (eight dou, namely 
Cao Zhi 曹植). He praises himself for having a disposition similar to that of Cao 
Zhi. Ye is also fond of writing chuanqi plays. He [once] invited painters to the 
Valley of Ten Thousand Blossoms and had them sit on the ground. He then 
arranged an erotic scene that imitated a similar one in the Garden of the Wu 
Family [in the Tang dynasty]. After [the performers] had prepared their moods, 
bodies, and manners, [the painters] brought out brushes and rapidly painted 
[them]. The painted eyebrows and eyelashes look vivid, as do their sexual battles. 
The details, including each and every posture, are meticulously captured. I took 
my time to closely examine the brushwork. It was as if Su’e had come to life. 
[However], it would be a pity for those images to not be accompanied by sound. 
[Ye] thus turned to his contemporary poet friends; he spent hundreds and 
thousands of gold coins purchasing their works. [Those poets] wrote poems to 
match the amusing scenes in the paintings. They created long and short song 
lyrics in rhyme; the perfection of their works echoed the perfection of their talents. 









This preface piques our interest. First of all, the preface claims that Su’e pian was based 
on an erotic adventure in the late Ming. This reveals the uninhibited lifestyle of the late 
Ming literati class. As Martin Huang has mentioned, men of letters of the time, such as Li 
Kaixian 李開先 (1502–1568), Tang Xianzu 湯顯祖 (1550–1616), and Tu Long 屠隆 																																																								203	Su’e pian, in Si wuxie huibao waibian 思無邪匯寶外編 2, 359–61. I translated this passage. 	
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(1543–1605), were not bashful about discussing contracting and suffering from venereal 
diseases. Not only that, they deemed having these diseases part of their romantic lives.204 
Huang points out that this open attitude toward sex might have helped create a cultural 
environment in which bold depictions of sex were generally allowed in literary works.205 
Given that Su’e pian was produced in the same time period that featured the 
“revalorization of individual desire,”206 the erotic banquet in Su’e pian could have taken 
place in reality. 
 Second, the preface discloses some information about the author. It claims that the 
author Ye Huasheng was a descendant of Cao Zhi 曹植 (192–232) and his surname was 
Cao. Apparently, the author created a pseudonym for himself in order to conceal his true 
identity. This was a common practice among late Ming authors. When they produced 
erotic works, they normally adopted pseudonyms. Judging from this internal evidence 
and some external sources, Xu Shuofang 徐朔方 attributes Su’e pian to Cao Dazhang 曹
大章 (1521–1575), a late Ming scholar who was associated with the minister Yan Song 
嚴嵩 (1480–1567). Xu also claims that the preface-writer was Cao’s cousin Zhang 
Xiangyuan 張祥鳶 (1520–1586). However, due to the limited sources Xu offers, his 
conclusion is highly debatable.207 
																																																								204	Martin W. Huang, Desire and Fictional Narrative in Late Imperial China (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Asia Center, 2001), 5–6. 
 205	Huang, Desire and Fictional Narrative, 6. 	206	Andrew Plaks, The Four Masterworks of the Ming Novel (Princeton: Princeton University 
Press, 1987), 20. 	207	Xu Shuofang 徐朔方, “Guanyu Su’e pian” 關於《素娥篇》, Ming Qing xiaoshuo yanjiu 明
清小說研究 1995, vol. 4, 35–37. 
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 Although we cannot determine Ye Huasheng’s true identity, we find his 
connection with another erotic painting album, Huaying jinzhen 花營錦陣 (Variegated 
Battle-arrays of the Flowery Camp). This painting album contains many song lyrics 
signed by multiple authors. Among them, a man named Wanhua Guzhu 萬花谷主 (The 
Owner of the Valley of Ten Thousand Blossoms) merits our attention (see Figure 18). 
According to Su’e pian’s preface, Ye Huasheng’s garden was named “Wanhua gu” 萬花
谷 (The Valley of Ten Thousand Blossoms).208 Was it possible that Ye Huasheng and 
Wanhua Guzhu were the same person? 
 
Figure 18. The poem and the signature in Huaying jinzhen 花營錦陣, source: Robert van Gulik, 
Erotic Colour Prints of the Ming Period (Leiden: Brill, 2004), vol. 2, 240–41. 
 
 
 Third, according to the preface, Ye Huasheng’s erotic banquet was dramatic and 
had the quality of theatrical performance. As an aficionado of chuanqi plays, Ye 																																																								208	This evidence verifies the fact that a group of men of letters collaborated with each other to 
produce erotic painting albums in the late Ming. 	
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presumably modeled his revelry on the Tang minister Wu Sansi’s private banquet which 
was held in the garden of the Wu family. It was also possible that Ye grouped people 
together to re-enact the historical event. Is Su’e pian a faithful representation of the erotic 
banquet that Ye hosted? In order to answer this question, we need to take a look at the 
construction of this erotic painting album. 
 
Literati-Craftsmen Network and the Making of Erotic Painting Albums 
 Su’e pian consists of 43 song lyrics transcribed in different calligraphic styles. Ye 
Huasheng assumed the roles of a collector, compiler, and storyteller. He collaborated 
with skilled craftsmen to turn Su’e pian into a woodblock print album. According to a 
carver’s signature on the first page of Su’e pian, this work was produced by a renowned 
woodblock printer, Huang Yikai 黃一楷 (1580–1622). Originating from Shexian 歙縣 
(She County) in Anhui 安徽 Province, the Huang family moved to Hangzhou and 
established their printing business.209 The Huangs produced numerous popular books, 
including erotic painting albums, Buddhist sutras, and literati plays, for the late Ming 
book market.210 Their books gained enormous popularity amongst customers, so much so 
																																																								209	During the Wanli 萬曆 period (1573–1620), famous publishing houses were based in cultural 
centers such as Nanjing, Suzhou, and Hangzhou. They produced erotic painting albums for well-
to-do families. 	210	Huang Yikai published several popular plays, such as Xixiang ji 西廂記 (Romance of the 
West Chamber), Pipa ji 琵琶記 (The Lute), and one of the finest versions of Mudan ting 牡丹亭 
(The Peony Pavilion). He has also produced a Buddhist sutra, Fanwang jing pusa jie 梵網經菩薩
戒 (Brahma Net Sutra Bodhisattva Vinaya). The finest version of	Mudan ting was produced by 
Huang Yifeng 黃一鳳, Huang Yikai 黃一楷, Huang Mingqi 黃鳴岐, Huang Jifu 黃吉甫, and 
Huang Duanfu 黃端甫, among others. All these craftsmen hailed from Shexian, Anhui. 	
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that their names became valuable assets in the late Ming book market.211 The Huangs 
kept improving their printing techniques to enchance the quality of their products. In 
1606, Huang Yiming 黄一明, another principal carver of the Huang clan, created a color 
erotic painting album, Fengliu juechang 風流絕暢 (Summa Elegantia).212 The fine 
quality of this album showed that the Huang family’s work reached a high level after the 
technical innovation (see Figure 19). After 1606, the Huang family continued to produce 
both monochrome and color books. In 1612, Huang Yikai carved and printed Su’e pian. 
He signed his name on the first page of that book. 
 
Figure 19. An image from Fengliu juechang, Robert van Gulik, Erotic Colour Prints of the Ming 
Period (Leiden: Brill, 2004), vol. 1, Plate XI. 
 
 																																																								211	As Robert E. Hegel has pointed out, the craftsmen of that family were highly respected by the 
late Ming literati. Those craftsmen’s names were printed in books and became valuable assets in 
the market. Reading Illustrated Fiction in Late Imperial China (Stanford: Stanford University 
Press, 1998), 132–33. 
 212	Wan Zhengzhong 萬正中, Huizhou renwu zhi 徽州人物誌 (Hefei: Huangshan shushe, 2008), 
606. 
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From Politics to Eroticism: The Making of Su’e pian 
 As we have seen, literati authors and skilled craftsmen collaborated with each 
other in producing erotic painting albums in the late Ming. They formed a cultural 
network in cities such as Hangzhou, Suzhou, and Nanjing.213 In this process, skilled 
craftsmen painted, carved, and printed stories provided by literati authors. Those literati 
authors fictionalized their erotic experiences, mixed their experiences with preexiting 
stories, or simply fabricated new stories. Su’e pian could be based on Ye Huasheng’s 
garden soirée. If we take a closer examination of this work and trace its origin back to 
earlier sources, we find that Ye Huasheng’s garden soirée is actually modeled upon a 
Tang tale, “Su’e” 素娥. The precursor of Su’e pian, the Tang tale differs from the Ming 
story in content and narrative purpose. 
 The Tang tale “Su’e” was written by Yuan Jiao 袁郊. A provincial governor in 
the Xiantong (860–874) reign of the Tang dynasty, Yuan was good at utilizing poems and 
supernatural tales to express his dissatisfaction with the government. He wrote the story 
“Su’e” to criticize Empress Wu Zetian’s 武則天(624–705) usurpation of the Tang throne. 
The story reads as follows: 
Su’e was Wu Sansi’s courtesan. Sansi bought a girl named Qiao Yaoniang who 
was well versed in singing and dancing. Proficient in music, Sansi recognized 
Yaoniang’s remarkable talent. [She] was drowned before long. [Furious], Sansi 
massacred the entire Qiao family. Someone recommended Su’e to [Sansi] and 
said: “Near the Fengyang Gate of Xiangzhou county, Song Yun has a daughter 
who excels at plucking the pipa. Her beauty is outstandingly stunning.” Sansi 
spent three hundred pieces of silk purchasing her. He was thrilled upon Su’e’s 
arrival and held a grand banquet to introduce her [to his guests]. All the ministers 
gathered together except Di Renjie, who claimed that he was sick and couldn’t 
come. Sansi was displeased and complained during the banquet. Afterward, 																																																								213	Famous publishing houses were located in these cities. Both Su’e pian and Huaying jinzhen 
were published in Hangzhou. The latter was printed by a publishing house named Yanghao zhai
養浩齋.	
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someone reported this to Renjie. The next day, [Renjie] came to apologize: “My 
chronic disease broke out yesterday. The illness prevented me from attending the 
banquet. It was regrettable that I didn’t see Su’e’s beauty. If there will be another 
dinner, how dare I not arrive early?” After overhearing this, Su’e spoke to Sansi: 
“Lianggong (Di Renjie) is an unyielding man. He is not promiscuous. Why would 
you change his nature? Although we will throw other banquets, I don’t want you 
to invite him.” Sansi replied: “If he refuses to attend my banquet again, I will 
wipe out his clan.” Several days later, there was another banquet. Di Renjie 
arrived early. Sansi brought him to the inner chamber. The two drank leisurely. 
While waiting for other guests to arrive, [Di Renjie] requested to meet Su’e so 
that he could briefly appreciate her beauty. [Sansi] stopped drinking. He had 
Su’e’s chair set up and then summoned her. After a while, a servant came to 
report: “Su’e has hidden herself somewhere, and we cannot find her.” Sansi 
entered [her boudoir] and couldn’t find her either. Suddenly, he smelt aroma from 
a crack on a wall of the inner chamber. He put his ear to the wall and heard Su’e’s 
voice. The voice was as thin as silk threads. Su’e said: “I begged you not to invite 
Lianggong, but you invited him anyway. Now I won’t be able to live.” Sansi 
asked why, and she explained: “I’m not a demon. I am a flower-moon spirit. 
Heaven dispatched me to seduce you and disturb your mind so that the Li clan can 
revive. Di Renjie is a virtuous man with whom I never dare to meet. Having been 
your concubine for a while, how can I not have feelings for you? I hope that you 
try your best to work with Di, without a second thought. Otherwise, the Wu 
family will have no offspring.” When [Sansi] asked her other questions, she 
remained silent. Sansi walked out and told Di Renjie that Su’e contracted an acute 
disease and couldn’t come to pay her respect. Di had no clue about what had 
happened. The next day, Sansi secretly reported on this to Empress Wu. The 















亦以多言蕩公之心。將興李氏。今梁公乃時之正人，某固不敢見。某嘗為僕																																																								214	Yuan Jiao	袁郊,	“Su’e” 素娥, in	Ganze yao 甘澤謠 (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1985), 2–3. 






In this tale, Su’e used her seductiveness to distract Wu Sansi—Empress Wu Zetian’s 
newphew and political ally—in an attempt to diminish the empress’s power. The entire 
story focuses on Su’e and Wu Sansi. The author put his own words in Empress Wu’s 
mouth at the end of the story to predict her demise, which makes the story a denunciation 
of Empress Wu’s usurpation of the patrilineal power. This is not unique among the 
authors of the late Tang and beyond. Like Yuan Jiao, numerous writers in and after the 
Tang expressed their hostility toward Empress Wu. They wrote poems and stories to 
demonize Empress Wu and her clan. 
 As the Tang tale serves as a pungent cricitism of Empress Wu, the late Ming 
adaptation of the same story contrasts with its precusor by using a thoroughly amusing 
atmosphere to replace the political agenda contained in the Tang tale. Su’e pian centers 
on the male and female protagonists’ sexual interplay, providing graphic details on sex. 
The sexual battles are characterized by the protagonists’ hilarious facial expressions and 
bodily postures, which convey a sense of humor and turn Su’e pian into a comical book 
that triggers a good laughter. 
 In a playful manner, the book generates a corresponding relationship between 
natural objects and human subjects. For example, one illustration utilizes protruding 
rocks and apertures in those rocks to symbolize male’s and female’s genitalia (see Figure 




Figure 20. Su’e pian, 394–95.  
 Su’e pian also interestingly combines the ideas of invisibility (yin 隱) and 
visiblity (xian 顯). Su’e appears as a sex guru to Wu Sansi, sexually and religiously 
enlightening Wu. Displaying her sexual power in a visible way, Su’e represents the 
opposite of the Mysterious Woman who is always behind the scenes. During their sexual 
battles, the male and female protagonists expose their genitalia. Their naked bodies are 
the focus of the illustrations. In contrast, supporting characters always hide themselves 
somewhere in the picture. For example, maids often lurk behind trees, doors, windows, 
screens, and rocks to watch their masters performing sex (see Figures 21, 22, 23, 24, 25). 
These maids are voyeurs who evoke sensuality, playfulness, and excitement amongst 
readers. They are also mediators who mediate between readers and characters. Their gaze 




Figure 21. Two maids stand behind two tree trunks. Su’e pian, 382–83. 
 
 




Figure 23. Two maids lurk behind a lattice window. Su’e pian, 506–7. 
 
 




Figure 25. Two maids peep at their masters from behind a rock. Su’e pian, 490–91. 
  
 Voyeurism is a popular theme in late Ming erotic fiction. In stories such as Su’e 
pian and Jin Ping Mei, voyeurs constitute a significant part of storytelling. In Jin Ping 
Mei, voyeurs’ activities are often placed at the center of the stage. For example, in one of 
the illustrations from Jin Ping Mei, the maid Yingchun 迎春 stands outside a room to 
peep at Ximen Qing and Li Ping’er’s intimacy (see Figure 26). This image forms a 
contrast with the illustrations from Su’e pian. Here, the voyeur becomes visible, and the 
protagonists are hidden behind a lattice window. Another illustration from Jin Ping Mei 
depicts a scene from chapter 23 of that novel (see Figure 27). In this episode, Ximen 
Qing and Song Huilian 宋蕙蓮 have their rendezvous in the Hidden Spring Grotto 
(Cangchun wu 藏春塢). Pan Jinlian discovers their secret and stands outside of the grotto 
to eavesdrop. The episode reads as follows: 
[Pan Jinlian] Not fearing lest: 
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 The dank green moss should chill her 
 “wave-tripping” stockings; or 
 The thorns on the flowers do an injury 
 to her skirt or jacket, 
She proceeded with: 
 Skulking step and furtive stance, 
to take up an eavesdropping position beneath the moon window of Hidden Spring 
Grotto. 
She saw that the lanterns and candles were still alight and overheard the woman 
saying to Hsi-men Ch’ing (Ximen Qing) with a laugh, “You’re just the sort of 
benefactor who’d 
 Donate ice to a homeless shelter in the dead of winter. 
Is there no limit to the discomfort you’ll put up with, you old beggar? Do you 
mean to say you can’t come up with a better place for a tryst than this Cold Ice 
Hell? I’d better: 
 Put a rope in my mouth so if I freeze to death, 
 You’ll have something to haul me out with.”  
“It’s frigid in here!” she continued. “Let’s go to sleep. What are you so intent on 
examining my feet for anyway? You’d think you’d never seen anyone with small 
feet before. The only thing is I don’t have any shoe uppers. Couldn’t you contrive 
to buy me a pair somehow? I see other people making shoes all the time, but I 
can’t make any for myself.” 
“My child,” said Hsi-men Ch’ing (Ximen Qing), “that’s no problem. Tomorrow 
I’ll buy you several mace worth of different patterned uppers. Who would have 
thought your feet are even smaller than the Fifth Lady’s?” 
“There’s no comparison,” the woman said. “The other day I tried on one of her 
shoes and found that I could wear it over my own. But it’s not size that matters so 
much as the stylishness of the shoe.” 
When Chin-lien (Jinlian) heard this from her vantage point outside the room she 
muttered to herself, “That slave of a whore! I’d better listen a little longer and see 
what else she has to say.” 
Thereupon she continued to eavesdrop for some time and overheard the woman 
asking Hsi-men Ch’ing (Ximen Qing), “How long is it since you married that fifth 
‘object of Ch’iu Hu’s roving eye’ of yours? Was she a virgin when you married 
her, or had she been married before?” 
 “She’d been married before,” said Hsi-men Ch’ing. 
 “No wonder: 
  She’s such a practiced old hand,” 
 the woman said. “So, once she’d caught your eye, it was a case of: 
  Cohabitation amid the dewdrops.” 
 Nothing might have happened if Chin-lien (Jinlian) had not overheard this, but 
 having heard it, she got so angry where she stood outside the room that her two 
 arms went soft on her and it was some time before she could stir from the spot. 
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 “If that slave of a whore is allowed to carry on this way,” she said to herself, “it 

















In Jin Ping Mei, Pan’s licentiousness and jealousy surpass other wives in the Ximen 
household. In this episode, Pan Jinlian overhears Song Huilian’s private conversation 
with Ximen Qing. Pan is enraged because Song demonstrates her contempt for Pan. Here, 
the eavesdropper/voyeur Pan is the focus of the narrative because it is her interiority and 
action that cause the narrative to move forward. Her importance is emphasized in the 
illustration of this episode. As we see, the natural setting in the illustration displays Pan’s 
interiority. Paralleling Pan Jinlian’s body, a group of rocks stick out toward the adulterers. 
These rocks represent pan’s wrath, which is about to engulf Ximen Qing and Song 
Huilian. Once again, Jin Ping Mei contrasts with Su’e pian with regard to what is 
concealed and what is exposed. 
																																																								215	David Tod Roy trans., The Plum in the Golden Vase, vol. 2 (Princeton: Princeton University 
Press, 2001), 54–55. 	216	Jin Ping Mei Cihua, 2007, 326. 
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Figure 26. In this illustration, the maid Yingchun is peeping at an intimate moment between 




Figure 27. The illustration that depicts the moment when Pan Jinlian overhears Ximen Qing and 
Song Huilian’s conversation in the Hidden Spring Grotto. Source: Jin Ping Mei Cihua (Taibei: 




Reading Su’e pian as a Daoist Hagiography 
 Although Su’e pian contains pornographic elements, it has a salvific ending 
nonetheless. In the end, Su’e pian transcends profanity and returns to Daoism. For this 
reason, I argue that Su’e pian is a Daoist immortal’s hagiography rather than an erotic 
work. As readers can see in the final part, Su’e and Wu Sansi give up the mundane world 
and convert to Daoism after their indulgence in sensual pleasure. The episode reads as 
follows: 
[Su’e] changes her looks and clothes. She puts on a dark crown and a feathered 
garment. She then lifts her garment and stands on her knees, saying: “You have 
already known my previous three lives. I was transformed from an embryo into a 
human being. Please do not think that I am a demon. I am a flower-moon spirit 
and have cultivated myself for many years. My name is recorded in the Purple 
Palace, on a red seal. I am dispatched to the human realm for the time being and 
am not supposed to stay here for too long. From now on, you and I have to end 
this relationship. [Like me], you also contain a Daoist immortal’s spirit. What 
kind of enjoyment can you have when you indulge in this bitter sea and are 
obsessed with the human realm? I secretly checked the register of immortals. [I 
found that] you haven’t completed your bad karma yet. That’s why you still 
cannot leave this world. I suggest that you cast off your physical body and that 
your soul go to Mount Zhongnan with me for cultivation. I lead you, and you 
follow me. We will fly together, pace the void, and return to the origin [of the 
Dao]. Seen from this angle, we did not meet each other in vain. How does that 
sound?” When Su’e finishes her speech, the heavenly wagon urges [her to leave]. 
She asks her maid to fetch a piece of stationery and composes a poem as a parting 
gift. … After Sansi reads the poem, he knows he cannot stop her. Thus, he 
considers joining her in entering the mysterious Dao. … On Mount Zhongnan, 
Su’e and Sansi gradually achieve a profound understanding of the Dao. Several 
years later, Sansi’s physical body decays and disappears. People witness him on 
Mount Luofu in a decade. [They see that] he wears a yellow crown, holds a 
feather fan, and floats in the air. A maid with a dark chignon accompanies him. 
The clouds that surround her are twice as high as those surrounding him. Nobody 









趣喚侍女取雲箋，題詩一首留別 。. . . 三思見詩，知不能援而止，遂幡然興




This conclusion provides the story with a transcendental meaning: The protagonists’ 
sexual experience should be viewed as an expedient device that leads to their ultimate 
enlightenment. Although the story portrays Su’e as a flower-moon spirit, the final part 
sublimates this demonic being to a Daoist goddess, who is reminiscent of the Immaculate 
Woman. When Su’e’s image merges with the Immaculate Woman’s image, eroticism and 
religiosity reconcile with one another, which transforms Su’e pian from a pornographic 
manual into a Daoist goddess’s hagiography. 
 Seen from its title, form, and contents, Su’e pian is all in all a Daoist work. 
Although Su’e pian can be categorized as a work of erotic fiction, its title differentiates 
this work from Chinese novels that usually adopt characters such as zhuan 傳 
(biography), shi 史 (history), or ji 記 (record) for their titles, as exemplified by Pingyao 
zhuan 平妖傳, Rulin waishi 儒林外史, and Xiyou ji 西遊記. Instead of using the above-
mentioned characters, the author of Su’e pian applied the character pian 篇 to the title. 
The character pian is normally associated with Daoist works, such as Wuzhen pian 悟真
篇 (Awakening to Reality) and Taishang ganying pian 太上感應篇 (The Supreme 
Correspondence). If we compare the Northern Song Daoist Zhang Boduan’s 張伯端 
(987–1082) Wuzhen pian with Su’e pian, we realize that these two books both utilize 
allusive poetic language to explicate the essence of the Dao. The naming and the form 
suggest that the author created this work as an imitation of Daoist classics. 
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 In addition, the contents of Su’e pian link it to Daoist sexological classics 
produced in medieval China. These texts include the Classic of Sunü and Prescriptions of 
Sunü, as we have mentioned earlier. Although these texts seemed to be eradicated from 
institutionalized Daoism in the medieval period, their descendants reappeared in the late 
Ming. A comprehensive manual entitled Sunü miaolun 素女妙論 (The Wondrous 
Discourse of Sunü) combined previous knowledge of sex and presented it to the readers 
of the late Ming. Divided into eight sections, this manual discusses sexual techniques, 
ethics, and eugenics in great detail. Sunü miaolun is an “apparent imitation of the Classic 
of Sunü.”218 Compared with its textual precursor, this manual provided readers with an 
unprecedentedly thorough discourse on sex. 
 Su’e pian and Sunü miaolun were produced around the same time period. While 
the Daoist sexological manual adopts a prescriptive tone to teach readers how to conduct 
sex in proper ways, Su’e pian uses a vivid imagination to enact what is verbally depicted 
in that manual. For example, Sunü miaolun introduces nine postures of copulation to 
readers. Su’e pian multiplies these nine postures into forty-three types. In the meantime, 
the representational modes are diversified in Su’e pian. Song lyrics, narratives, and visual 
images are integrated into one textual space. 
 As I have mentioned in the introduction part, the Immaculate Woman was paired 
with the Mysterious Woman in Shangqing Daoism. Both of them taught the Yellow 
Emperor how to nourish the body through copulation. In the early medieval period, these 
two women’s names were combined to refer to the art of the bedchamber. They were 
associated with Daoist sexual practice, heqi 合氣, or merging pneumas. The heqi practice 																																																								218	Wile, Art of the Bedchamber, 84. 
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focused on ritualized copulations between male and female practitioners. According to 
early Daoists, the heqi ritual could help practitioners transcend the mundane realm.219 
 This practice received severe reprimands from Daoist rivals. For example, Zhen 
Luan 甄鸞 (535–566), a sixth century scholar who was a Daoist first and converted to 
Buddhism later, described those who participated in the Daoist sexual ritual as “those 
who do not know what shame is” (buzhi xiuchi 不知羞恥).220 Condemnations like this 
led to the decline of Daoist sexual practice. The Immaculate Woman and the Mysterious 
Woman, as two important representatives of the Daoist art of the bedchamber, were 
inevitably marginalized in institutionalized Daoism. 
 Afterward, the Mysterious Woman was transformed into a goddess of martial arts. 
Unlike the Mysterious Woman, the Immaculate Woman retained her role as a sexual 
mentor in Chinese literature. Readers see that she is often mentioned in erotic scenes in 
late imperial Chinese fiction. During the Wanli 萬曆 (1573–1620) era of the Ming, the 
playwright Tang Xianzu’s 湯顯祖 (1550–1616) referred to Sunü tu 素女圖 (The Painting 
Album of the Immaculate Woman) in his plays.221 During the same period, the novel Jing 																																																								219	Gil Raz has claimed that “the focus on the ritualized intercourse in the initiation rite of the 
Huangshu guodu yi has blinded us to its real significance, which is, in fact, to transcend the 
mundane realm, symbolized by the sexual act, and to attain the primordial undifferentiated 
oneness, beyond sexual division.” See “The Way of the Yellow and the Red: Re-examining the 
Sexual Initiation Rite of Celestial Master Daoism,” Nan Nü: Men, Women and Gender in China, 
vol. 10 (2008), 90.  	220	Zhen Luan 甄鸞, “Xiao Dao lun” 笑道論, Guang hongming ji 廣弘明集 (Shanghai: 
Zhonghua shuju, 1936), vol. 9, 19a. 	221	Tang Xianzu’s play Zixiao ji 紫簫記 mentions Sunü tu in the following line: 還笑，洞房中
空秘戲, 正落得素女圖描, see Tang Xianzu xiqu ji 湯顯祖戲曲集 (Shanghai: Shanghai guji 
chubanshe, 1978), 887. His play Zichai ji 紫釵記 refers to Sunü tu in this sentence: 被疊慵窺素
女圖, see Tang Xianzu xiqu ji, 97. The early Qing poet Wu Weiye 吳偉業 (1609–1672) also 
mentions Sunü tu in one of his poems called “Xizeng” 戲贈, no. 4. The original poem reads as: 
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Ping Mei showed that imperial members and well-to-do families enjoyed erotic painting 
albums. In chapter 13 of Jing Ping Mei, Ximen Qing borrows an erotic painting album 
from Li Ping’er 李瓶兒 to share it with Pan Jinlian. The episode reads as follows: 
 One day, he reached into his sleeve and pulled out an object, which he handed to 
 Jinlian to look at, saying, “This is an album of paintings from the Palace Treasury 
 that the old eunuch director obtained during his service in the Imperial Household 
 Department. The two of us consult it by lamplight and then attempt to emulate the 
 proceedings.” 
 Jinlian took the album in her hand and opened it up to take a look. There is a lyric 
 that testifies to this: 
 Mounted on patterned damask in the imperial palace, 
 Fastened with ivory pins on brocade ribbons; 
 Vividly traced in outlines of gold, enhanced by blue and green colors; 
 The square painting on each folio leaf is neatly framed. 
 The women vie with the Goddess of Witches’ Mountain, 
 The men resemble that handsome paragon, Sung Yü. 
 Pair by pair, within the bed curtains, they show themselves to be practiced 
 combatants. 
 The names of the positions are twenty-four in number; 








This episode allows readers to sufficiently imagine how erotic painting albums were 
decorated and utilized in the late Ming. Late Ming artists and craftsmen produced erotic 
painting albums in an extremely delicate fashion. They ornamented these albums with 
expensive materials, such as brocade, ivory, and gold powder. Elegant and titillating, 
																																																																																																																																																																					
仙家五老話驂鸞，素女圖經掌上看. 如共王喬舊相識，鍊方從乞息肌丸. See Wushi jilan 吳
詩集覽 (Shanghai: Zhonghua shuju, 1936), vol. 17, part1, 11a. 	222	Roy, The Plum in the Golden Vase, vol. 1, 271. 	223	Jin Ping Mei cihua,	182. 
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these erotic painting albums reflect the erotic taste of the late Ming. More importantly, 
they help explain why the Immaculate Woman’s role as a sexual mentor could revive in 
that time period. 
 In summary, Su’e pian relies on vivid illustrations to bring the Immaculate 
Woman back to life after her marginalization in Daoism. Although it is a product of late 
Ming erotic culture, Su’e pian differs from those contemporary erotic painting albums in 
the following ways. First, unlike other erotic albums that lack basic plots and identifiable 
characters, Su’e pian creates a complete story and specific characters. Secondly, Su’e 
pian can be read as a Daoist hagiography, which uses storytelling as an expedient device 
to convey the idea that the ultimate knowledge of life has to be obtained through sex. 
Later, the idea of achieving enlightenment through sex permeates late imperial narratives. 
As we will see in the next chapter, this idea undergirds the Qing novel Honglou meng. 
But before we turn to that novel, I will discuss Zhulin yeshi 株林野史 (Unofficial History 
of the Forest) and Yesou puyan 野叟曝言 (Humble Words of A Rustic Elder), two Qing 
novels that both contain the image of Su’e. 
 
Su’e in the Qing Erotic Story Zhulin yeshi 
 In the Qing erotic story Zhulin yeshi, Su’e practices her sexual skills in a forest 
instead of a private garden. The story is based on a poem entitled “Zhulin” 株林 (The 
Forest) in the Book of Odes (Shijing 詩經). The poem is a pungent satire on the 
multilateral sexual relationships between Xiaji 夏姬 and three noble men in the Spring 
and Autumn period (771–476 BCE). In this poem, the forest symbolizes a locale where 
immoral sexual activities take place. 
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 An anonymous author in the Qing dynasty wrote Zhulin yeshi based on the above 
poem and its background story. In addition, the author drew inspiration from Su’e pian. 
Not only did he bring Su’e back to life, he also portrayed Su’e as a succubus who seduces 
various men to sleep with her in the story. Su’e pian uses visual images to illustrate 
Su’e’s sexual activities, whereas Zhulin yeshi emulates those actions by using narrative. 
In Zhulin yeshi, Su’e was born in an aristocratic family. She was pretty and seductive 
from a young age. One day, she dreams of a male deity who wears a feathered gown and 
holds a big feather fan, which reminds us of Wu Sansi’s image at the end of Su’e pian. 
After introducing themselves to each other, Su’e and the male deity are in a clinch and 
consummate their romance. Afterward, the deity offers Su’e two pills—kaipin wan 開牝
丸 and Jinpin wan 緊牝丸—for relaxing and tightening her vagina. Not only that, he also 
teaches Su’e sexual techniques that are claimed to be transmitted by the Immaculate 
Woman (Sunü caizhan zhifa 素女採戰之法). He assures Su’e that she will maintain her 
youth if she keeps practicing these techniques, for they help supplement her yin power 
with men’s yang essence 採陽補陰，卻老還少.224 After learning these techniques, Su’e 
tries them with different men throughout the novel. Seen from the title of these sexual 
techniques, it is evident that the author had the Immaculate Woman’s story in his mind 
when creating this novel. 
 To a certain extent, Zhulin yeshi serves as a sequel to Su’e pian. The two stories 
share the same female protagonist and are both based on the Immaculate Woman’s 
legend. When exhibiting Su’e’s sexual prowess, Zhulin yeshi, however, exceeds the 
moral limits and goes to extremes. It enables Su’e to abuse her sexual power and develop 																																																								224	Zhulin yeshi	株林野史 3a, in Zhongguo guyan xipin congkan	中國古豔稀品叢刊, vol. 2.	
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immoral sexual relationships with male characters. Old and young, these male characters 
conduct one-on-one and group sex with Su’e. Some of these relationships are incestuous 
in nature. The bold depiction of sex in Zhulin yeshi eventually led to the Qing 
government’s ban on this pornographic work. 
 
Su’e in the Qing Novel Yesou puyan 
 The story of Su’e continues in the Qing novel Yesou puyan. Alledgedly the 
longest novel—with more than 150 chapters—produced in late imperial China, this work 
also contains the image of Su’e. But this time, Su’e becomes a Confucian scholar’s 
concubine, and she is an embodiment of female talent. She is well versed in medical 
literature and is at the same time a sensual woman. These traits link her to the ancient 
erotic goddess, the Immaculate Woman. 
 The author Xia Jingqu 夏敬渠 (1705–1787) created this novel to show off his 
erudition.225 Xia was a Confucian scholar who did not live a successful life. He poured 
his knowledge into Yesou puyan and created a Confucian hero, Wen Sucheng 文素臣, 
who is nothing but the author’s alter ego. Wen masters Confucian learning and in every 
way reflects the author’s ambition. In the story, Wen uses Confucian teachings to 
conquer the world. He eliminates Buddhist influence and converts the Ming emperor to 
Confucianism; he also travels abroad and establishes a Confucian state named “The Great 
																																																								225	Xia’s work did not cause much attention when he was alive. It was in the 1880s—one 
hundred years after Xia passed away—that the novel finally piqued readers’ interests. 	
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State of Humanity in Europe” (Ouluoba da renwen guo 歐羅巴大人文國).226 On the 
whole, Wen Sucheng represents a Confucian master’s dream. 
 While successfully conquering the outside world, Wen Sucheng lives a 
harmonious domestic life with six wives. These wives submit to the authority of Wen 
Sucheng; they follow their husband, become his faithful disciples, and learn his 
knowledge. Wen is knowledgeable about poetics (shixue 詩學), medicine (yixue 醫學), 
martial arts (bingfa 兵法), astronomy (lisuan 歷算), mathematics (suanxue 算學), and 
divination (zhanbu 占卜). He transmits his knowledge to his wives; each wife specializes 
in one particular skill. Among these women, Su’e becomes an expert on medicine. In the 
meantime, she is also very seductive. In one episode, she takes aphrodisiacs and has an 
erotic interaction with Wen Sucheng.227 The depiction of their intimacy seems to be at 
odds with the novel’s intention of creating an exemplary Confucian scholar. Regarding 
this, Maram Epstein points out: 
Indeed, one of the most unusual, and to many readers disturbing, aspects of Yesou 
puyan is its treatment of sexuality: rapacious sexual acts are used to portray the 
degenerate nature of the adherents of anti-Confucian groups, but the hero and, 
more surprisingly, several of the sympathetically portrayed female characters, 
including his future concubines, appear in a number of sexually graphic scenes.228 
 
 
																																																								226	On Yesou puyan, see Shang Wei’s “Xiaoshuo xiyan: Yesou puyan yu wanshou qingdian he 
diguo xiangxiang” 小說戲演：「野叟曝言」與萬壽慶典和帝國想像, in Wenxue yichan 文學
遺產, 3 (2017): 155–67; Maram Epstein, Competing Discourses: Orthodoxy, Authenticity, and 
Engendered Meanings in Late Imperial Chinese Fiction (Cambridge: Harvard University Asia 
Center, 2001), Chapter 5; Wang Qiongling 王瓊玲, Yesou puyan yanjiu 野叟曝言研究, Taibei: 
Xuehai chubanshe, 1988. 
 227	See chapter 20 of Yesou puyan. 
 228	Epstein, 200.	
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I agree with Epstein that the novel’s association with eroticism seems to be in conflict 
with the novel’s Confucian theme. However, if we connect the novel with the erotic 
tradition of Chinese literature, we will realize that the author not only produced a perfect 






















New Divine Sisterhood: The Goddess of Disenchantment and Qin Keqing in Dream 
of the Red Chamber 
 
 In Su’e pian, the flower-moon spirit Su’e guides her male partner to 
enlightenment through sex. This pattern continues in Dream of the Red Chamber 
(hereafter Dream), in which the Immaculate Woman achieves another variation, the 
Goddess of Disenchantment (Jinghuan xiangu 警幻仙姑; hereafter Disenchantment). 
Disenchantment inherits the Immaculate Woman’s traits and assumes the role of a sexual 
mentor to the protagonist Jia Baoyu 賈寶玉 in this novel. When creating this new 
goddess, the author Cao Xueqin 曹雪芹 (1715–1763) synthesized the images of pre-
existing erotic goddesses, including the Mysterious Woman, the Immaculate Woman, and 
the Goddess of River Luo (Luoshen 洛神). He also created a Daoist and a Buddhist 
acolyte for this deity, indicating that she—as the leader of the religion of love (qingjiao 
情教)—is on top of other religions. Her sexual power is exercised by her twin sister Qin 
Keqing 秦可卿, who is invented to complement Disenchantment’s role. In the novel, 
Disenchantment knows all there is to know. On the one hand, she piques Jia Baoyu’s 
interest in female characters’ destinies, teaches him what lust is, and initiates his sexual 
experience; on the other hand, all of her efforts are simply expedient devices that inform 





The Goddess as the Author 
  Omnipresent and omnipotent, Disenchantment’s influence permeates the 
narrative. She is an internal narrator, who speaks for the actual author. Her first presence 
is in chapter 5 of Dream. In that episode, during Jia Baoyu’s visit to the Land of Illusion 
(Taixu huanjing 太虛幻境), Disenchantment presents him with the original manuscript of 
Dream of the Red Chamber 紅樓夢原稿, which is followed by a musical performance 
based on that manuscript. The episode reads as follows: 
As they sat drinking wine, a troupe of twelve dancers entered and inquired what 
pieces they should perform for the company’s entertainment. 
“You can do the twelve songs of my new song-and-dance suite ‘Dream of the Red 
Chamber’,” said Disenchantment. 
At once the sandalwood clappers began, very softly, to beat out a rhythm, 
accompanied by the sedate twang of the Zheng’s silver strings and by the voice of 
a singer. 
 
“When first the world from chaos rose…” 
 
The singer had got no further than the first line of the first song when 
Disenchantment interrupted. 
“This suite,” she told Baoyu, “is not like the music-dramas of your earthly 
composers in which there are always the fixed parts of sheng, dan, jing, mo and so 
on, and set tunes in the various Northern and Southern modes. In my suite each 
song is an elegy on a single person or event and the tunes are original 
compositions which we have orchestrated ourselves. You need to know what the 
songs are about in order to appreciate them properly. I should not imagine you are 
very familiar with this sort of entertainment; so unless you read the libretto of the 
songs first before listening to them, I fear you may find them rather insipid.” 
Turning to one of the maids, she ordered her to fetch the manuscript of her libretto 
of Dream of the Red Chamber and gave it to Baoyu to read, so that he could listen 














This episode reveals the self-referential and performative features of the novel. First, the 
novel describes itself in its own narrative, which points to its self-referential nature. 
Disenchantment gives Baoyu the manuscript; like the novel itself, this manuscript reveals 
the truth of life through storytelling. She is no longer a purely fictional character, rather 
she becomes the author’s alter ego. Second and more interestingly, this episode renders 
the novel as a performative text. Singers in the Land of Illusion sing songs recorded in 
the manuscript to reveal major characters’ destinies. Disenchantment is the mastermind 
behind this performance. 
 Fiction and reality parallel each other in this episode. In actuality, Cao Xueqin 
writes the novel to expose the empty nature of life; in a similar fashion, Disenchantment 
composes songs to awaken Jia Baoyu to the same nature of life. It is for this reason that 
Disenchantment serves as a mirror image of the author. Cao ingeniously disguises 
himself as Disenchantment. Both of them are the creators of the novel: the former 
produces a real text for his readers, and the latter creates an intangible text for the 
fictional character. The two texts share the same title, Honglou meng 紅樓夢 (Dream of 
the Red Chamber), which echoes the main theme of the novel: “Truth becomes fiction 
																																																								230	Zhiyanzhai pingpi	honglou meng 脂硯齋評批紅樓夢 (Jinan: Qilu shushe, 1994), 102. 	
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when the fiction’s true; real becomes not-real when the unreal’s real.”231 假作真時真亦
假，無為有處有還無. When we look at Water Margin and Dream, we can find that 
dream and reality are mutually inclusive in these novels. Not only is the boundary 
between the two realms surmountable, what occurs in a dream has consequences in 
reality. In Water Margin, Song Jiang wakes up from his dream and discovers a series of 
evidence—three date pits, a heavenly book, and the fragrance of wine in his mouth, all of 
which verify the authenticity of his dream. In Dream, Jia Baoyu has an intimate 
relationship with Qin Keqing in his dream and learns her childhood name Keqing. Later, 
he wakes up, calling “Keqing, save me” 可卿，救我. Evidently, the dream world extends 
to reality. 
 
From Fiction to Fiction: Dream of the Red Chamber and Water Margin 
 Disenchantment no doubt serves as the author’s alter ego. In the meantime, she 
reminds readers of the Mysterious Woman in Water Margin. Readers primarily consider 
Water Margin a novel of martial arts, which might have little in common with a romantic 
masterpiece such as Dream. Nevertheless, I would argue that Disenchantment clearly 
generates a link between the two novels. As the Qing commentator Zhang Xinzhi 張新之 
(1828–1850) has observed, Dream is closely related to Water Margin and other Ming 
novels.  
The Dream of the Red Chamber evolved from the Journey to the West, trod the 
path of Chin P’ing Mei (The Golden Lotus), and drew its spirits from Shui-hu 
Chuan (Water Margin).232 																																																								231	Hawkes, 55. 
 232 Here I quote Jing Wang’s translation of Zhang Xinzhi’s words. Jing Wang, The Story of Stone: 





 With regard to Zhang’s remark, Jing Wang points out: 
When Chang Hsin-chih (Zhang Xinzhi) speaks of the influence of Water Margin 
on the Dream of the Red Chamber, he uses the term shen 神, “spirits”—a critical 
concept too elusive to be brought into clear focus. It could refer either to the 
overall structural design of the narrative, to character portrayal, or to narrative 
style in general. It is the ambiguity and fluidity of such a concept that sets out 
imagination afloat in a hitherto uncharted direction.234 
 
Wang interprets the term sheshen 摄神 as “drawing spirits.” The word “spirits” does 
seem too slippery a term to capture Zhang Xinzhi’s meaning. Sheshen should be 
translated as “extracting the essence.” Then, what is the essence from Water Margin that 
Dream extracts? 
 One of the most important aspects of Water Margin is the divine-human 
interaction that undergirds the narrative. The novel contains a Daoist framework 
characterized by the Mysterious Woman’s intervention. Not only do we see the Daoist 
theory of yin and yang as well as that of the five-elements permeating the narrative, we 
also witness how the Mysterious Woman intervenes in human affairs at crucial junctures. 
The Daoist framework emerges at the very beginning of the novel, which is also called 
the xiezi 楔子 (wedge) part. The author(s) of Water Margin utilized the xiezi to begin the 
storytelling, which adds a metaphysical dimension to the narrative and provides readers 
with a sense of grandiosity. As we have seen, the grand narrative starts with Minister 																																																																																																																																																																					
Chamber, Water Margin, and the Journey to the West (Durham and London: Duke University 
Press, 1992), 95. 
 233	Zhang Xinzhi 張新之 “Honglou meng dufa” 紅樓夢讀法, in Yisu’s 一粟 Gudian wenxuan 
yanjiu ziliao huibian: Honglou meng juan 古典文學研究資料彙編：紅樓夢卷 (Beijing: 
Zhonghua shuju, 1963), vol. 1, 154.		234	Wang, 96.	
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Hong’s emancipating 108 demonic astral spirits that are subsequently reincarnated as 
human rebels. This lays a demonic foundation for the novel and reveals the origin of 
Mount Liang heroes. 
 Dream in many ways emulated Water Margin. First, the author created a xiezi and 
added a supernatural framework to his novel. In the first chapter of Dream, we are told 
that a magical stone—the precursor of Jia Baoyu—implores a Buddhist and a Daoist to 
take him to the mundane world so that he can attain the human experience. In his 
previous life, Mr. stone had a romantic entangelment with an immortal plant, Jiangzhu 
xiancao 絳珠仙草, who later turns out to be Baoyu’s cousin Lin Daiyu 林黛玉. The 
magical stone and the immortal plant descend to the mundane world to pay each other’s 
romantic debts. They belong to the category of sentimental ghosts (qinggui 情鬼), who 
were entangled with emotional issues in their previous lives. Each ghost descends to this 
world to live a conditional life (zaoli huanyuan 造歷幻緣) so as to transcend what 
remains unsolved in the past. Ultimately, the novel transforms these sentimental ghosts 
from the perplexed to the enlightened, which is comparable with the process of 
sublimating demons to deities in Water Margin. Second, the author adopted the theme of 
divine women’s intervention from Water Margin and created Disenchantment, who 
reminds us of the Mysterious Woman. In Water Margin, the Mysterious Woman oversees 
protagonists’ activities from the heavenly realm. In Dream, Disenchantment fulfills the 





From a Singing Girl to the Goddess of Romance: Disenchantment as a 
Superimposed Image 
 Disenchantment’s image can be linked to the literary tradition of supernatural 
women. The author superimposed multiple goddesses’ images on that of Disenchantment 
and differentiated her from others by making her a hybrid one. Although her image 
reflects Daoist and Buddhist influences, she does not fall into any religious categories, 
nor does she exclusively represent any religious beliefs. Instead, she creates her own cult, 
the cult of love. As she tells Baoyu: 
I (Disenchantment) live beyond the Realm of Separation, in the Sea of Sadness. 
There is a Mountain of Spring Awakening which rises from the midst of that sea, 
and on that mountain is the Paradise of the Full-blown Flower, and in that 
paradise is the Land of Illusion, which is my home. My business is with the 
romantic passions, love-debts, girlish heartbreaks and male philanderings of your 






In a word, Disenchantment is the Goddess of Romance. However, her role in chapter 5 of 
the novel is more complicated than that. She appears as a singing girl, musician, internal 
narrator, and teacher of the art of the bedchamber. She utilizes various performative tools, 
such as music and poetry, to inform Baoyu of the emptiness of life. In this episode, 
Baoyu enters Disenchantment’s realm with the help of Qin Keqing. Immediately, he 
hears that someone is singing a song: 
As soon as Bao-yu closed his eyes he sank into a confused sleep in which Qin-shi 
(Qin Keqing) was still there yet at the same time seemed to be drifting along 
weightlessly in front of him. He followed her until they came to a place of marble 																																																								235	Hawkes, 129–30. 	236	Zhiyanzhai pingpi honglou meng, 94.	
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terraces and vermilion balustrades where there were green trees and crystal 
streams. Everything in this place was so clean and so pure that it seemed as if no 
human foot could ever have trodden there or floating speck of dust ever blown 
into it. Bao-yu’s dreaming self rejoiced. “What a delightful place!” He thought. 
“If only I could spend all my life here! How much nicer it would be than living 
under the daily restraint of my parents and teachers!” These idle reflections were 
interrupted by someone singing a song on the other side of a hill: 
 
“Spring’s dream-time will like drifting clouds disperse, 
Its flowers snatched by a flood none can reverse. 
Then tell each nymph and swain 
’Tis folly to invite love’s pain” 
 
It was the voice of a girl. Before its last echoes had died away, a beautiful woman 
appeared in the quarter from which the voice had come, approaching him with a 










This episode creates another immortal’s abode—The Land of Illusion, which forms a 
literary trope together with other immortal’s places from Chinese fiction. Unlike other 
places, Disenchantment’s abode is a lyric space, replete with poetry, music, and dance. 
The encounter between Disenchantment and Baoyu begins with a song, one that 
represents her initial attempt to awaken Baoyu through poetry. As we see, the song 
employs traditional poetic images, such as “spring dream,” “drifting clouds,” “flying 
flower,” and “flowing water,” to reveal the insubstantiality and the transience of life. 
However, Disenchantment’s endeavor proves to be futile, as Baoyu is preoccupied with 																																																								237	Hawkes, 127–28.		238	Zhiyanzhai pingpi honglou meng, 93. 
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the scenic environment, the melodious voice, and her outstanding beauty.239 Her stunning 
image is represented by the following rhapsody (fu 賦): 
She (Disenchantment) has left her willow-tree house, from her blossoming bower 
stepped out; 
For the birds betray where she walks through the trees that cluster about, 
And a shadow athwart the winding walk announces that she is near, 
And a fragrance of musk and orchid from fluttering fairy sleeves, 
And a tinkle of girdle-gems that falls on the ear 
At each movement of her dress of lotus leaves. 
A peach-tree blossoms in her dimpling cheek; 
Her cloud-coiled tresses are halcyon-sleek; 
And she reveals, through parted cherry lips, 
Teeth like pomegranate pips. 
Her slim waist’s sinuous swaying calls to mind 
The dance of snowflakes with the waltzing wind; 
Hair ornaments of pearl and halcyon blue 
Outshine her painted forehead’s golden hue. 
Her face, through blossoms fleetingly disclosed, 
To mirth or ire seems equally disposed; 
And as by the waterside she goes, 
Hovering on light-stepping toes, 
A half-incipient look of pique 
Says she would speak, yet would not speak; 
While her feet, with the same irresolution, 
Would halt, yet would not interrupt their motion. 
I contemplate her rare complexion, 
Ice-pure and jade-like in perfection; 
I marvel at her glittering dress, 
Where art lends grace to sumptuousness; 
I wonder at her fine-cut features— 
Marble, which fragrance marks as one with living creatures; 
And I admire her queenly gait, 
Like stately dance of simurgh with his mate. 
Her purity I can best show 
In plum-trees flowering in the snow; 
Her chastity I shall recall 
In orchids white at first frost-fall; 
Her tranquil nature will prevail, 																																																								239	During Baoyu’s visit to the Land of Illusion, the narrative keeps emphasizing that Baoyu’s 
and Disenchantment’s mental states are not on the same level. The narrative uses phrases, such as 
“huhu” 惚惚 (confused), “youyou dangdang” 悠遊蕩蕩 (drifting along weightlessly), “bujie” 不
解 (confused), and “reng bujie” 仍不解 (even more confused) to describe Baoyu’s mental state 
and shows his confusion.	
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Constant as lone pine in an empty vale; 
Her loveliness as dazzled make 
As sunset gilding a pellucid lake; 
Her glittering elegance I can compare 
With dragons in an ornamental mere; 
Her dreamy soulfulness most seems 
Like wintry waters in the moon’s cold beams. 
The beauties of days gone by by her beauty are all abashed. 
Where was she born, and from whence descended? 
Immortal I judge her, fresh come from fairy feastings by the Jasper Pool, 













In this lengthy and flowery poetic description of Disenchantment, the verbal 
extravagance produces a heightened dramatic effect. Disenchantment’s stunning looks 
overshadow the philosophical insights in her song and arouse viewers’ curiosity. As the 
ending part of the rhapsody asks, “where was she born, and from whence descended?”242 
The author used these questions to defamiliarize this goddess and to emphasize that she is 
a new deity that has never appeared in the Chinese imagination.243 As a matter of fact, the 
																																																								240	Hawkes, 128–29. 
 241	Zhiyanzhai pingpi honglou meng, 93–94. 
 242	Hawkes, 129. 	243	The process of defamiliarization continues throughout the chapter. The author employed other 
methods to make Disenchantment’s image unfamiliar. For example, when Disenchantment 
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rhapsody is in fact an imitation of “The Rhapsody of the Goddess of River Luo” 
(“Luoshen fu” 洛神賦) by Cao Zhi 曹植 (192–232). The author adopted vocabulary and 
imagery from Cao’s piece. Prior to Dream, Cao’s work had inspired numerous authors to 
replicate the image of the Goddess of River Luo in both literary and visual forms. For 
example, the Eastern Jin (317–420) painter Gu Kaizhi 顧愷之 (ca. 345–406) created 
Painting Scroll of the Goddess of River Luo (Luoshen fu tujuan 洛神賦圖卷). Later, 
Wang Wei 王維 (701?–761), Li He 李賀(791–817), Wen Tingyun 溫庭筠 (813?–870), 
Guanxiu 貫休 (832–912), Su Shi 蘇軾 (1037–1101), and Ye Xiaoluan 葉小鸞 (1616–
1632) all wrote poems to poeticize the goddess’s image. The Goddess of River Luo had 
already become a literary motif in Chinese literature prior to Cao Xueqin’s appropriation 
of her image. 
 In addition, Disenchantment’s similarities to the Mysterious Woman are also 
discernible. The term zifu (the Purple Palace) at the end of the rhapsody reminds us of the 
Mysterious Woman’s abode in Water Margin. Here, Water Margin’s influence on Dream 
cannot be more evident. First, Baoyu’s entry into the Land of Illusion is similar to Song 
Jiang’s entering into the Mysterious Woman’s palace. Both men travel to the supernatural 
realm through a dream; dreams play an important role in enabling characters to cross the 
boundary between this world and the other world. Second, when depicting the Land of 
Illusion, the author adopted formulaic phrases from the Mysterious Woman’s episode in 
																																																																																																																																																																					
provides Baoyu with her secret books, the books are associated with different titles, including 
Jinling shi’er chai zhengce 金陵十二釵正冊 (Jinling, Twelve Beauties of, Main Register), Jinling 
shi’er chai fuce 金陵十二釵副冊 (Jinling, Twelve Beauties of, Supplementary Register No. 1), 
and Jinling shi’er chai you fuce 金陵十二釵又副冊 (Jinling, Twelve Beauties of, Supplementary 
Register No. 2). Instead of calling them “heavenly books”, the author gave them specific titles, 
thereby turning them into something unique and new.	
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Water Margin.244 Third, Disenchantment’s interaction with Baoyu emulates that between 
the Mysterious Woman and Song Jiang. Like the Mysterious Woman, Disenchantment 
offers Baoyu delicious wine and tea; afterward, she reveals secret texts to him. In Water 
Margin, the Mysterious Woman forbids Song Jiang to share the secret text with other 
people. In Dream, Baoyu is informed that he is the only person who exclusively acquires 
(dude 獨得) the secret information. All of the above similarities between the two novels 
indicate how Dream reenacts the theme of divine transmission that has repeatedly been 
represented in previous works. Here, Disenchantment takes over from the Mysterious 
Woman, and Jia Baoyu replaces Song Jiang to become the male protagonist. In the 
meantime, the focus of the secret knowledge shifts from martial arts to the art of the 
bedchamber. 
 
Hidden Lust: Qin Keqing’s Story 
 Disenchantment is an educator in the story. She reveals both the ultimate truth and 
the conventional truth to Jia Baoyu. On the one hand, she admonishes Baoyu that 
mundane enjoyment ultimately leads to nothing but emptiness. On the other hand, she 
teaches Baoyu how to conduct sex and introduces her sister Qin Keqing to him so that 
Qin can initiate Baoyu into adulthood. If Disenchantment is the mastermind behind the 
scenes, then Qin Keqing is the one who carries out Disenchantment’s plan. 
 Compared with her divine sister, Qin Keqing represents lust in the novel. She is 
attractive but morally flawed. She develops incestuous relationships with more than one 
																																																								244	Disenchantment’s immortal abode is depicted as follows: 寶玉恍恍惚惚，不覺棄了卷冊，
又隨了警幻來至後面。但見珠簾繡幕，畫棟雕簷，說不盡那光搖朱戶金鋪地，雪照瓊窗玉
作宮。更見仙花馥郁，異草芬芳，真好個所在. Zhiyanzhai pingpi honglou meng, 100. 
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man in the Jia family. First, in actuality, she has an affair with her father-in-law Jia Zhen 
賈珍 in the All-scents Garden (Huifang yuan 會芳園). Second, in the Land of Illusion, 
she sleeps with her uncle Jia Baoyu, which initiates his sexual experience. 
 Qin Keqing’s boudoir is located in the All-scents Garden of the Jia household. 
Her incestuous behavior transforms the garden into an ironical space. While the garden’s 
name suggests that this place is a symbol of purity, her affair with Jia Zhen reveals the 
opposite. The adulterers contaminate the garden and transform it into a place of impurity. 
In addition to this, directness gives place to implicitness in the characterization of Qin 
Keqing. As the novel’s commentator Red Inkstone (Zhiyan zhai 脂硯齋) has noted at the 
end of chapter 13, “the author covers up what causes Qin’s death in this chapter due to 
his great compassion” 通回將可卿如何死故隱去，是大發慈悲心也.245 In this episode, 
the narrative ignores Jia Rong’s 賈蓉— Qin’s husband—reaction to her death. Instead, 
the story focuses on the father-in-law’s sadness at the untimely death of his lover. In 
order to give Qin a decent funeral, Jia Zhen purchases an expensive casket for her. He 
also buys an official title for his son so that Qin’s posthumous status can be elevated. The 
funeral is depicted as follows: 
As he was speaking Qin Bang-ye (Qing Ye) and Qing Zhong arrived, and various 
members of You-shi’s family, including her two younger sisters. Cousin Zhen 
deputed Jia Qiong, Jia Chen, Jia Lin and Jia Qiang from among the younger men 
present to look after them and any other guests who might arrive. He also 
instructed someone to invite an expert from the Board of Astronomy to select 
dates for the funeral and the ceremonies preceding it. With the approval of this 
official it was decided that the lying in state should be for forty-nine days and that 
the notification of bereavement indicating the family’s readiness to receive 
official visits of condolence should be made in three days’ time. A hundred and 
eight Buddhist monks were engaged to perform a Grand Misericordia for the 																																																								245	Zhiyan zhai pingpi honglou meng, 230. 
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salvation of all departed souls in the main reception hall of the mansion during 
these forty-nine days, while at the same time ninety-nine Taoist priests of the 
Quanzhen sect were to perform ceremonies of purification and absolution at a 
separate altar in the Celestial Fragrance pavilion. These arrangements having been 
made, the body was moved to a temporary shrine in another pavilion of the All-
scents Garden. Fifty high-ranking Buddhist monks and fifty high-ranking Taoist 









The ceremonies of purification take place in Celestial Fragrance pavilion, where the 
adultery took place when Qin was alive. The novel secretly utilizes the Daoist ritual to 
remove the contamination caused by Qin and her father-in-law, providing their 
incestuous relationship with a secret conclusion. 
 Although the novel does not explicitly represent Qin’s lust, and her affair with Jia 
Zhen remains hidden in the narrative, the author finds a way to represent her 
seductiveness through material objects in her room. In chapter 5 of the novel, Qin Keqing 
invites Baoyu to her inner chamber. Her room serves as a transitional space in Baoyu’s 
journey to the Land of Illusion. When entering her boudoir, Baoyu beholds a painting. 
The painting is entitled “Spring Slumber” (Haitang chunshui tu 海棠春睡圖). The 
character chun 春 has an erotic connotation and is often associated with erotic 
																																																								246	Hawkes, 259–60. 
 247	Zhiyan zhai pingpi honglou meng, 222–23. 
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paintings.248 The erotic nature of the painting is confirmed by Qin Guan’s 秦觀(1049–
1100) poetic lines accompanying the painting.249 Moreover, according to the novel, this 
painting is attributed to Tang Yin 唐寅 (1470–1524, z. Bohu 伯虎). Tang is associated 
with late Ming erotic painting albums, including Fengliu juechang 風流絕唱 and 
Yuanyang mipu 鴛鴦秘譜.  
 The novel depicts Qin Keqing’s boudoir as a venue for gathering erotic objects. In 
a limited textual space, the author generates a matrix of literary references imbued with 
erotic connotations to describe her boudoir. The episode reads as follows: 
In the course of this exchange the party had made its way to Qin-shi’s bedroom. 
As Bao-yu entered, a subtle whiff of the most delicious perfume assailed his 
nostrils, making a sweet stickiness inside his droopping eyelids and causing all 
the joints in his body to dissolve. “What a lovely smell!” He repeated the words 
several times over. Inside the room there was a painting by Tang Yin entitled 
“Spring Slumber” depicting a beautiful woman asleep under a crab-apple tree, 
whose buds had not yet opened. The painting was flanked on either side by a pair 
of calligraphic scrolls inscribed with a couplet from the brush of the Song poet 
Qin Guan: 
 
(on one side) 
The coldness of spring has imprisoned the soft buds in a wintry dream; 
(on the other side) 
The fragrance of wine has intoxicated the beholder with imagined flower-scents. 
 
On a table stood an antique mirror that had once graced the tiring-room of the 
lascivious empress Wu Ze-tian. Beside it stood the golden platter on which Flying 
Swallow once danced for her emperor’s delight. And on the platter was that very 
quince which the villainous An Lu-shan threw at beautiful Yang Gui-fei, bruising 
her plump white breast. At the far end of the room stood the priceless bed on 
which Princess Shou-yang was sleeping out of doors under the eaves of the Han-																																																								248	For example, erotic paintings are often called chunhua 春畫 (spring painting), or 
chungong hua 春宮畫 (spring palace painting). 	249	I-Hsien Wu has also pointed this out, see I-Hsien Wu, Eroticism and Other Literary 




zhang Palace when the plum-flower lighted on her forehead and set a new fashion 
for coloured patches. Over it hung a canopy commissioned by Princess Tong-
chang entirely fashioned out of ropes of pearls. “I like it here,” said Bao-yu 
happily. “My room,” said Qin-shi with a proud smile, “is fit for an immortal to 
sleep in.” And she unfolded a quilted coverlet, whose silk had been laundered by 
the fabulous Xi Shi, and arranged the double head-rest that Hong-niang once 











I-Hsien Wu has asserted that Qin is “a signifier of desire as a network of intertextual 
references,”252 and that “the objects in Qin Keqing’s bedroom signify lust, but the 
meaning is generated largely through the novel’s interaction with previous ‘historical 
romances’ and erotic fictions.”253 Indeed, Qin’s story is not so much a continuation to late 
Ming erotica as it is a literary invention by the author. Her bedroom is decorated with 
rare objects owned by historical figures who had romantic stories in the past. These 
objects transform Qin’s bedroom into a dream realm (mengjing 夢境).254 She is the 
immortal who resides in that realm, transcending time and space. 
																																																								250	Hawkes, 126–27. 	251	Zhiyanzhai pingpi honglou meng, 91–92.  
 252	Wu, Eroticism and Other Literary Conventions in Chinese Literature, 23. 
 253	Wu, Eroticism and Other Literary Conventions in Chinese Literature, 23. 




Yiyin: The Sublimation of Lust 
 Qin Keqing crosses ethical, temporal, and spatial boundaries. As we have seen, 
she contradicts the Confucian familial ethic and shatters the Confucian ideal of a virtuous 
woman in her relationship with Jia Zhen. Then, she transcends the boundary between the 
real and the unreal in her interaction with Baoyu. When she appears in the Land of 
Illusion, she serves as the avatar of Disenchantment. Both women form a new pair of 
erotic goddesses, re-enacting the divine sisterhood between the Mysterious Woman and 
the Immaculate Woman.255 In this new divine relationship, Qin embodies the idea of yin 
淫, licentiousness, and is a reminder of the Immaculate Woman and her variation Su’e. 
The novel then enables Disenchantment to contain and sublimate Qin’s and Baoyu’s 
mundane lust. 
 In order to transform lust into pure love, the novel coins a neologism—Yiyin 意淫. 
According to Disenchantment, Yiyin represents the ultimate goal in eroticism. At first, 
she calls Baoyu the most lustful man in the world (tianxia gujin diyi yinren 天下古今第
一淫人). Frightened, Baoyu denies being that person and claims that he does not know 
what lust means 不知“淫”字為何物. At this moment, Disenchantment preaches the 
idea of yiyin to him: 
“In principle, of course, all lust is the same. But the word has many different 
meanings. For example, the typically lustful man in the common sense of the 
word is a man who likes a pretty face, who is fond of singing and dancing, who is 
inordinately given to flirtation; one who makes love in season and out of seaon, 
and who, if he could, would like to have every pretty girl in the world at his 
disposal, to gratify his desires whenever he felt like it. Such a person is a mere 																																																								255	Dream creates characters in pairs: Zhen Shiyin 甄士隱 (concealing the truth 真事隱) is paired 
with Jia Yucun 賈雨村 (deceptive words and vulgar language 假語村言); Zhen Baoyu 甄寶玉 
(authentic precious jade) mirrors Jia Baoyu 賈寶玉 (inauthentic precious jade). In a similar 
fashion, the narrative creates Qin Keqing as Disenchantment’s avatar.	
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brute. His is a shallow, promiscuous kind of lust. But your kind of lust is different. 
That blind, defenceless love with which nature has filled your being is what we 
call here ‘lust of the mind’. ‘Lust of the mind’ cannot be explained in words, nor, 
if it could, would you be able to grasp their meaning. Either you know what it 
means or you don’t. Because of this ‘lust of the mind’ women will find you a kind 
and understanding friend; but in the eyes of the world I am afraid it is going to 
make you seem unpractical and eccentric. It is going to earn you the jeers of many 
and the angry looks of many more. Today I received a most touching request on 
your behalf from your ancestors the Duke of Ning-guo and the Duke of Rong-guo. 
And as I cannot bear the idea of your being rejected by the world for the greater 
glory of us women, I have brought you here. I have made you drunk with fairy 
wine. I have drenched you with fairy tea. I have admonished you with fairy songs. 
And now I am going to give you my little sister Two-in-one—‘Ke-qing’ to her 
friends—to be your bride. The time is propitious. You may consummate the 
marriage this very night. My motive in arranging this is to help you grasp the fact 
that, since even in these immortal precincts love is an illusion, the love of your 












In her speech, Disenchantment criticizes the kind of lust that leads people to purely 
sensual pleasure. She speaks against those shallow men who indulge themselves with 
pretty faces, singing and dancing, and flirtation. These men are relegated by 
Disenchantment because they have no interest in adoring women. She extols a new type 
of lust that Baoyu embodies. The new type of lust, namely yiyin, cannot be described by 
words. Here, the novel reveals the futility of language—using language to interpret the 
																																																								256	David Hawkes, 146. 
 257	Zhiyan zhai pingpi honglou meng, 107–8. 
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meaning of that notion is an unrequited toil. If words prove to be useless in understanding 
Disenchantment’s teaching, then what is Disenchantment’s pedagogical tool? Near the 
end of the episode, Disenchantment provides the answer to this question. She introduces 
Qin Keqign to Baoyu and instructs the two of them to conduct the ritual of sexual union. 
Qin initiates Baoyu’s mundane experiences, which accumulate throughout the narrative 
and eventually lead him to see through the illusory nature of life. On the road toward 
spiritual awakending, didactic verbal communication proves to be less effective than 
actual experience, for the ultimate truth of life can only be found in the actual human 
experience of this world.  
 The idea of yiyin differs from yin in that the former represents a sublimation of 
lust, which requires a genuine respect and love for women. In late imperial Chinese 
fiction, we have hitherto encountered multiple types of sublimation. Mark Meulenbeld’s 
research focuses on the sublimnation of lower-ranking deities to high-ranking gods in the 
novel Canonization of Gods. In Water Margin, we encounter the sublimation of demonic 
astral spirits to heavenly soldiers in the domain of martial arts. Here, Dream concentrates 











 As Mark Meulenbeld points out, Chinese modernists considered religious 
traditions incompatible with modernity, thus neglecting religious elements when studying 
the Chinese novel.258 His in-depth reflection on how xiaoshuo fiction was reinterpreted 
by modern scholars as a literary genre to match its Western counterpart leads to his 
emphasis on the novel’s religious structure in his own book. However, Meulenbeld’s 
study focuses merely on novels that contain magic. According to him, “[t]he world of the 
late imperial Chinese novel is, by and large, one of magic and enchantment.”259 In this 
light, fictional works only serve as “accompanying narratives” to clarify ritual ideas.260 
Meulenbeld comes to this conclusion without paying much attention to the existence of 
literati novels (wenren xiaoshuo 文人小說). Although he is right that many late imperial 
novels such as Water Margin and Canonization draw inspiration from Daoist rituals, we 
must admit that other novels such as Nüxian waishi and Dream of the Red Chamber 
written by literati authors rely heavily on literary conventions in addition to appropriating 
religious structures. The Chinese novel is an all-encompassing genre, comprising a broad 
spectrum of texts that are not always consistent with Meulenbeld’s argument. 
 In this dissertation, while calling into question the universality of Meulenbeld’s 
theory in studying late imperial Chinese fiction, I provide a wide range of Chinese 
fictional works revolving around the stories of the Mysterious Woman and the 																																																								258	See Meulenbeld’s argument in “Invention of the Novel,” Chapter 1 of Demonic Warfare, 27–
59. 
 259	Meulenbeld, Demonic Warfare, 1. 	260	Meulenbeld, Demonic Warfare, 212.	
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Immaculate Woman in order to complicate the dynamic relationship between religion and 
literature. On the one hand, I partially concur with Meulenbeld’s idea and discredit a 
clear-cut distinction between the Chinese novel and religion by demonstrating how 
fictional and religious texts share common imagination. On the other hand, I point out 
noticeable differences between religious and fictional discourses. As I have revealed, 
religious discourse tends to be prescriptive, whereas fictional discourse tends to be 
descriptive. These two discourses converge and diverge in varying situations. 
Fictional texts can be influenced by religious ideas; however, the former are not 
receptacles for the latter. As we have seen, Chinese vernacular fiction can actively shape 
and reshape late imperial religious landscapes. Not only have vernacular novels created 
new religious symbols and pantheons, those novels have also demonstrated a cohesive 
power in bringing seemingly unrelated ideas together. Martial arts novels adopt the image 
of the Mysterious Woman as a symbol of righteousness to justify heroes’ military 
adventures; erotic fiction bases its stories on the Immaculate Woman’s legend. While 
developing separately, these two narrative traditions intersect occasionally. The 
intersection indicates the cohesive power of the novel in uniting martial arts and 
eroticism. 
 The power of the Chinese novel is also manifested in its capability of bringing the 
marginalized to the center. Vernacular fiction has played an important role in discovering 
overlooked divinities in Chinese religion. If it had not been for Chinese fiction, many 
religious figures and ideas would have been forgotten. It is for this reason that we can 
conclude that fictional discourse complements religious discourse. 
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Not only that, vernacular fiction also diversifies our understanding of Chinese 
religion. Focusing on the daily life of pre-modern China, vernacular fiction contains 
graphic details on ordinary people’s religious practices. These details allow us to gain 
new and diverse perspectives on religious rituals and beliefs at the time. The significant 
role of Chinese fiction in religious studies should be emphasized by all means. In the 
meantime, scholars of Chinese fiction should pay attention to religion as well. It is 
necessary for literary scholars to restore literary texts to their original ritual settings so 
that we can better understand why certain fictional works were written as they were. 
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A translation of “Magistrate Bi’s Daughter” (Biling nü 畢令女) from Record of the 
Listener (Yi Jianzhi 夷堅志) by Hong Mai 洪邁 (1123–1202) 261 
 
 
 Lu Shizhong, whose courtesy name was Dangke, was known for using talismans 
and registers to expel ghosts. His contemporary literati friends all referred to him as “Lu 
the Perfected Official.” He often brought with him ghostly cases. In the first year of the 
Jianyan reign, he came down toward the east from the capital and arrived in the Lingbi 
County. Having been replaced [by his successor], Bi Zao, the magistrate of the county, 
had not left the place yet. Upon learning Master Lu’s arrival, Bi visited Lu and said: “My 
younger daughter is possessed by a ghost. Recently, I have asked Daoist ritual masters to 
exorcise the ghost. I was blamed [by my daughter], and she even used a stick to beat me 
and drive me away. Now, her symptoms are getting worse, and only you can cure her. I 
hope you could come over to our boat and check her over.” Lu agreed. He got into the 
boat and sat down. The daughter got up, put on her clothes, and came out to meet Lu. She 
stood quietly by the master and did not display any symptoms. Her face lit up as she 
spoke: “[I am] the elder sister. I feel so fortunate that Heaven provides me with this 
opportunity to meet the master. I have not been able to express my distress when I was 
alive. Now I meet you. Please allow me to tell you everything. As the elder sister, I was 
born of the previous wife, and the younger sister was born of the current wife. Spoiled by 
her mother, my younger sister bullied me all the time. After we lived in the capital for a 
while, someone proposed to marry me. The marriage was about to happen, and I needed a 																																																								261	Hong Mai 洪邁, Yijian zhi 夷堅志 (Kyoto: Zhongwen chubanshe, 1980), 128. The translation 
is mine. 
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pair of gold hairpins. The younger sister refused to give me the hairpins. For this reason, I 
eventually did not get married. I was depressed and died soon. The court of the 
netherworld refused to accept me and record my name because my life in this world had 
not been finished yet. Therefore, I had to wander around and had nowhere to go. I 
encountered the Mysterious Women of the Nine Heavens who were roaming around at 
the time. She sympathized with me after learning the injustice inflicted on me. She taught 
me her secret method. [I practiced it], but before the miracle happened, the younger sister 
ruined my plan once again. I was a hapless person, and my life was disturbed by the 
younger sister no matter I was alive or dead. Today, I will revenge myself and end my 
sister’s life. In the meantime, I hope to thank the Mysterious Woman of the Nine 
Heavens. Although you help people expel evil spirits, [this time] I have to revenge 
myself, and you cannot stop me. Please don’t say anything more.” Master Lu mused for a 
while and said to himself: “Her words are strong.” He then turned to Magistrate Bi and 
said: “You must pray with good motives. My magic cannot solve the problem.” [At this 
moment], the girl suddenly fell to the ground. When people raised her body, she was as 
spacey as before. As a matter of fact, what Lu saw was the younger sister’s body, and 
what he heard was the voice of the elder sister who had been dead for years.  
 The next day, the younger sister passed away. Master Lu came to attend the 
funeral. The father said: “What happened yesterday was mysterious, and I am still 
confused. My elder daughter received the Mysterious Woman’s teaching after she passed 
away, how could my younger daughter ruin her sister’s practice? ” [Master Lu 
responded]: “Your family must have something to do with that. I hope you are not hiding 
anything. I should be able to know every detail when performing my magic.” Magistrate 
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Bi responded: “A strange incident did happen before. If you take it into account, that 
incident must be related to this. After my elder daughter passed away, we buried her 
outside a temple near the capital. At the Cold Food Festival, the whole family went to 
visit her tomb. A scholar lived nearby. His door was latched when he went out; my 
family accidentally opened the door and went in to take a look. My younger daughter saw 
a bronze mirror on the table. She exclaimed: ‘This mirror was buried with my sister. How 
come it is here? The person who lives here must have stolen it.’ [At the time], my 
explanation was: There existed similar things; besides, many people in the capital sold 
the same type of mirror. My younger daughter argued: ‘My sister and I each got one of 
these mirrors. I embellished the edges of the mirrors myself. [When doing that], I used 
paper from some official’s name card.’ I examined the paper and realized what she said 
was true. The scholar came home when we were talking. He was angry (at us breaking 
into his house) and said: ‘What is worth checking out in a poor man’s house? Why would 
you enter my place without notice?’ My younger daughter replied: ‘You stole this mirror 
from my sister’s tomb. No that we have the evidence, we will catch the thief.’ We then 
tied him up. The scholar explained: ‘One evening about half a year ago, I was sitting here 
reading my book when a woman knocked on my door. She told me that she was scolded 
by her mother-in-law and was forced to return to her parents’ house. Her parents lived in 
the town, and she could not get there. She hoped to stay here for one night. She was 
sobbing when she told me this. I could do nothing but let her stay. Attracted to each 
other, we had an intimate moment. Afterward, she visited me every night; sometimes, she 
came here during the daytime. One day, I was combing my hair by the river. Having seen 
me doing that, she smiled and asked me if I did not have a mirror. She told me she had 
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one. She then fetched it and gave it to me. The mirror [you are holding now] is the one 
she had before. She often took my clothes and repaired them. She refused to tell me 
where she came from. Yesterday, she told me there would be a gathering of family and 
friends. She had to attend that event and thus could not come to visit me. But she told me 
that she would come here tomorrow night. Then, she left. This morning, feeling lonely 
and upset, I went out for a walk. I did not expect that you would enter my place.’ After 
hearing the story, my family burst into tears. However, my younger daughter said: ‘This 
man must be lying. We need to unearth the coffin and find out the truth.’ We went to the 
tomb and examined it. [We discovered that] there was a fissure behind the tomb, which 
allowed people to put a hand in it. We removed tiles and saw the coffin. Big nails were 
all lifted about one inch. Then, we removed the lid of the coffin and saw that my elder 
daughter was sitting there with her legs crossed. She was sewing a man’s headscarf. The 
flesh under her waist was newly generated; it was warm and soft. Above the waist was 
decayed flesh. We started to regret [our decision]. We put the lid back and let the scholar 
go. It has been more than three years since that incident happened. Isn’t the teaching of 
the Mysterious Woman the same thing as the Daoist method of resurrecting the dead? 
The method enables a living person to accompany the dead so that the latter can come 
back to life. [My elder daughter’s] secret was exposed, and her practice could not 
continue. The person who revealed the secret was my younger daughter. Isn’t this the act 
of ruining the plan?” 
 Master Lu was surprised at the story. He traveled to Shanyang and told Guo 
Tongsheng the story. Guo’s son, Tuo, retold it. 
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 路時中，字當可，以符箓治鬼著名。士大夫間目曰“路真官”。常齎鬼公案
自隨。建炎元年，自都城東下，至靈壁縣。縣令畢造已受代，檥舟未發，聞路君至，
來謁曰：“家有仲女，為鬼所禍，前後迎道人法師治之，翻為所辱罵，至或遭箠去
者。今病益深，非真官不能救，願辱臨舟中一視之。”路諾許，入舟坐定。病女徑
起，著衣出拜，凝立於旁，略無病態，津津有喜色，曰：“大姐得見真官，天與之
幸。平生壹鬱不得吐，今見真官，敢一一陳之：大姐乃前來媽媽所生，二姐則今媽
媽所生也。恃母鍾愛，每事相陵侮。頃居京師，有人來議婚事，垂就，唯須金釵一
雙，二姐執不與，竟不成昏，心鞅鞅以死。死後冥司以命未盡，不復拘錄，魂魄漂
搖無所歸。遇九天玄女出遊，憐其枉，授以秘法。法欲成，又為二姐壞了。大姐不
幸，生死為此妹所困。今須與之俱逝，以償至冤，且以謝九天玄女也。真官但當為
人治祟，有冤欲報，勢不可已，願真官勿復言。” 路君沉思良久，曰：“其詞
強。” 顧畢令曰: “君當自以善力禱謝之，法不可治也。”女忽仆地，掖起之，
復困惙如初。蓋出拜者乃二姐之身，而其言則大姐之言也，死已數年矣。 
 明日，二姐殂，路君來弔，其父曰：“昨日之事，曲折吾所不曉。而玄女授
法，乃死後事，二姐何以得壞之？” “君家必有影響，幸無隱，在我法中，當洞
知其本末。”畢令曰：“向固有一異事，今而思之，必此也。長女既亡，菆於京城
外僧寺，當寒食掃祭，舉家盡往。菆室之側，有士人居焉，出而扃其戶。家人偶啟
封，入房窺觀，仲女見案上銅鏡，呼曰：‘此大姐柩中物，何以在此？必劫也！’
吾以為物有相類，且京師貨此者甚多，仲女力爭曰：‘方買鏡時，姊妹各得其一，
鞶結襯緣，皆出我手。所用紙，某官謁刺也。’視之信然。方嗟歎而士人歸，怒曰：
‘貧士寓舍，有何可觀？不告而入，何理也？’ 仲女曰：‘汝發墓取物，奸贓具
在，吾來擒盜耳。’遂縛之。士人乃言：‘半年前夜坐讀書，有女子扣戶曰：“為
阿姑譴怒，逐使歸父母家。家在城中，無從可還，願見容一夕。”泣訴甚切，不獲
已納之，繾綣情通。自是每夕必至，或白晝亦來。一日，方臨水掠鬢，女見而笑曰：
“無鏡耶？我適有之。”遂取以相餉，即此物也。時時攜衣服去補治，獨不肯說為
誰家人。昨日見語曰：“明日我家與親賓聚會，須相周旋，不得到君所，後夜當復
來。”遂去。今晨獨處無悰，故散步野外以遣日，不虞君之涉吾地也。”吾家聞之
皆悲泣，獨仲女曰：‘此郎固妄言，必發驗乃可。’走往殯所蹤跡之，其後有罅可
容手，啟甎見棺，大釘皆拔起寸餘。及撤蓋板，則長女正疊足坐，縫男子頭巾，自
腰以下，肉皆新生，膚理溫軟，腰以上猶是枯脂。始悔恨，復掩之，釋士人使去。
自是及今，蓋三年餘矣。所謂玄女之說，豈非道家所謂回骸起死，必得生人與久處，
便可復活邪？事既彰露，不可復續，而白發其事，皆出仲女，所謂壞其法者，豈此
邪？” 
 路君亦為之驚吒。道出山陽，以語郭同升。升之子沰說。 
 
 
 	
 
